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ABSTRACT
The first edition of the emblem book Schola Cordis
is extant in two exemplars in the British Museum, the
original issue of 1647 and a reissue dated l66'l.

The work,

with its companion piece of four poems entitled "The
Learning of the Heart," has been out of print for nearly a
century, the most recent publication being Alexander
Grosart's limited edition of l87^«

Using the first edition

as a copy-text, the present edition presents a text with
notes and collation based on the general editorial methods
of such scholars as R. B. McKerrow and Fredson Bowers.
Only substantive emendation is recorded in the footnotes,
other alterati<m, variation, and explanation being confined
to the notes.

I have included photocopies of the engravings

from the first edition.
The introduction contains, besides a description of
the editions and the manner in which they are treated in
the present edition, sections on the life of Harvey, the
authorship of Schola, Harvey and the emblem, Harvey as a
poet, and a critical appraisal of Schola.
Harvey was born in 1597 in Bunbury, Cheshire.
After taking his B.A. and M.A. at Oxford, he served in
Herefordshire as parson of two parishes and as headmaster
of a grammar school.

In addition to Schola, he produced
viii

ix

/

another book of poems, The Synagogue, in imitation of
George Herbert's Temple; an edition of four Psalms by
Thomas Pierson; and prose tracts entitled Self-contradiction
Censured and Faction Supplanted.

Another work, Condition

of Christianity, has disappeared.
Schola, originally published anonymously, was
attributed to Thomas Harvey by Anthony a Wood.

In the

nineteenth century it was published six times under the
name of Francis Quarles.

Grosart, however, established the

identity of the author as Christopher Harvey.
The modern history of the emblem begins with
Alciati's Emblematum Liber (Italy, 1531)•

The genre was

never as popular in England as it was on the Continent, but
there were a number of attempts in English, beginning with
Geffrey Whitney's Choice of Emblemes (1586).

Harvey owes

his engravings, subjects, and epigrams to Benedictus van
Haeften, but the odes are his ora.
An imitator of Herbert, Harvey writes in the meta
physical tradition, especially in the development of his
images and the use of shaped verse.

He exceeds Herbert's

variety of verse forms by using a different foot and/or
line length in every ode in Schola.
As a poet, Harvey has been admired by such estab
lished literary figures as Walton, Coleridge, and Lamb.
Professor A. C. Howell ranks him as one of the best of the
minor religious poets of the seventeenth century.

X

Genuineness of religious expression is a strong point of
Schola, but the verse itself may charm the sympathetic
reader.

Perhaps the inaccessibility of Harvey's works is

in part responsible for his so far having received less
attention than he deserves.
The appendices contain: (l) the textual collation,
(2) an index of terms glossed, and (3) tables showing
translations of the Latin mottoes, a comparison of the
formats of Harvey and Haeften, comparisons of the Biblical
texts cited in the engravings and in the text, and the
rhyme schemes and line lengths of the odes.

INTRODUCTION
1.

HARVEY'S LIFE AND WORKS

The religious books of the early seventeenth
century have thus far received less attention than they
often deserve, both as literature and as a source of
information about their t-ines-?

Many of the recognized

literary figures of the day turned their talents to reli
gious themes, and to the people themselves religious
controversy was assuming increasing importance.''"

If the

depth of the controversy hardly touched George Ilerbex-t, it
assumed greater proportion for an avowed imitator of his
who wrote on the brink of and during the Civil Wars,
Christopher Harvey.

Harvey's works have been admired by

men of literary stature—such as Izaac Walton, S. T.
Coleridge, and Charles Lamb--and his first book of poetry,
The Synagogue; or, The Shadow of The Temple has been twice
edited during the 1960's.

His other poetic work, a volume

of emblems entitled Schola Cordis, has been virtually
neglected since it was published for The Fuller Worthies'
Library in 187*1» nearly a century ago, and then only in a
limited edition.

For these reasons I have undertaken the

1. Helen Constance White, English Devotional
Literature (Prose) 1600-16*10 (Madison, Wis., 193-1) •> PP« 9-

10.
1

2
present edition of Schola Cordis, along with a general
study of Harvey, a poet worthy of more attention than he
has received.
When we consider how little contemporary biographi
cal infoi'iiiation has Survived concerning many major literary
figures, we should not be surprised to find little about
Christopher Harvey, a man who lived his life in the rela
tive seclusion of small western parishes: a few public
records, fewer personal notes, and most of these uneai-thed
through diligent, and lucky, scholarship.
Life
Harvey was born in Bunbury, Cheshire, in 1597*

His

father, also named Christopher, was the parson and school
master.

Although we find no baptismal record, the identi

fication of Harvey's parentage is suggested by Anthony a
Wood's statement that he was

na

minister's son of Cheshire,

2
. . . born in that country," and is explicitly confirmed
by John Foster.3

The father's presence in that parish is

attested to by the records of the Haberdashers1 Company of
London, which organized the school in 159'i and appointed
the elder Ilarvey its first master.

These records continue,

with pertinent entries in 1597 and 1'600; then the parish
2. Athenae Oxonlenses (including the Fasti or
Annals). ed. Phi1ip Bliss (London, l8l3-20T^ III, 53&•
3*

-Alumni Oxonienses (Oxfoi~d, 1887-92), s. v.

3
register- enters a burial on 23 November 1601, "Christopher
Harvey, preacher of Bunb."

k

The lack of information in Bunbury about the son is
not surprising, for thei-e is a gap in the register of some
two decades until 159^ (Grosai-t, p. xxvii).

Wood states

that Harvey was sixteen when he matriculated at Oxford in
1613 (III, 538); Foster gives the precise date of 1 July
l6l3 •> which would make his birthday fall in the .first half
of 15975 thus during the period when the records are
missing.

Because Harvey was only four at the time of his

father's death, we may set aside Grosart's conclusion that
"no doubt our Worthy was first of all educated in the
Grammar School of Bunbury, with his venerable father's eye
on him" (p. xxviii).
Harvey's mother ultimately remarried, for the
Bunbury register records on 21 February 1608 the marriage
of Ellen Harvie, listed as "widow," to Thomas Pierson of
Waverham.

Since Pierson latex- lived in Brampton Bryan,

Herefordshire, we have an explanation of Harvey's turning
up some twenty-two years J. ater in a rectory in Whitney,
Herefordshire, some seventeen miles from Brampton Bryan
4. Alexander B. Grosart, ed., The Complete Poems
of Christopher Harvey, The Fuller Worthies' Library
(Blackburn, Lancashire, 187^), pp. xxiv-xxvii. The
Haberdashers' Company Records mention, besides the founding
of the school in 159'i, the power of attorney for the school
given to one John Aldersey in 1597? and a letter of
encouragement to be sent to the eldei~ Harvey on receipt of
his progress report in 1600.

4
(Grosart, p. xxvii), and also for his later serving as
Pierson's executor (Bliss, ed. note in Wood, III, 538).
Moreover, Harvey1s edition in 16^7 of Pierson's paraphrases
of four Psalms shows such veneration that it is easy to
assume he enjoyed a close relationship .with his stepfather.
Harvey imitated his natural father by subscribing
as a battler, or poor scholar, in Brasenose College,
Oxford, where he took both degrees, the baccalaureate on
19 May l6l7 and the master of arts on 10 May 1620.
The next ten years are a blank in Harvey's bio
graphy.

By 163O he was married and living in Whitney,

Herefordshire.
Anne,

011

The.record there of the birth of a daughter,

13 March 1630 and a burial entry for the rector of

the parish, William Iluddleston, in December of the same
year indicate that Harvey was residing in Whitney before
becoming rector; Grosart speculates that he was Iluddleston's
assistant (p. xviii).
rectorship.

He did, in any case, ascend to the

Though we can say little else about Harvey's

years at Whitney, we do know that his wife Margai~et bore
him in succession, besides the daughter mentioned above,
Tamberlane (born 7 July l633)» John (21 June 1635)1 Robert
(30 July 1637)5 and finally Ilellen (22 September 1639)
(Grosart, pp. xviii-x.ix).

5• Foster, s. v. Wood dates the former degree
10 May (Fasti, I, 369) but this is probably a confusion
with the date of the M. A.

The time spent at Whitney was interrupted when
Harvey accepted the headinastership of the Grammar School of
Kington, Herefordshire.

The original Register Booke, or a

Perfect Account both of the Schoolmasters and Scholars of
the school, enters on 29 September 1632 his taking up the
post of headmaster, referring to hiin as "'late rector of
the parish church of Whitney" and thus indicating a resig
nation from the former post.

Why he held the position only

until the succeeding March is a mystery, but apparently his
resignation at Whitney had been conditional, for the
baptismal entries clearly imply his continued residence
there until 1639 (Grosart, pp. xix).

Morris Charles

Culotta attempts to solve the riddle by speculatiiag that
Harvey sought to follow in his revered father's footsteps
by becoming headmaster of a school, but then discovered he
had no taste for school administration.^
After* a decade at Whitney, Harvey was rewarded with
the living of CIifton-on-Dunsmore, the only appointment
mentioned by Wood (III, 538).

A decided improvement in his

fortunes began with the new appointment.

In addition to

the births of further childi~en — twins, Bridgett and Mary
(born 12 June l6'l2); Witney [sic] (2'i September 16^3), who
6. '"Chx-istopher Harvey's Synagogue: A Critical
Edition'1' (Ph. D. diss., University of California, Los
Angeles," 1963), p. 6. Wood lists one Thomas Harvey both
as rector of Whitney and headmaster of the school (I, 628),
a fact which will be further noted in the discussion of
authorship.

during his scant fortnight of life presumably bore the name
of Harvey's patron and benefactor Sir Robert Whitney; and
Thomas (22 February 1645), perhaps named for Harvey's step
father (Grosart, p. xx)—he was materially blessed.
Besides the church at Clifton, he oversaw a "cliapel-ofease" in Brownsever, some two miles distant from the mother
church (Grosart, p. xxx), from which he received additional
income.

Professor A. Gooder has uncovered evidence of

further increase in Harvey's holdings.

Before enclosure of

Whitney Manor in 16^9 5 he shared in the Common and after
ward held the vicarage, plus '"a cottage with a garden,
barn, and backside, and two acres of land known as the
Parsonage Piece," which he rented out.

In 165'* he made two

acquisitions of land, one piece of six acres and the other
of thi.rty-s.ix and a half, which he probably also rented
out.

With his new wealth, he must, we may conclude, have

attained the status of a yeoman farmer.7

Gooder cannot

resist pointing out the potential interest of Harvey's
friend Izaak Walton in one particularly good fishing spot
which lay on an island between the river and a millrace in

8
Harvey's holdings.

His comparative wealth raised him to

such estate that in 1653? when he became a trustee of
7• Culotta, pp. 13, 18, nn. 32-3^, citing Gooder1s
private letter of 3 December 1959 which draws upon the
Wax-wick County Records 339/1/3 and 339/1/4.
8. Culotta, pp. 13t 18 n. 35i citing Gooder's
private letter of 13 February 1963*

nearby Rugby School, he was referred to as "Christopher
Harvey, Esquire"; the title is the same as that used in the
burial entry for his. more illustrious master and fellow
cleric, Geoi-ge Herbert (Grosart, pp. xxix-xxx), and implies
that he had acquired the status of gentleman.

By 1662 the

Hearth Tax Returns show a levy on seven hearths, indicative
g
of one of the largest houses in Clifton.
Since the Civil Wars were being fought during
Harvey's early years at Clifton and since he lived only
three years into the Restoration, we should expect him to
have encountered problems because of his High Church views.
He does in fact spealc of his "almost perpetual sufferings"
in the dedicatory epistle to Self-contradiction Censured
and in "Postscript VT.II" of Faction Supplanted; the
dedicatory epistle to the latter states that it was not
safe for him to publish the work when it was first written.
From these evidences, we may conclude that much of the
suffering he mentions was real and not "mostly from his
melancholy" at the state of episcopacy and crown, as Culott
postulates (p. l4).
Aside from a record of the marriage of his daughter
Hellen to Henry Grove, probably in the late 1650's,"*"^ few
9. Culotta, p. 13, citing Gooder's private letter
of 3 December 195910. Culotta, p. l'l, citing Gooder's private letter
of 13 February 1963.

other facts concerning Harvey have survived.
entry in the register for k April 1663:

There is an

"buried Mr.

Christopher Harvey, Vicar of Clifton" (Grosart, p. xxx).
Harvey willed his possessions, worth some J;122.17 »8 but
including a sizeable inventory of livestock (forty-nine
sheep, six cows, two horses), to his wife for "her self and
my children" (Culotta, pp. 1^-15, 336-3^1)•

Personality
A consideration of the facts of Harvey's life still
leaves us with little understanding of him as an individual.
No diary, autobiography, personal letters, or other reveal
ing personal sources are available, so the little we can
know of him in his daily life must come by inference.
His sincerity and piety are beyond question.
Culotta finds him "a representative example of the sweetly
reasonable Anglican clergyman of the earlier part of the
century: eminently sane, free from invective and militant
assertions."

He was even capable of maintaining his

restraint in the preface to Faction Supplanted, published
after the troubles of the Puritan Revolution had been
erased by the Restoration and after the obvious need for

restraint was past (p. 9)« There is certainly reason to
<
emphasize this side of the man. He signed himself

I

9
"Irenaeus Philalethus" in Self-contradiction Censured.^
Furthermore, a letter from John Ley, addressed to Harvey,
among others, reads in part, "At our premised meeting,
which was August 18 last past, the scrvice of the day was
divided betwixt you (Mr. Ch. jH.) and mee, and our minds and
tongues united in pressing Peace and Charity, most needfull
Themes for these crazie and distracted times.1"

Peace and

12
charity were to become themes of Harvey's writing.
Finally, it is beyond question that JIarvey truly desired
to avoid faction, though not because he desired to please
or feared to offend his enemies.13

To cite only one

example of his irenicism, in his poem "The Communion
11. Irenics, as opposed to polemics is theology
which emphasizes "agreement among Christians with a view
to the ultimate unity of Christendom" (OED).
12. John Patrick Masterson, "Christopher Harvey
and George Herbert, with a Critical Edition of Harvey's
Synagogue" (Ph.D. diss., University of Illinois, 196l),
p. xiii. The letter is entitled "A Letter, declaring the
occasion of beginning a manner of proceeding for the penning
and publishing of the discourse ensuing," Defensive Doubts,
Hopes, and Reasons, For refusall of the Oath, imposed by
the sixth Canon of the late Synod (London, lo4l), Sig. a^i.
One of the addressees is "Mr. Ch. H. R. of W.," a set of
initials that Masterson conjectures, surely correctly,
designate "Mr. Christopher Harvey, Rcctor of Whitney."

13• Christopher Harvey, Self-contradiction
censured, or A Caveat against inconstancy, and the incon
sistent contrariety of the same mens pretenses, principles,
opinions and practices, Dialogue-wise digested into a
deliberative discourse between Affection and Judgement; and
Intended to serve as spiritual Physiclc for two great
diseases of Phanatick spirits, Hypocritical Deceitfulness,
and Enthusiastical Delusion (London, 1662), Sig. A4.

10
Table" lie carefully avoids controversy over the name—"The
14
name I stick not at";
the material--"And for the matter,
whereof it is made,/. The matter is not much"; or the
shape—"Nor would it trouble me to see it found/ Of any
fashion."

He expresses similar moderation in regard to the

font and to the sacrament of baptism in his poems.on those
subjec ts.
On the other hand, while not wishing to negate this
saintly portrait, I find Harvey rather human after all.

It

is easy for him to show restraint in the preface to Faction
Supplanted, for the time of strongest feelings was past.
It is easy to be magnanimous in triumph, just as it is
common to be thought conciliatory by those who share one's
prejudices.

Moreover, Harvey does not sound particularly

irenic in the dedi.catory epistle to Faction Supplanted
where he exults in the intended end of his treatise, namely
"That axes may be laid to the roots of that Rebellion, the
body and branches whereof are happily thrown down, and
trodden under foot.

Unto which end if this, or any of my

other writings shall prove instrumental, I will blesse God
for it."

As for his own well-founded protestations of

reasonableness, I wonder if these were not intended as much
to anticipate potential criticism as to describe his method
accurately.

Though he is certainly more rational than some

1*1:. All quotations from The Synagogue in this
dissertation are taken from Culotta's edition.

people of his day, never stooping to personal vituperation,
nevertheless, he occasionally becomes contentious in his
assertions, as witness the opening lines of "The Font"
("The Font X say.
Church door?

Why not?

And why not neer/ To the

Why not of stone?") or of "The Book of Common

Prayer" ("What Pray'r by th'boolc?
not? . .

And Common?/ Yes, Why

Though he may answer these introductory

questions clearly and "reasonably," they are posed so
abruptly as to assure initial negative reaction in a reader
who disagrees.

Moreover, if Harvey's works were so mild,

one may question why he found it unsafe to publish Faction
Supplanted until the Restoration.

He was well aware of the

value of a neutral or mild front, admitting in the "Preface"
to Faction Supplanted that he took the inoffensive approach
to gain "good advantage to the cause," before the reader
could "suspect what I intended to assume upon it," effect
ing for this purpose forebearance from "all exasperating
phrases, and terms of provocation,"

He expresses a similar

sentiment in Self-contradiction Censured (pp. 150-151)•
is, in short, though a true moderate, nonetheless an extreme
moderate, tolerant but buoyed by the assurance of the
Tightness of his own opinion, moderation being the official
position set forth in Article XXIV of the Articles of

12
Religion.15

It is reassuring to be able to uncover a human

side of a man as inaccessible as Harvey.
No difficult, leap of the imagination is required to
see Harvey walking from day to day among his parishoners,
inspiring them by precept and example.

A man so thoroughly

«»

* acquainted with The Temple may also have known Herbert's
Priest- to the Temple, in which are set forth in idealized
but not unrealistic form the duties of the minister.

We

should not be far off the mark if we thought of Harvey as
daily following this early manual of priestly duty.

That

he was a personal friend of Herbert's is open to specula
tion, but that he was on familiar terms with at least one
important figure of the day, Izaak Walton, is shown by
their mutual commendations (of which more in Section 2); so
he was perhaps acquainted also with Herbert.

The only

evidence for such a relationship comes more than two
centuries after the fact in John Nichol's introduction to
Charles Cowden Clark's edition, of The Synagogue, published
in 1863, where Harvey is referred to as a "friend and
admirer" of Herbert (Culotta, p. 5 •> n. 7)«
Harvey's humility is convincing, though perhaps he
had much to be humble about.

Fewer secular opportunities

were open to the son of a rural parson than to George
15• Articles Agreed Upon by the Arch-Bishops and
Bishops of both Provinces, and the whole Clergy. In the
Convocation holden at London in the yeare 1562(London,
16^2).

Herbert, a soil of the greatest family of the Welsh
border,

and Harvey could never have enjoyed the same

hopes of court preferment.

There was not for him, as for.

Herbert or Donne, any personal Rubicon to cross, any point
of great dramatic turning in his decision to enter holy
orders; the ministry was as natural for him as a life of
worldly fame would have been for Herbert.

Those who have

written of him in any depth--Grosart, Masterson, Culotta-all note his "humble self-estimate," to which Grosart
attributes his imitation of Herbert and Haeften (p. xxxv).
The very subtitle of his Synago,c;ue--The Shadow of the
Temple—and the title of its first poem, "A Stepping-Stone
to the threshold of Mr. Herberts Church-porch," show this
effaceinent.

The words "shy, modest, retiring" (Grosart,

p. xxxvi) attain their utmost significance when applied to
his publication policy (to be discussed at greater length
below), his resolve never to put his own name to a work
except for the glory of another—that is, in his edition of
Pierson's Psalms.

Other emblematists of the day took it

upon themselves to affirm the mightiness of their pens,
remembering that the well-rounded gentleman, should be
grounded in arts as well as arms,17 but the modest Harvey
l6. Helen Constance White, Ruth C. Wallerstein,
and Ricardo Quintana, eds. Seventeenth-Century Verse and
Prose (New York, 1961), I, 259 •
17* Robert J. Clements, "Pen and Sword in Renais
sance Emblem Literature," MLQ, V (19^)4), 131-l'il.

laid no claim to such power.

After extensive study of

Harvey's works, Grosart was able to see him as an indi
vidual and conclude that he "stands out a very venerable
and lovable man and a genuine singer" (p. xxxvi).

Works
The Synagogue, or The Shadow of the Temple (16ko),
the first, of Harvey's published works, admits on its title
page that it is "In imitation of Mr. George Herbert."

Much

in the manner of Herbert, Harvey supplemented and rearranged
his work through two subsequent editions, the final order
dividing into sections on the church building, church
utensils and furnishings, church officers, church festivals,
and the personal religious experience.

Just as the overall

plan of Herbert's Temp]_e has been explained in diverse ways
by different critics, so the plan of The Synagogue is open
to interpi-etation.

Culotta's suggestion, that it follows

the outline of the formal meditation, is tempting, espe
cially in the light of Martz's int erpretat ioii of The Temple
1^

as based on the meditation,

but it is somewhat strained.

18. Culotta, pp. 86-103; Louis L. Martz, The
Poetry of Meditation (New Haven, 195^), p. 22. Though there
are many variations, the form of the meditation basically
is this: after self-examination and a prayer for God's
help, one proceeds to a sense of einpathetic. comprehension
of some religious subject or subjects, logically divided
into "points." This may enable one to experience a com
munion with God, before ending in prayer to one person of
the Trinity or to the Virgin. In each part of the medita
tion, one applies the memory, the understanding, and the

Its thorough application depends on Harvey's having had the
plan in mind before he began writing; since he rearranged
the poems in subsequent editions, that seems unlikely,
though not impossible.

If, then, the formal meditation is

present only in the filial order, it can hardly be pervasive,
since it would be implicit only in the last poems written
and added.

That the formal meditation was familiar enough

to Harvey for him to have used it in the final organization
is unquestionable, since he malces reference to it in
Schola Cordis (Odes 32.25, 4l.5)5 emphasizing the idea of
colloquy with God and of action to follow from the medita
tion.

I think it more profitable, however, simply to

recognize, with A. C. Howell, that Harvey was quite
methodical;19 the arrangement of the third edition seems
logical enough on its face without further explanation: one
moves from the building to its contents, to the people who
operate it, to its festivals, to the personal experience
one may encounter there.

Masterson believes that only the

first group of poems, those on the church, and the fourth,
those on church festivals, are modeled on the meditation.
The purpose of the whole seems to be, as he suggests, "to
will. For a more detailed analysis see the works listed in
the List of Works Cited under Gardner, IJall, Loyola,
Martz, Puente, and Ryan. See also Section 3) below.
19• "Christopher Harvey's. The Synagogue (l64o),"
SP, XXIX (1952), 235-
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develop in detail the relationship of man to God" (pp.
xxix-xxxi, cix).
Harvey's other book of poetry, Schola Cordis
(1647), is an emblem book based on and using the pictures
from Benedictus van Ilaeften's Latin emblems of the same
title.

Its subtitle is indicative of the contents: The

Heart of it Selfe, gone away from God; brought back againe
to him & instructed by him.

The opening is the temptation

scene in the garden (not found in Haeften), followed by
nine emblems showing the heart's love of the material
world.

Emblem 11 begins the return with the heart being

willingly subjected to purification and testing until it is
completely purged.

This section begins with "The renewing

of the Heart," and continues until the new Christian
flowers in Emblem 30 and is maintained by Chri st in Emblem
31.

Emblems 32 through 40 take the new heart through the

Christian religious experience, including the danger of
backsliding, until it achieves union with God.

The remain

ing poems carry it through the physical experiences of the
last hours of Christ, leading up to but not including the
crucifixion; the logic surely is that the crucifixion it
self was a unique occurrence from which one may profit but
which mankind need not experience.

The work concludes with

the image of treading the wine press, a figure which seems
out of place where it appears in Haeften's progression but
which, with its relation to the Eucharist and thus to the

living Christ, forms a satisfactory conclusion to Hax-vey1 s
Schola.
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At the end of the emblems is a section of four

poems called "The Learning of the Heart," consisting of a
"Preface" and one poem on each discipline of the trivium,
none of which is found in Haeften.
The Stationers' Regist.er lists for 3 November l6k7
—-
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"Mr Harvey's condico n o f C h r i s t i a n i t y •Wood remarks
that he had "not yet seen" this work (III, 53$)5 nor, I
might add, has anyone else so far as I can determine.
Perhaps the loss is not gi-eat.
Harvey also had published in 16^7 his edition of
Thomas Pierson's Excellent Encouragements against Afflic
tions; or, Expositions of four select Psalmes: the XXVII,
LXXXIV, LXXXV, and LXXXVII.

The dedication of Psalm 85 to

Sir Robert Whitney is particularly interesting for two
reasons.

First, it contains Harvey's statement that he had

long since resolved to sign nothing for the press except
for another's honor, in this instance his stepfather's.
This resolution created the authorship problem concerning
his poetry (to be discussed in Section 2) though he later
20. Grosart disagrees, saying that Harvey should
have followed Haeften's order through to the "Thalamus
Cordis in Sepulchro" (pp. xxxiv-xxxv), but the criticism is
not consonant with Harvey's thought: his heart has been
taught, not killed.
21. A Transcript of ^J;he Registers of the Worship
ful Company of Stntioiiers ; from 3.64.0-1708 A. P., ed. George
E. B. Eyre (London, 1913-14), I, 278.
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broke his resolve by signing Self-conti"adiction Censured
and Faction Supplanted.

The second noteworthy point is a

biographical reference concerning his relation to Whitney:
he speaks of "that unfeigned thankefulnesse, which I humbly
acknowledge to be due unto you, for your altogether
undeserved as well as unexpected at the first, and now
little lesse then twenty years continued, favor, expressed,
amongst many other particulars, by three severall presenta
tions unto such Church-livings as were in your power to
dispose of."

Grosart identifies the three presentations in

less than twenty years as the living of Whitney, the headmastership of Kington School, and the living of Clifton
(pp. xvii-xx).
Finally, Harvey published two prose tracts, Faction
Supplanted and Self-contradiction Censured.

The former,

written mostly in l6'l-2 and completed 3 April 16^5,
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was

first published in l66l as A0HNIAETHE: or, The Right Rebel.
A Treatise Discovering the true use of the Name by the
Nature of Rebellion; with the Properties and Practises of
Rebels.

Appliable to all both old and new Phanatiqu.es•

This appeared again in 1663 under the title Faction
Supplanted: or, A Caveat against the Bcclesiastlcall and
Secular Rebe.ll: In two parts.

1. A Discourse concerning

22. 1642 is Wood's inference (III, 538)* The
"Preface to the Readers" says only that most of it was
written when the King and Parliament "were more equally
poised."
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the Nature, Properties and Practises of Rebells.

2.

Against the inconstancy and inconsistent contrariety of the
same Mens Pretensions and Practises, Principles and
Doctrines.

Though Wood had seen neither book, he concluded

that the two are the same work, the second with a different
title "to make it vend the better" (III, 538).

He was more

accurate in this surmise than he perhaps realized, for I
have discovered that the second is not only the same book
but in fact a reissue of the same printing, differing only
in its title page.

Grosart was no more successful than Wood

in locating the books, though Donald G. Wing has found
three copies of each.23

The work as penned is presumably

unchanged in the published version, but when it went to the
press new material was added: a dedicatory epistle, a
preface, and a postscript of eight sections (Culotta,
p. 11).

As indicated previously, the twenty-year delay

was necessitated by political conditions.

The full title

is a fairly accurate disclosure of the contents.

The

conclusion, that a Puritan deserves the onerous label
Rebel, is consistent with Harvey's high-church background.
The other prose work, Self-contradiction Censured,
is cast with speech headings as a dialogue between
23• Short-Title Catalogue of Books Printed in
England, Scotland, Ireland, Wales, and British America
and of English Books Printed in Other Countries 16^11-1700,
3 vols. (New York, 19^5-51); and letter to the present
writer, 11 April 1968.
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"Affection" and "Judgement," but the dialogue quickly
breaks down into a lecture by Judgment to his willing
auditor.

The beginning of "Section 1" indicates that the

work is a continuation of a previous dialogue, though just
what is impossible to determine.

It purports to teach

logical self-consistency and, like Faction Supplanted, is
composed largely of argument copiously supported with
proof-texts.

Although, as the dedication states, the book

was written in 1642, Masterson feels it is primarily aimed
at a work not published until 1643, AYTOMAXIA; Or, The
Selfe-Contradiction of Some that contend about ChurchGovernment, Dialogue-wise digested into a Scholasticall
Discourse, Between Religion, Reason, Prejudice and Par
tiality; wherein some of the principal! Pleas and Pretences
lately produced in the examination of the Petition of the
Prelates are taken into consideration and discussed, an
anonymous A\rork, perhaps by a non-conformist named Louis
24
Du Moulin (l6o6-l68o).

24.

Masterson,*>p. ci.

2.

AUTHORSHIP

The task of determining authorship will be easier
if we first establish that The Synagogue and Schola Cordis
are written by the same man, fox" there is little evidence
to claim Schola alone for anyone, and the case for author
ship of the former work strengthens the case for the latter.
Both were published anonymously.
The most direct evidence of common authorship is on
the title page of the third edition of Schola (l67'l with
reissues in 1675 and 1676), which reads in part, "By the
Author of the SYNAGOGUE Annexed to HERBERT'S POEMS"; coming
as it does over a decade after Harvey's death, this evidence
is not conclusive but perhaps persuasive.

There are in the

two works, moreover, the same "rhythm and entire mode of
expression" (Grosart, p. xxxvii), the same tendencies to
experiment with verse form and rhyme, and the same under
lying personal religious experience.
There are also specific verbal resemblances.
Grosart cites a number of "compound epithets and conceits"
common to the two, as well as what he calls "out-of-theway words and phrases" (p. xxxvii).

For example, The

Synagogue ("Trinitie Sunday," 11. 29-30) speaks of man's
returning praise to God as "but restoring by retaile, with
losse,/ What from his God he first receiv'd in grosse."
21

In
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a parallel to this passage, Schola (Ode 9*19-20) demeans
man's offering less than his whole heart to Christ:
And is it reason what X gave in grosse
Should be return'd but by retaile?
Again, one of the images in The Synagogue ("The Church,"
11. 13-18) is based on the power of aqua regia (a mixture
of hydrochloric and nitric acids) to dissolve gold.

The

common brass of sin will be exposed when the Spirit's aqua
regia dissolves the thin gold plate of hypocrisy.

A

similar image appears in Schola, Ode l6.47-'l8:
That Aqua-regia of thy love prevailes,
Ev'n where thy powers Aqua-fortis failes.
The idea is that Christ's love is more potent than force
(aqua fo.rtis or nitric acid) for melting the hard heart.
Again, The Synagogue ("Travels at home," 11. 8-9) uses the
image of the soul as a world traveler who should "travell
first" herself—that is, the microcosm or "little world"
within the self--in order to learn.

The same phrase, "at

home," and the idea of studying the self occur in "The
Introdvction" to Schola, where the soul is admonished,
"Her's work enough at home" (l. 2) and is told to
1ook e
What thou hast writ thy self in thine own booke,
Thy conscience: here set thou thy selfe to schoole.
(11. 7-9)
Moreover, the image of the soul as a scholar learning about
himse].f is the whole basis of the title Schola Cordis, is
dominant in the .introduction and conclusion and in "The

Learning," and occurs occasionally elsewhere, as in Ode
40.l6.

In The Synagogue, in addition to the poem just

cited, the last lines of "A Paradox" contain the "scholar"
image.

Other examples of resemblances between the two

works could be listed:

Masterson notes over fifty echoes

(p. xxiv), thus strongly suggesting common authorship of
the two works.

From this premise of common authorship,

based on internal evidence, I shall proceed to examine the
external evidence to discover the identity of the author.
There is, first of all, positive evidence for
attributing The Synagogue to Christopher Harvey.
important is the entry

011

Most

21 October 1639 in the Stationers'

Register: "Entered for their Copie vnder the handes of the
doctor WYKES and Master Bourne warden a Booke called The
Synagogue Or the Shaddow of the Temple.
imitacion of Master George Herbert.

Sacred Poems in

&c. by C: H.""^

These same initials appear after commendatory
verses in the second edition of The Compleat Angler, or the
Contemplative Man's Recreation: "C. II., Mr. of Arts."
poem calls Walton "my Friend."

The

Walton's close friendship

with the author of The Synagogue is established by a poem
signed "Iz. Wa.," which reads in part:
I lov'd you for your•Synagogue, before
I knew your person; but now love you more;
1• A Transcrj.pt of the Registers of the Company of
Stationers of London; 155^-1640 A.P.", e d. Edward Arber (New
York, 1075-77), IV, ^59•
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Because I finde
It is so true a picture of your minde. (11. 1-4)
Moreover, Walton includes in the second edition of the
Angler (l6j55) (Masterson, p. xx, n. 7)? much expanded over
the first edition of two years earlier, a poem, "The Book
of Common Prayer," from the 1647 edition of The Synagogue.
Piscator introduces it with the following comment:
Well my loving Scholar, and I am pleased, to
know that you are so well pleased with my direc
tion and discourse.
And since you like these Verses of Mr.
Herberts so well, let me tell you what a reverend
and learned Divine that professes to imitate him
(and has indeed done so most excellently) hath
writ' of our Book of Common-Prayer, which I know
you will like the better, because he is a friend
of mine, and I am sure no enemy to Angling.2
There is a further tradition of Harvey's authorship
from the Angler, albeit not from an edition which came
under Walton's own eye.

Grosart found a marginal note

reading "Ch. Harvie"--whether printed or written by hand he
does not say—beside Piscator's comments on "The Book of
Common Prayer" (p. xxiii).

Since Masterson was unable to

find the marginalium in either the Yale or Newberry copies
of the second edition (p. xx, n. 7)? and since Grosart is
2. ed. Geoffrey Keynes (New York, [1939])} P» 135*
Masterson argues that, since the version of the poem given
here has two substantive variants from the published ver
sion, Walton must have known it in manuscript form (p. xx,
n. 6). Such a conclusion is rendered less likely by
Walton's own commendatory poem in which he claims to have
known The Synagogue before he knew its author and therefore
would more probably have known the printed book. Also, the
Walton poem does not appear until the third edition of The
Synagogue.

I

vague about the edition referred to, it is probable that
the attribution to Harvey is late.

Philip Bliss, in editO
ing Wood, credits Sir John Hawkins' edition (1760) with
the identification by subscribing "Ch. Harvie" beneath the
poem.

He adds, "There can be no doubt but a Ch. Harvie was

the author of this poem . . .; but whether this was
Christopher Harvey, the vicar of Clifton, or some other-,
remains to be decided.

If it was, [and, one may add, even

if it were not] it is at least singular that Wood, who was
so inquisitive in these matters, should have been ignorant
of the circumstance" (ill, 538-539)-

The marginal note or

subscript is, at any rate, a firmly entrenched addition,
for I find it printed in the text at the end of the poem in
three modern editions,

k and Howell finds it printed in the

margin at the end of the poem, in a London edition of 1928
(p. 236).
Added to the above facts, certain other evidence
assumes a persuasive character.

There is, first of all,

the contemporary connection of Christopher Harvey with the
3. There is the remote possibility that Hawkins
inherited evidence which enabled him to make the identifi
cation. He claimed descent (not by the male line) from Sir
John Hawkins, the adventurer and naval hero (DNB), whose
widow Margaret provided in her will for the establishment
of Kington School (Grosart, p. xi).
k. Besides the edition cited in note 2 above, I
examined Walton and Charles Cotton, ed. James Russell
Lowell (Boston, 1898), and Walton and Cotton (Mt. Vernon,
[19^7])•
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V

publisher of The Synagogue, Philemon Stephens.

In 164-7?

the same year as the second edition of The Synagogue,
Stephens published Harvey's edition of Thomas Pierson's
Psalms.

Another possible link is in a parallel with Schola

which is mentioned in a Newberry Library copy of A Catalogue
of Certaine Bookes, which have beene published, and (by
Authoritie) Printed in England, both in Latlne and English,
since the yeare 1626. vntill November this present yeare
1631. . . .

This catalogue, printed by John Legatt,

presumably the "I. L." on the title page of the second and
third editions of The Synagogue (16 475 1656), mentions a
work called "The Heart Characterized; or a Glasse repre
senting the several! qualities of the Heart, desperately
wicked.

Good in shew, and the Heart good indeed.

With

Emblems fitted to each of them; by Edward Terry, Preacher
of the Word.

Printed for Ph: Stephens and Ch. Meredith."

Note the recurrence of Stephen1s name.

The exact relation

of this work to Scho.la, if any, cannot be determined, since
no copy is currently listed or has been uncovered by Wing.5
The anonymous publication of The Synagogue and
Schola was not unusual--Donne's work was similarly unsigned
(Howell, p. 236)—but in Harvey's case we have a statement
5- Masterson, p. xxiii, n. 11. On l4 January
1648, Meredith transferred to Stephens his interest in "Mr
Teri-ey's Caracters of the heart" along with "The Slnnagogue
in imitacon of Mr Herbert's Temple" (SR, 1640-1708, I, 2o5-

286 ) .

of the reason for modesty.

In his dedicatory epistle to

Pierson's Psalm 85, he states that he "long agoe put on
almost an obstinate resolution never to send mine own name
to the presse (except it be, as now I do, to bring to light
another mans labours)."
From the entry in the Stationers' Register and from
the testimony of Walton, we know that the author of Schola
and The Synagogue bore the initials C. H. (perhaps Ch. H.)
and that he was a minister.

I have been able to find only

a small handful of writers during this period who satisfy
both criteria.

It includes, besides Harvey, (l) Chai-les

Hammond, author of Englnads [sic] Alarum-bell (1652); (2)
C. Helme, author of Life in Death, . . . being a sermon
(l66o); (3) Charles Hoole, who wrote numerous books on

pedagogy and Latin grammar; and (4) Cuthbert Hunter, author
of Truth cleared from reproaches (165^)•

Any of these four

might conceivably have wi~itten the works in question, yet
there is neither evidence nor tradition to support their
authorship.
Two other candidates have been suggested for the
authorship of Schola, Francis Quarles and Thomas Harvey.
The case for Quarles is of comparatively recent vintage.
Grosart notes that the editions of Schola of 1808, 18.1.2,
1823, and 1866 (to which we may add 1845 and 1859)

"boldly as ignorantly" assigned to Quarles, the printers
having been misled by the facts that he also Avrote

emblems and that there is some resemblance to Quarles in
the first ode of Schola (p. xxxii).

I suggest that the

error derives from the pi~inting together as one book (1778)
of Schola Cordis and Quarles's Emblernes Divine and Moral
and Hieroglyphics of the Life of Man.

A set of "Directions

%>

to the BINDER," printed between the Hieroglyphics and
Schola, refers to the Emb1 emes and Hieroglyphics as by
Quarles but refers to Schola by title only, giving no
author.

Anyone casually interested in the question of

authorship would suppose that Quarles, the author of two of
these works, was the author also of the third.

Although

the printer thus seems to have been conscious of a differ
ence in authorship, and even printed on the title page that
Schola is "BY THE AUTHOR OF THE SYNAGOGUE," the distinction
does not seem to have been noticed by later publishers.
The edition of 1808 uses that of 1778 as a copy-text, and
later editions follow that of 1808 in two separate lines of
descent through 1866.

However, because the attribution to

Quarles is late and can be explained as the result of a
publisher's oversight, and because of the strong earlier
tradition for Christopher Harvey, Quarles may be rejected
as the author of Schola.

No scholar has attributed The

Synagogue to Quarles.
The argument for Thomas Harvey's authorship of
Schola Cordis, on the other hand, has the early authority
of Anthony a Wood.

Since Wood states that Thomas Harvey

both wrote The Synagogue and was first master of Kington
School in Herefordshire and since, as we have seen in
Section 1, Christopher Harvey himself was that first
master, it seems likely that Wood was confused about the
given name, just as he was about the year of the founding
of the school, which he sets as 1620 rather than 1630 (I,
628).

Grosart emphasizes that there is no stylistic

resemblance between The Synagogue and the work of Thomas
Harvey, who carefully signed all his writings (pp. xxxixxxii) and was even so jealous as to set out to transcribe
his entire literary output as a single manuscript entitled
"The Whole Workes of Thomas Haruey of Longford neare the
City of Gloucester gent Transcribed By Himself with his
owne hand out of his seuerall smaller Boolces, and reduced
into One intire Volume.

The Particuler Names of the said

seuerall Bookes are expressed in the Page ffollowinge —
multis olim Ne videar viscisse—nec tantum fruges consumere
natus Th: ~ Arxo Dm 1656."

Though there is some discrepancy

between what he lists "in the Page ffollowinge" and the
actual contents (Mastcrson, pp. xx-xxi), no reference is
made to any work attributable to Christopher Harvey, and
the transcription was evidently made after both The
Synagogue and Schola had been published.
Another writer who names Thomas Harvey as the
author of Schola is W. C. Hazlitt, but on questionable
grounds.

He lists Schola under Thomas Ilarvey with the

comment that "Sir John Hawkins ascribed this book and the
Synagogue to Christopher Harvey, but he is opposed by Wood
in this assertion."^

Since the evidence in Ilazlitt —

clouded by the facts that Wood speaks only of The Synagogue,
remaining silent about Schola, and that Hazlitt himself
*

lists both works under Christopher Harvey after volume I—
is second-hand, we have then only the testimony of Wood,
which is contradicted both by stylistic considerations and
by the fact that Thomas Harvey himself made no claim to
either The Synagogue or Schola.

Moreover, the evidence

from Isaac Walton establishes that The Synagogue was
written by a cleric.

This fact excludes Thomas Harvey, who

customarily signed himself "Gent." (Grosart, p. xxii).

6. Hand-Book to the Popular, Political, and
Dramatic Literature of Great Brltaln, from the Invention of
Printing to the Restoration (London I 1867)•

3.

I-IARVEY AND THE EMBLEM

The world of the late Renaissance—that world which
was beginning to yield to the encroachments of science, yet
still held to a cosmology that found significance in
nature, both as it saw nature and as it imagined it to be-was a matrix wherein images were nurtured and the substance
whereon they fed.'

It is thus not surpi-ising that we find

such men as John Milton drawing upon both the old cosmology
and the new, nor that the emblem should pass its zenith and
begin to decline during this period when men less fre
quently sought meaning in things and focused instead on the
things themselves.
It is, therefore, to this scientific turn of mind-and the consequent loss of a unified, symbolic, universallyaccepted cosmology—that Rosemary Freeman feels we may
attribute the demise of the allegory and its sister or subgenre, the emblem.'1'

Yet is is no coincidence that the

emblem flourished in the seventeenth century, since imagemaking then reached its height and since every image
contains a potential emblem.

The age that fostered the

metaphysical conceit naturally enough fostered the emblem
1.

English Emblem Books (London, 194-8), pp. 3» 22.
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as well, for both are produced and supported by the same
literary tastes.^
Definition of the Emblem
The importance of the emblem book has been empha
sized explicitly by "Clements, who refers to it as one of
the great untapped resources for knowledge of the Renais
sance, only now just beginning to be utilized (p. 13l); and
implicitly by Mario Praz, who describes in his '"Bibliography
of Emblem-Books" perhaps a thousand such works, not to
mention translations and subsequent editions (pp. 235~5'±3)»
But, because the term emblem has been used variously, it is
a bit slippery to capture firmly.

The Italians, who may

be given credit for developing the emblem to its more or
less final Renaissance form, defined its limits rather
clearly, but the tendency of writers in other countries was
to broaden the concept so as to include almost any illus
trated work, even the English broadside (Praz, p. 170).
Thus the term emblem was sometimes applied to books which
did not contain true emblems, as for example A Sight of ye
Trans-actions of these latter- years, Emblemized with
engraven plates which men may read without spectacles
(n.d.), a Puritan history of the time of Charles I from his
first parliament until 164.6, containing illustrations; and,
2. Mario Praz, Studies in Seventeenth-century
Imagery , 2nd ed. (Rome, 1964), pp. 1 Ll-15.
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a borderline example, Thomas Stirry's A Rot amongst the
Bishops, set forth in lively Emblems (l64l), again with
illustrations.

Moreover, sometimes the term was applied

to collections of various prose works without pictures and
totally unrelated to the emblem: such were John Maxwell's
Emblema Animae or Moral! Discourses reflecting upon
Humanitie (.1635) and Donald Lupton's Emblems of Rarities:
or Choyce' Observations out of worthy Histories . . . (1636).
The first is a collection of moral essays and the second a
miscellany of odd bits of information (Freeman, pp. 239240).
Just what, then, is this vestigial manifestation
"of a Medieval habit of mind"?^

In the heyday of the

emblem book, there were three general meanings: a decora
tive inlay,4 a rhetorical figure, a literary form (Freeman,
pp. 38-39n).

Scliola Cordis falls .into the last category.

For present purposes, the emblem may be taken as consisting
of three things:

(l) a picture manifesting moral signifi

cance, (2) a motto or sententia, and (3) a poem or prose
3. Douglas Bush, English Literature in the Earlier
Seventeenth Century, 1600-1660. The Oxford History of
English Literature, V (Oxford, 1962), 90.
lL.

Milton probably had this meaning of emblem in
mind in Paradise Lost, IV.700-703. John Milton: Complete
Poems and Ma.joi- Prose, ed. Merritt Y. Hughes (New York,
1957):
underfoot the Violet,
Crocus, and Hyacinth with rich inlay
Broider'd the ground, more color'd than with stone
Of costliest Emblem.
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passage explaining the picture and pointing up the moral.
Emblem writers refer to each of these three things: "the
picture," "the word," and "the explanation" or "mind."5

Tn

some instances the illustrations or visual emblems may not
actually be printed but merely assumed or understood, as in
the emblem books of Willet and John Bunyan (Freeman,
English Emblem Books, pp. 238-239)-

If the illustrations

are printed, they are, in so far as the emblem is concerned,
of secondary importance only, each serving as an "expres
sive hieroglyph," which Arthur iSchopenhauer feels has no
value in itself as a work of artcertainly the emblem
does not depend on the picture's artistic value.
The various parts of the emblem may occur sepa
rately in other contexts and yet be so characteristically
emblematical that we may note the influence of this genre
in other literature and even in other modes of expression.
Thus Freeman finds a relation between the emblem and
allegory, the Renaissance love of which began to dissipate
after the late burst by John Bunyan in Pilgrim's Progress.
Thereafter, one could look at a river, feel the wind, or
shoot an arrow without being moved by symbolic considera
tions (English Emblem Books, pp. 1-2).

Thus Thomas Rymer

5• Freeman, "George Herbert and the English Emblem
Books," RES, XVII (April 19zil), 151.
6. The World as Will and Representation, tr.
E. F. J. Payne (Indicin Hills, Colo., 1958), I} 2/ll-2/i2.
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(l64l-1713)5 in his "Preface of the Translator" in Reflec
tions on Aristotle's Treatise of Poesie (l67'i)? could
reflect that "it was the vice of those Times [Spenser's] to
affect superstitiously the Allegory; and nothing would then
be current without a mystical meaning."7

But obscurity

represents a contradictory tendency in the content of the
emblem.

On the one hand, in some instances the emblem does

seek to hide its truth in allegory, approaching, and some
times avowedly blending with, the riddle.

On the other

hand, as in Harvey, it does just the opposite, becoming a
didactic vehicle, malting its truths obvious and perhaps,
because of its pictorial form, more palatable to its
audience.

This second tendency is more properly the

province of the emblem, the former lying, more accurately,
in the sphere of the "device" (although outside of Italy,
as indicated above, the two were neither frequently nor
carefully distinguished) (Praz, p. 169).

It is, however,

probably safe to assume that the popularity of allegory
contributed to the popularity of the emblem (Freeman,
English Emblem Books, pp. y-k), so that it is easier to
explain the death than the birth of the emblem in
seventeenth-century England.
The appeal of the emblem is to both the mind and
the eye.

George Wither, in A Collection of Emblemes,

7• The Critical Works of Thomas Rymer, ed. Curt
A. Ziniansky (New Haven, 1956), p*I 5~1
*"
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Ancient and Moderne (1635)? writes:
When you have heeded, by your Eyes of sense,
This Helmet, hiving of a Swarme of Bees,
Consider, what may gather'd be from thence,
And, what your Eye of Vnderstanding sees.
According to a common formula of the day as cited by
Fx-eeman, "poetry is a speaking picture and painting dumb
poetry."

Other art of the time also approached the

device—thus the emblematic was enlisted in the service of
the symbolic (English Emblem Books, pp. 16-17).
Freeman asserts that tHe weakness of the emblem is
"Imposition of meaning upon a predetermined image."

A

poet, depending on words alone, must build his images as he
goes, beginning with his ideas rather than with the already
provided picture, as the emblem writer does.

Furthermore,

the latter automatically limits himself to what is in the
picture, thus leaving little room for the abstract (English
Emblem Books, p. 28).

Though basically accurate, this

formula for success seems not totally fair.

In his

emblematic "The Church-floore," Herbert both draws with
words and draws from his pi" econc eived picture, without
going outside that picture, yet the poem seems eminently
successful.

On the other hand, Harvey often overcomes the

endemic weakness and gives the impression of using his
pictures merely as starting points for his poetry.
of his more successful emblems in particular, "The
8.

(London), p. 90*

In one

covetousnesse of the Heart," he is not bound at all,
d;*awing images from the merchant, the peddler, the plowman,
the broker and scrivener, the miser, and the engrosser or
land buyer.

It thus seems fairer to say that the emblem

may be successful as poetry in itself in so far as it over*

comes its servile dependence on. illustration.

I conclude

that the weakness is not so much in the genre as in the
writer.

Certainly Freeman is correct in the assumption

that the form did not "encourage good work" ("George
Herbert," p. 155)5 but, then, it laid down no insuperable
barriers either.
Because certain writers of lesser talent employed
the emblem,9 it was not so important in itself as in other
poetry, where it was adapted for secondary purposes; thus
it is that we find it influencing the work of Donne,
Crashaw, Vaughan, and especially Herbert (Freeman, "George
Herbert," p. 150).

Donne's compasses image may well derive

from a well-known illustration of a hand coming from a
cloud and wielding a pair of compasses,''"^ as on the title
page of Whitney's Choice of Emblemes (1586).

Lyly used the

emblem as a source for some of his similes, and preachers
9- Shakespeare evidently made one direct attempt
(now lost) at the emblem, or perhaps more properly at the
device, but it seems to have been, so "dark" as to elude
comprehension. E. K. Chambers, William Shakespeare: A
Study of Facts and Problems (Oxford, 1930)? II) 153•
10. C. V. Wedgwood, Seventeenth-Century English
Literature (Oxford, 1950), p. 85•

drew upon it for their images; in fact, one popular work
entitled The Soules Solace or Thirtie and One Spiritual
Emblems (1626) is an.adaptation to the printed page of apt
emblems occurring in sermons.

Emblems were studied in

schools as models for writing, as Charles Hoole recommended
*

in A New Discovery of the Old Art of Teaching Schoole
(l660) (Freeman, Eng1ish Emb1em Book s, p. 88).

Sir Philip

Sidney and Robeart Greene employed emblems, and Edmund
Spenser translated emblematical canzoni from Petrarch.

In

"The Ruins of Time" Spenser uses such images as the dying
swan, not always derived from other emblems, but often used
by other emblematists.

This is not even to mention the

"emblem" which he includes for each month, a moral motto or
summation of each eclogue in The Shepherd's Calendar, but
not necessarily connected with the woodcuts used as illus
trations; or the occasional emblem in The Fairy Queen.
Samuel Daniel, William Drummond of Hawthornden, Robert
Burton, and Thomas Browne take note of the emblem; and
dramatists such as Christopher Marlowe (Edward II, Ill.ii),
John Marston (Antonio and Mellida, V.i), William Shakespeare
(Pericles, II.ii; 2 Henry IV,'II.iv), Ben Jonson (Every Man
out of His Humour, Ill.iv), to name only a fewj demonstrate
familiarity with emblems or the related genres of devices
and mottoes (Praz, pp. 206-225)•

Moreover, the picture

from the emblem came into use as pure decoration—in
tapestry, jewelry, embroidery, and architecture--many of

the designs coming directly from emblem books or related
sources.

Jonson drew upon the emblem for stage detail in

his masques.

Freeman concludes, "Whether connections can

be established with any particular emblem book or not, the
way in which images slip from emblem books to decoration
and from decoration into literature is a significant
comment on the place they occupy in the literature of the
seventeenth century" (English Enib1 em Bo ok s , pp. ^9-51)
89-96).
History of the Emblem
The most popular theory of the origin of the emblem
is that it came from the Egyptian hieroglyphic.

Thus

Quarles named his second book of emblems Hieroglyphics of
the Life of Man and refei-red to it as an "/Egyptian dish."^"
The relationship is tempting to postulate and was enhanced
by a popular book of Egyptian hieroglyphics collected by
Horapollo in the fifth century A.D.

Though there is no

known English translation from the Renaissance period, Orus
Apollo, referred to by English writers, is probably this
same Horapollo.
epigram.

Another postulated origin is the Greek

This theory is enhanced by the fact that the

Italian Alciati's Emblematum Liber (published in 1531 but
written a quarter of a centux-y earlier), the first truly
modern emblem book, drew nearly a fourth of its matter from
11.

"To the Reader" (London, 1866), p. 392.

the Greek P3.anu.dean Anthology of emblems.

Other frequently

cited sources of the emblem are elaborate shields from the
classics and old Roman coins and seals (Freeman, English
Emb1em Books, pp. k0-k2), but these are more closely re
lated to the device.
The popularity of the emblem and the rapidity with
which it spread may be surmised from the acclaim which
Alciati enjoyed, being almost immediately translated into
other languages and published and republished in some
ninety editions before the end of the sixteenth century;
sometimes editorial annotation virtually swallowed the work
12
itself.

The application of the emblem varied from the

sacred to the profane and back again, sometimes in romantic
and courtly forms.

The Jesuits were quick to utilize its

pedagogic potentialities which enabled the reader to make
concrete identification of abstract theological concepts—
the joys of heaven or the torments of hell.

Certain

Jesuits even fought emblematic wars which rapidly
degenerated into personal abuse and obscenity.

Principles

of history, natural science, and political science were
converted into the emblem form on the Continent (Praz,
pp. 134-166, 170, 179-185, 191).
The history of the emblem in English does not begin
until relatively late, with the publication in 1586 of
12. Freeman, "George Herbert," p. 150; English
Emblem Books, p. kj.

*11
Geffrey Whitney's A Choice of Emblemes, and Other Devises,
though some consider Jan Van der Noodt's Theatre for
13
Worldlings (15&9) an.emblem book.

Whitney, in what is

actually an anthology of emblems, and others drew upon
continental sources, but original English publications
*

followed: Andrew Willet's Sacrorum Emblematum Centuria Una
(1591 or 1592, in both Latin and English) and Henry Peacham's
Minerva Britanna (l6l2).

These works merely whetted a

taste that continued to be satisfied primarily by European
books.

Since English works were, for the most part, dis

tinguished neither by quality nor quantity, their value is
that they were a peculiarity reflecting the times and
exerting a subsidiary influence

011

other literature.

lk

Perhaps the reason for the failure of the genre to
be more widely followed in England was, as Peacham humbly
thought, because of "the cold and frozen respect of
Learning, and artes, generally amongst vs, 11 but more
specifically it may have been because of the expense of
acquiring plates from abroad and the absence of a developed
art of engraving in England; moreover, continental languages
13. Bush, p. 90; Charles H. Ilerford, Studies in
the Literary Relations of England and Germany in the Six
teenth Century (Cambridge, England, 186(a), pi 369 ; Louis S.
Friedland, "Introduction," Theatre for Worldlings (New
York, 1939)? p« 1- The primary reason this fails to
qualify as an emblem book is on the technicality that it
has no motto or scntentia to go with the poem and picture.
Freeman, "George Herbert," pp. 150-151;
English Emblem Books, pp. 1, '13,
56.
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were
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barrier to those to whom the emblem first appealed

(Freeman, English Emblem Books, pp. 43* 54-55)•

Whitney

himself claims that the genre entered England long before
his own publication.

He says of the word emblem:

. thoughe it be borrowed of others, & not
proper in the Englishe tonge, yet that which it
signifieth: Is, and hathe bin alwaies in vse
amongst vs, which worde being in Greeke
e|i6a\Xeo^, vel e7Eep.®A.ffo^ is as muche to saye in
Englishe as To set in, or to put in: properlie
ment by suche figures, or workes, as are wroughte
in plate, or in stones in the pavements, or on
the waules, or suche like, for adorning of the
place: hauinge some wittie deuise expressed with
cunning woorkemanship, somethinge obscui-e to be
perceived at the first whereby, when with further
consideration it is vnderstood, it maie the
greater delighte the behoulder.15
Even if the emblem was old in Whitney's time (and he
clearly is applying the term primarily to the picture), it
was not the same kind of emblem that Harvey wrote.
The early English emblems depended more on the
picture (thus allying them more closely to the device) than
did those of Harvey and Quarles some four decades later.
The difference in treatment may be seen in the example of
how both types would regard a picture of a shipwreck.

The

first, or Type X, might have it represent the error of the
Roman Church; Type II, the loss of personal salvation.
Thus the former was more general, depended on conventional
symbols, and could be simpler in execution; whereas the
second was more individualized, its picture insufficient in
15•

(Leyden, 1586), Sig. **4.

itself and needing the poem before its significance could
be realized.

The second enabled the writer to explore the

realm of the psyche but placed a greater literary burden
upon him.

Neither Harvey nor Quarles puts emphasis on

physical details such as the rigors of the damned or the
bliss of the saved, but each reserved his efforts for moral
concepts and intellectual expression.

Type II bore no

close connection to art or architectural embellishment
(Freeman, English Emblem Books, pp. 33-35} l4o).

Freeman

says of the later writers:
Quarles and Christopher Harvey esj>ecially saw in
their material the potentialities of a real
poetic form; they were not content simply to
describe and interpret the picture before them,
but attempted also to base varieties of poetic
effect upon it. The poems they produced were
lyrical, or dramatic, or narrative, instead of
merely didactic. They changed their metre and
their stanza form to suit each new subject. In
fact, they set out to be poets and must be
estimated as such. (English Emblem Books,
p. 11k.)
This is not to say there was little difference in the
approaches of the two men; one of the most obvious differ
ences was that Quarles relied on classical allusion, while
Harvey seems totally free of any non-Christian influence.
The emblem of Type II was so well received that Quarles1
Emblemes Divine and Mo -a.l (1635) has been termed "alto
gether the most popular book of verse in the

seventeenth-century.Other emblematists of this sort
include Edmund Arwaker, George Wither, and John Hall; only
Hall's work had original pictures, and none of the subject
was peculiar to England.

If the term emblem is expanded t

include poems which use a concrete image to develop
symbolic meaning, perhaps pointing up a moral (description
interpretation, application), then we may say that other
writers used the emblematic technique--John Donne, Henry
Vaughan, and especially George Herbert; in fact, Freeman
feels the emblem is so pervasive in Herbert as to consti
tute a valid approach to his poetry, an approach not
possible for any other poet who did not write emblems as
such (English Emblem Books, pp. 7? 151-15'-l)•
Those Renaissance writers who sought the emblem as
a means to fame17 must wait and hope for some future swing
of fickle popularity's pendulum, for- the fad of the emblem
quickly faded as Type II gave way to Type III.

This last

is not so much a serious literary effort as a frivolous
drawing-room picture book, in the case of Philip Ayres'
Emblemata Amatoria (1683), or a children's diversion, in
Bunyan's A Book for Boys and Girls:

01-

Country Rhymes for

Children (1686), first published without pictures (Freeman
16. Felix E. Schelling, Shakespeare and "DemiScience": Papers on Elizabethan Topics (Philadelphia,
1927), p. 145.
17. Robei-t J. Clements, "The Cult of the Poet in
Renaissance Emblem Literature," PMLA, LIX (l9'±^)i pp. 672685.
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English Emblem Books, pp. 35-36).

With the decline in

favor came a corresponding erosion in quality at the end
of the seventeenth century and more particularly in the
eighteenth, especially in the quality of the plates.

By

the nineteenth century, the emblem had largely disappeared,
though the device lingered on, chiefly "in printers'
devices, in the army, in commemorative medals, in book18
plates, in gifts."

It may be found today in religious

works and in pedagogical aids, the most widespread modern
equivalent being perhaps the kindergarten alphabet book:
"A^ is fox" Apple,

'•

•

•

Harvey's Emblems
That Harvey, a staunch Anglican, should choose as
his model an emblem book by a Roman Catholic should not be
surprising.

At the end of the sixteenth century it was

common for Protestants to look to pious Catholic sources
7 and
in devotional literature, the meditation for example,19

certainly to something as popular as the emblem book, which
18. Praz;i pp. 199, 202-203* The illustrated work
of William Blake is certainly an exception. The manner in
which his illuminations blend into the text and the text
into the illumination indicates that his mind grasped ideas
emblematically. In fact, his fusion of work and .image,
text and design, is such that Northrop Frye calls his work
"one of the few successful combinations of two arts by one
master in the world." (ed., Selected Poetry and Prose of
William Blake [New York, 1953H P~- xiv).
19• Helen Gardner, ed., "Introduction," John
Donne, the Divine Poems (London, 1952), p. lv.

was introduced from the continent and had been used
extensively by the Jesuits.

The popularity of Benedictus

van Haeften, and thus the likelihood of his influencing
Harvey, is attested to by the history of the plates used in
the original Scliola Cordis.

The engravings for Haeften's

first edition, 1629? were "wonderfully soft"; by the time
the same plates were used in the edition of 1663} they were
considerably inferior, worn and retouched, thus indicating
intermediate printings in which they had served (Grosart,
p. xxiv).

If such postulated intermediate printings in

fact did exist, then it is possible that Harvey's publisher
may have seized them as an opportunity to capitalize on a
popular Latin work just reprinted by launching an English
Schola Cordis in 16^7•

It may be more than coincidence

that the unsold copies of the 16^7 edition were reissued
in l66'l, the year after the second known edition of
Haeften.
The extent of Harvey's dependence on Haeften has
been variously over- and underestimated by scholars.

As an

example of the first, Praz, perhaps without examining the
two works, referred to Harvey as an "English translation"
(p. 362).

On the other hand, Grosart exhibits the latter,

perhaps less serious error.

He notes that aside from

Odes 1-3? which have no parallels in Haeften, "an.examina
tion of Haeften shows that Harvey took from him only the
general idea and the subjects and texts. . . . The Odes

and Epigrams are his [Harvey's] own" (p. xxxii).

Masterson

independently concurs: "Harvey, it should be noted, owed
little else to Van Haeften except the plan of his book and
its engravings.

All of the verses, called epigrams and

odes, in the Schola Cordis (1647) are Harvey's own" (p. A).
Freeman is not so specific, saying merely that Harvey
"adapted" Schola from Haeften (English Emblem Books, p.
153)•

Actually, according to the samples which I have

translated, the odes do seem to be Harvey's own, so that
only the plates and general subjects are borrowed.

But the

epigrams definitely are not; rather, they are verse
translations—sometimes rather loose, sometimes with
additions — of the Latin mottoes which occur on Haeften's
engravings.

Since Haeften includes these Latin hexameters

(some of which seem not to scan) at the head of his Latin
texts, we may say that Harvey is following Haeften by
including English translations at the head of the English
text.

Literal translations of the Latin may be compared to

Harvey's by reference to Table 1 in Appendix C.
The respective formats of Haeften and Harvey are
roughly parallel.

Liber I in Haeften is simply an intro

duction, the emblems not beginning until Liber II.

Harvey

also has a separate introduction, but then begins with
with three emblems not found in Haeften.

The first, "The

infection," is a preparation for or explanation of the
fallen state in which the heart is found for the next
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several emblems.

The first is in dialogue, the Serpent and

the Soul, as is the fourth, Christ and the Soul, but the
rest of the first ten are Christ appealing to Soul or
commenting in monologue on the wretchedness and illusion of
the fallen state.
*

Emblem 11 (8 in Haeften, beginning Liber I, Classis
II) is again dialogue, Christ calling for the return of
Soul, Soui rebelling still, building dramatic tension until
verse six, when Soul finally succumbs to the divine pres
sure and admits:
Then there's no hope I feare,
But I must back againe, what ever me betide.
At this point true dialogue first begins.

Previously, as

in Emblem 4, Christ and Soul had spoken alternately, but no
communication had been possible in the fallen state until
Soul admitted the desire to return; Christ had been knock
ing at the door, but his voice had remained unheard and
unheeded.

Christ responds in verse 7:

And back again thou shalt. I'll have it so.
Though thou has hitherto my voyce neglected,
Now I have handed thee, I'll have thee know,
That what I will have done shall not be uneffected.
And Soul accepts her insufficiency humb].y, confessing her
guilt and aware that her heart is unacceptable.

The

process of salvation may then begin, not without some
recalcitrance and backsliding which maintain a modicum of
tension in the structure.

The heart is first poured out

in a prayer of confession, then circumcised to cut away

sin, before it is pounded in the mortar of conscience,
crushed in a press to expunge the puffs of pride, melted to
make it pliable, and finally washed in the blood of Christ
to complete its cleansing--all measures which Soul herself
requests.
The heart is given to Christ in Emblem 18 (Haeften
here begins Classis III) and then sacrificed to him under
the Old Law, but is still unacceptable.

Thus several

emblems of testing must be instigated by Christ: the heart
is weighed and found wanting, tried by fire to reveal its
impurities, plumbed to fathom its emptiness, and finally
compared with a level to show that it still inclines to
sin.
Still totally unacceptable, the old heart is cast
away and a new heart and right spirit supplied by Christ in
Emblem 2'l, "The renewing" (the beginning of Liber III in
Haeften).

Even so, the new heart is blank and must be

enlightened, must have Christ's New Law written upon it
before it can be sown and eventually bear fruit.

Emblems

27 ("The tilling") through 31 ("The keeping") maintain an
agricultural image, the last being a dialogue in which
Soul recognizes her weakness in the face of temptation and
pieads with Christ, the husbandman, to guard her, his
garden.

Christ's closing line, "I watch tliee, whilst thy

foes are watch'd by thee," leads to the next group,
beginning with "The watching."
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With the exception of his first three emblems,
Harvey has up to this point followed Haeften's order.
Haeften, however, continues Classis IV with three more
emblems, two of which (35 and 37 in Harvey) Harvey develops
in different contexts as part of the next group; these
certainly do not maintain the agricultural image.

One,

"The enlarging," illusti'ates the result of Christ's
inhabiting the heart in the preceding emblem; and another,
"The ladder," may be seen as a prelude to "The flying."
These emblems as a whole deal with the Christian religious
experience leading up to the final union with Christ in
number 39? a union symbolized by the use of dialogue between
Christ and Soul.

The soul can then rest in Christ and

reject the world in the final poem of the group.
If the "rest11 is to continue, however, Soul may not
be idle but must continue to grow through meditation on the
Passion of Christ in Emblems 'il-46 (which correspond to
Liber IV, Classis VI of Haeften, the order being the same
in Harvey with two omissions).

In the broad sense that
20

meditation is discourse with God,

all of Schola Cordis

after Emblem 11 is a meditation, but the earlier parts
probably should in this case be considered as preparation
for the last section.

Clearly the meditation proper begins

20. Joseph Ilal1, The Art of Divine Meditation:
Profitable for al Christians to know and practise:
Exemplified with a large Meditation of eternal! 3-ife
(London, 1609) •> p"» T~>

with "The bathing," for Soul says:
And now mine heart
It is high time that thou should'st be
Acting thy part,
And meditating on his blessed Passion,
Till thou hast made it thine by imitation. (ll. 2-6)
The bathing is with the bloody sweat of Christ in Gethsemane, and is followed by the other points of the medita
tion: the binding in Gethseinane, the binding for scourging,
the scourging itself, the crowning with thorns, and the
nailing, each of which the heart seeks to make its own by
spiritual experience, not mere thought.

Haeften carries

the heart through the experiences of the Crucifixion and
interment, which Harvey omits, quite logically for his
purposes, as indicated in Section 1.
The emblems end with Soul experiencing the burdens
of Christ in the world and attempting to help bear them,
thereby emphasizing that the purpose of the contemplative
state is to help one live the Christian life through selfknowledge.
On the whole, Harvey follows the accepted plan of
Salvation most clearly enunciated by St. Francis de Sales
in his Introduction to the Devout Life (l609): the purga
tive way, the illuminative way, and the unitive way, all of
which may be explored by meditation.

The purgative way,

represented in Harvey by Emblems .11-23, involves confession
and repentance, followed by a purgative cleansing.

The

illuminative way is represented by Emblems 2'l-'l0, by the

end of which union with Christ has been achieved, so that
the heart may experience the sufferings of Christ in that
section of Schola Cordis which parallels the unitxve way.
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That the three ways are not simply consecutive but must be
traveled repeatedly is suggested in Harvey by Soul's fre
quent protestations of unworthiness and dependence on
Christ to prevent relapse.

It is interesting that the

subject of the meditation, the Passion, though coining after
the union with Christ, is suggested by Louis de la Puente
22

as belonging to meditations of the illuminative way;

but

the practice of the meditation varied so greatly from
Ignatius to Hall to de Sales to Puente that no single
recommendation was considered absolute, especially in the
seventeenth century (Martz, p. 56).

To say that Harvey

followed de Sales is to overlook the fact that he depended
on Haeften for his specific subjects, but Haeften may well
have known de Sales.

Moreover, de Sales deeply influenced

Nicholas Ferrar's circle at Little Gidding, which influenced
Herbert (Martz, p. 126) and perhaps then indirectly Harvey.
Even when Harvey is drawing most directly upon
Haeften, in the plates, he demonstrates some independence.
21. John K. Ryan, ed. and tr., Introduction to the
Devout Life, by St. Francis de Sales, 2nd ed. (New York,
1966), pp. 12-13.
22. Meditations Upon the Mysteries of Our Holie
Faith, with the Practise of Mental Prayer Touching the
Same, tr. John Heigham (n.p., 1619), verso of title page.
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Though the Scriptures in Ilaeften's plates and Harvey's are
identical, Harvey occasionally chooses his own verse in his
printed text, sometimes to eliminate a reading from the
Apocrypha or James, sometimes for no apparent reason; in
one instance he chooses a selection from a parallel passage
in a different gospel (see Emblems 4-7, 10, 15 •> 25, 28, 29?
38, 4l, ^3, 46).
The illustrations in Harvey's Schola Cordis are
engraved by two hands, the title page and all others except
the first three by Michael van Lochom (or Lochem).

These

are probably the same coarse efforts which he originally
produced in Paris for an edition of Ilaeften without text
(Praz, p. 362), and all are signed except numbers 18, 19,
and 21.

We have no record of Lochom's having worked in

England or of his being connected with books printed anywhere except in Antwerp and Pax~is.
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Emblem pictures are

usually of low ai'tistic quality, but some are much worse
than average (Freeman, English Emblem Books, p. 9)> includ
ing these.

It is probable that Lochom was a hack in the

employ of a publishing house, primarily retouching plates
as they wore out, and did these on order.

The word excudit

23. Ulrich Thieme and Felix Becker, Al1 egeme.ines
Lexilcon dcr Bildendon Kunstler von dcr Antike bis zur
Gegenwart (Leipzig, 1929 )•

on a j:>late generally indicates the hand of one "in the
2ll

publisher's service,"

and these are so sxgned.

The pictures (other than the first three) seem to
be traced from the Q,riginals in their main points, the
finer details being then filled in by Lochoin (Grosart,
«>

p. xxxiv); the fact that many of them are reversed indicates tracing from a print instead of from Boetius a
Bolswert's plates (Praz, p. 362).

Reversal is not at all

uncommon, as a collation of the editions of Holbein's
25
popular Dance of Death will readily reveal,
but not all
of the prints in Schola Cordis ai~e reversed.

Those emblems

which are reversed are primarily in the earlier part of the
book with the exception of numbers 16 and 17? these excep
tions being explicable by the fact that to have left them
reversed would have introduced an artistic inconsistency:
the first has the right hand raised in blessing and the
other depicts the stigmata.

In the latter poi~tion of the

book, from Emblem 25 on, only two prints are reversed,
numbers 30 and '175 in the former instance the reversal is
of no consequence, but the latter creates a reversal of the
stigmata.

Reversal or lack of it was probably a technical

matter: perhaps Lochoin, halfway through his work, was told
24. A. M. llind, A Short History of Engraving &
Etching for the Use of Collectors and Students (Bos ton,
1908), p. 119.

25* Private communication from Professor Robert
MacLean Quinn, University of Arizona.
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to exercise greater care and re-reverse his drawings, or
perhaps, as Professor Quinn suggests to me, he began at the
end and was half finished when he became pushed for time
and could not take the pains to re-reverse.
The edition of 167^ in four instances substitutes a
print from Lochom's Haeften not found in Harvey and is
followed in this error by every subsequent printing through
1866.

Furthermore, the edition of 167'i substitutes print

37 for 43, a mistake connected by subsequent editions;
otherwise the engravings are the same as in the l6'±7
edition.
The first three emblems in Harvey have prints by
another hand, signed "W. M. sculpcit" or "W. M. sculp:"
these are of noticeably better quality than the rest,
though still rather poor.

Praz (p. 362) and Freeman

(English Emblem Books, p. 232) identify W. M. as William
Marshall, "the most prolific English engraver of the first
half of the seventeenth century, . . . an uninspired
plodder, . . . sensible of his own limitations and attempting no ambitious effects with his graver."

26

His strong

point is conveying the story, and as a rule he pays "negli
gible attention to form of any kind," whether- "classical
26. Malcolm C. Salaman, The Old Engravers of
England in Their Relation to Contemporary Life and Art
(15'lO-lttOO) (Philadelphia, 1907), p. 26.
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design, architectural framework, nature."

Thus he is nor

to be remembered for the quality of his art but for the
books he worked on, books by Iierrick, Browne, Suckling,
Wither, Quarles, Drayton, Felthain, Ful3.er, Heywood, Donne,
and the Eikon Basllike (Salaman, pp. 26-27)> some of these
being emblem books.

Perhaps he will be remembered longest,

if at all, for his portrait of the author (signed "W. M.
sculp:") in Milton's poems of 16^5.

Milton so disliked the

resemblance, or lack of it, that he asked the unsuspecting
artist to inscribe below the picture four lines in Greek,
28
condemning the engraving, and so it was printed.

The

strong resemblance between the first picture in Harvey and
the first in Quarles1 Emblemes, Divine and Moral is
explained by Marshall's having done both, though liis work
for Quarles, both in Emb1emes and in Hieroglyphics of the
Life of Man, is more refined than Marshall was generally
capable of (Corbett, II, 102).

The few other resemblances

between the pictures in Schola Cordis and in Quarles, such
as the scales (Emblem k in Quarles, 20 in Harvey), are not
27 • Margery Corbett and Michael Norton, Engraving
in England in the Sixteenth and Seventeenth Centuries: A
Descriptive Catalogue with Introductions. Part 111 J , the
Reign of Charles I (Cambridge, England, 196^), II, 102.
28. The lines as translated read:
A portrait limned, sure, by an unskilled hand
Thou'dst say, if thou behold'st his native face:
But since you cannot recognize the sitter
Mock, friends, a scurvy artist's misportreiying.
(Corbett, III, 123).

attributable to Max-shall, since he had nothing to do with
any of Harvey's after the first three; most of the simi
larities involve stylized themes which could come from many
sources.
That Harvey l\.new Quarles's Etnblernes and that they
influenced Emblem 1 of Schola is quite likely.

The super-

'1

•

ficial resemblances are obvious: the plate, the setting in
the garden, the temptation by the Serpent, the dialogue
form.

Yet none of these, relating as they do to medieval

drama and being kept fresh by the Biblical account, is
conclusive in itself.
echoes in Harvey.

Still, there are definite verbal

For example in Quarles:

Why eat'st thou not what Heav'n ordain'd for food?
Or canst thou think that bad which Heav'n call'd good?
(11. 3-4)
And in Harvey:
What wilt thou say? God made it not for food?
Or dur'st thou think that made by him it is not good?
(11. 39-40)
Moreover, both commence in medias res, with the conversa
tion already begun,

The Serpent's attitude toward the fear

of death is similar, "Pish" in Quarles, "Fie" in Harvey.
In the end both have their character succumb not to the
Serpent's logical argument but to illogical curiosity.
Finally, both eschew non-Christian imagery, though Quarles
often uses imagery from the classics elsewhere.

Thus

perhaps Harvey borrowed the temptation theme from Quarles,
just as Quarles had previously borrowed from Jesuit sources
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(Freeman, English Emblem Books, pp. 117-118).
are marked differences.

Still, there

Quarles uses iambic pentameter

couplets, whereas Ilarvey forms his verse into quatrains
with a final alexandrine; Quarles uses lush description,
while Harvey remains more spare; Quarles names his character
"Eve," whereas Ilarvey immediately suggests greater uni
versality by calling his "Soule" (though Soul is personified
as feminine throughout Schola).

After Emblem 1, there is

little reason to assume a relationship between Quarles and
Harvey.

Similarity of theme does not indicate dependence

of Schola on the Emblemes (Quarles's "weighing" of sin,
Book 1.4; vanity, Book 1.6), for Ilarvey takes his themes
from Haeften, not from Quarles.

Even when Harvey and

Quarles adopt a similar image, such as the merchant whose
fortune is lost at sea (Quarles Book II.4; Harvey Ode 6.712), the treatments ax~e different.

Quarles resorts fre

quently to classical allusion and the Cupid-love figure,
whereas Harvey has no non-Christian imagery and substitutes
the figure of divine love for Cupid.

Quarles assumes a

dominant role, even when confessing his sin, whereas Harvey
evidences humility and intense personal devotion.

Though

one of Quarles's plates (Book V.ll) has in the background a
fountain figure displaying the stigmata as in Harvey's
Emblem 17, there is no apparent connection in the themes of
the respective poems.

Other influences may also have been operative on
Harvey.

The figure of Cupid/divine love was employed by

many of the Jesuit and Benedictine emblematists of the late
sixteenth century, several of whom also utilized the theme
of purifying the wayward heart.

Several emblems by

*

Georgette de Montenay were based on the heart, as were a
number of later books, including Johann Mannich1s Sacra
Emblemata LXXVI (1625); Francesco Poma's Cardiomorphoseos
sive ex corde desuinpta Emblemata sacra (l645)", and, in the
same year as Schola, Hieronymus Ammonius 1 s Iinitatio
Crameriana.

Box-rowing both theme and pictures from previ

ous books was more the rule than the exception (Praz,
pp. 151-152, 50).
Aside from Haeften, however, the obvious primary
influence 011 Schola Cordis, as 011 The Synagogue, was George
Herbert.

As indicated above, Freeman felt that the

emblematic technique was so pervasive in Herbert as to
constitute a valid basis of criticism.

lie has so success

fully fused the visual image with the meaning that any
addition from the graphic arts in such a poem as "The
Church-floore" would be superfluous (Freeman, "George
Herbert," p. 156).

A similar lack of dependence on the

pictoral is obvious in the emblem books of Quarles and
Harvey, though certainly not always to the same extent, for
they were, after all, working with the pictures before them
and had no need to be as complete: for example, the picture

accompanying "The sounding," with a plumb line being
lowered into the heart, helps to prepare the reader for the
dominant image, but the illustration adds nothing to "The
ladder," which carries its own more effective visual device
in its verse form; or "The infection," in which the theme
*

is so familiar that no illustration can be of heljD.
Herbert's technique is emblematic in that his
images do-not approach the symbolic; he creates likenesses
where none existed before.

His poetry is imagistically

simple, unobtrusive, and so concentrated that its under
lying complexities are revealed only under scrutiny.
Though his underlying principles are his chief connection
to the emblematic, there are thematic affinities as well:
the familiar Jesuit emblem figures of Aniina and Amour, the
soul and love, pervade "Love (III)."

Freeman calls the

thoroughly emblematic "Love unknown" "The School of the
Heart in little," and notes how Herbert offered decided
verbal drawings in such poems as "The Altar," "The Pulley,"
and "The Collar" ("George Herbert," pp. 157-162).
Such models naturally nudged Harvey toward the
emblematic in The Synagogue. • Culottci notes traces even in
the earlier published portions of that work, but finds the
emblematic more pervasive in the later "Church Officers"
section (p. 8).
Harvey writes:

Thus, in the opening of "The Sexton,"

6i
The Chuixhes lcey-keeper opens the door.
And shuts it, sweeps the floor,
Rings bells, diggs graves, and fills them up again:
All Emblernes unto men,
Openly owning Christianitie,
To marke, and learn many good lessons by. (ll. 1-6)
He then goes on to explain the significance which one may
derive from these acts.

That the emblems teach lessons

fits in with the title image of School of the Heart.

One

of the poems from the first edition of The Synagogue (when
Herbert's influence should have been strongest), "Inmates,"
provides a further link with Schola; the pervading image is
of Corruption dwelling in the heart until banished by
dependence on Christ's sacrifice, but this relation to the
emblem may be, as Culotta points out (p. 13^)5 a result of
Haeften's influence operative early, rather than the
emblematic technique of Herbert.

It seeins certain, how

ever, since Haeften's work is prose rather than poetry,
that Harvey's tendency to use shaped verse, both in The
Synagogue and in Schola, may be attributed primarily to his
study of The Temple.

The fact that other poets of the day

wrote shaped poems need not indicate that those writers
influenced Harvey, since in few others was the use so
intimately bound to the meaning as it is in Herbert and
since we can be sure of Harvey's reverence for the rector
of Bemerton.

h.

HARVEY AS A POET

There remain to be described some of the specific
ways in which Harvey puts his emblems together, his
imagery, style, tone, his poetic process.

The imagery in

Harvey is similar in certain respects to Herbert's.

It is,

as was characteristic of the metaphysical poets in general,
more thoughtful than sensuous, more logical than emotional.
It is rooted in the things of everyday experience rather
than in the specifically beautiful.

Joan Bennett summarizes

the analytical bent among the metaphysicals as a preference
"to use words which call the mind into play, rather than
those that appeal to the senses or evoke emotional ret.pon.se
through memory."''"

The tendency is one that Harvey carries

further than Herbert, at least in rejecting emotional
appeal.
Whereas Herbert can draw upon nature or color or
music and make a specifically Christian application, yet
without spoiling the beauty or the music of the image,
Harvey for the most part specifically eschews such images:
I, to presei-ve thine health, would have thee fast
From Natures dainties, lest at last
Thy sense's sweet delight
Should end in smart. (Ode 23.33-36)

1. Five Metaphysical Poets (Cambridge, England,
196'i), pp. 3-5)•
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and:
No fading colours shall allure my sight,
Nor sounds enchant mine eares with their delight:
I'll bind my smell, my touch, my tast,
To keep a strict religious fast. (Ode 32.17-20)
This seems, then, to be a deliberate choice on Harvey's
part, for he can develop nature imagery pleasantly, as he
shows in Ode 30•21-24:
What say'st thou to that Rose,
That queen of flowers, whose
Maidenly blushes, fresh, and faire,
Out-brave the dainty morning aire?
Harvey simply prefei's thoughtful to descriptive images.
Thus we find no such lush description of the garden in the
first emblem of Schola as we do in the first of Quarles's
Emblemes:
See how the laden boughs make silent suit
To be enjoy'd: look how their bending fruit
Meet thee half-way: observe but how they crouch
To kiss thy hand; coy woman, do but touch:
Mark what a pure vermilion blush has dyed
Their swelling cheeks, and how for shame they hide
Their palsy heads.2
Harvey, like Herbert,3 does not use adjectives so well as
verbs; thus he does not describe things so well as actions.
Harvey deplores in his "Introdvction" the possibility that
"forain objects" have so "ingrost thine eyes" and ears that
the soul can only attend upon "what thy senses to thy
fancie bring" (ll. 16-20).
2.

&SL . 9-l'i*

It is the microcosm, the self,

(London, 1866).

Margaret Bottrall, George Herbert (London,
195'i), P- 113.
3.
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which he is trying to interpret, not the macrocosm: "bend
thine eye/ Inward" ("Introdvction," 11. 5-6).

Masterson

feels that Harvey is "too preoccupied with the didactic and
intellectual potentic\lities of his theme to find space for
any luxuriant worldly images" (pp. xxxiii-xxxiv).

Another

type of imagery which appeals to the senses and which is
normally thought of as "beautiful" is music, though Harvey
does not treat it in an especially beautiful manner.

For

him it is, on the one hand, the death knell (Ode 4.47-48)
or the trumpet of doom (Ode 5•48); or, on the other, it is
plain song enjoyed in his communion with Christ ("The
Rethorick," 11. 49-50)•

In another instance Harvey draws

upon an image from the making of music, "The sound of
strings is vari1d by the frets" (Ode 4.28), indicating the
varied values men place on worldly goods.
The practice in Herbert and Donne of taking the
image of secular love and adapting it to Christian purposes
is frequent in Harvey.

In "The Grammar" he employs the

repertoire of the lover—vows, moans, signs, groans, looks,
tears--and applies it to his love of Christ; these elements
replace mere words, for they are born of love and are under
stood by his beloved.

He simultaneously rejects "smooth

tongu'd flatt'ries," the language of the insincere lover.
In "The Logick" he tells us that his love demands obedience
of him, "I will, thou must."

Though his usage is in line

with the traditional interpretation, of the Song of Solomon,

his beloved is always explicitly rather- than implicitly
Christ.

He juxtaposes the two most emphatically in

Epigram 17«1, "Ovt of thy wounded husbands Saviours side"
(Saviours is not in Haeften's engraving), and in "The
flowers" he can go no more than ten lines before changing
his term from "beloved" to "Lord," so fused are the two in
his mind.
A number of images in Schola are in the language of
the mai-ket place: the lord-tenant relationship, commerce
and legal transactions, and money.

In "The Introdvction"

(11. 27-28) there is the admonition to live in the body as
its lord, not as a mere tenant, subject to the flesh.

In

"The enlarging," Soul outlines the proper relationship
between herself and her mastex"—neither obedience through
fear nor rebellion against Christ's will, but the middle
path of obedience, and thereby freedom, through love (ll.
14-35).

It is sin which places a person in bondage, and

his contact with Christ should resemble more the father-son
relationship than the master-servant (Ode 46.49-50).

The

same kind of image occurs in The Synagogue in "The Churchwals" (l. 4) and "Inmates" (ll. 99-103)* where the church
and the body respectively are likened to land held in
tenancy to God.

This usage is reminiscent of Herbert's

terminology in "Redemption."
Commerce as a source of imagery is found in "The
absence" (37-40), where the corrupt soul keeps ledgers and

bags of treasure in strict account, and in "The covetousnesse, 11 which draws upon a number of occupations in which
worldly gain usurps the place of God.

But commerce is not

totally negative in Harvey, for he casts the redemptive act
in commercial form also, the wholesale purchase of the soul
by Christ (Odes 9*20, 28; l6.6), and he maintains the
traditional legal terminology of God's Covenant or Law
(Odes 19.7-8; 26} 33.27).

When money is mentioned, it is

generally the melted soul or heart which is minted by
Christ as his coin (Odes 20.kk-k6\ 21.'l2; 36.20).
Though Harvey does not use the objects and expei-iences of everyday life so often as Herbert, characteristic
down-to-eai~th images are drawn from the areas of agricul
ture, tools, food, and medicine and d.isease--a number of
these images being structural, or, as George Williamson
calls them, "expanded conceits" which pervade the poems in
which they occur, as contrasted to the "condensed conceits"
which are shorter and merely a part of the development.
The structural or controlling images of Emblems 27-30, for
instance, are agricultural, carrying the heart through the
processes of ploughing, sowing, watering, and bearing,
until it becomes a garden which must be protected in Emblem
31.

Elsewhere the farmer makes a brief appearance as an

example of worldly greed in Emblem 7*
k.

Similarly, images of

The Donne Tradition. (New York, 1958), p. 87.

tools are dominant in Emblems 20-23, which employ scales,
the refining furnace, the seaman's plumb, and the car
penter's level, all controlling images.

The image of

refining the heart and the contrast between the pure metal
and the dross occurs as a condensed conceit in other
instances, for example, "The Introdvction," lines 72-73 and
Ode 26.50-51.
Culotta's observation concerning food imagery in
The Synagogue, that it was not necessarily connected with
the Eucharist as it seems to be in Ilerbei-t (pp. 108-109),
is valid also for Schola, though I find a pattern in the
non-Eucharistic usage in the second work.

There is, on the

one hand, the sensual appetite for evil which is fought
through the first several emblems and which is expanded in
"The oppression."

Even the renewed heart in Emblem 2k still

longs for the comforts of the world, yet controls itself:
Although it [the heart] take a view, and tast of many,
It feeds on few, as though it meant
To break fast only here,
And dine elsewhere. (Ode 2 k . 29-32)
On the other hand, once whetted, the appetite for Christ
becomes so ravenous that mere inspections
Cannot suffice my greedy soule,
Nor her fierce appetite controule.

(Ode 32.35-36)

The specifically Eucharistic use of food imagery is in
frequent but dominates the final emblem.
Harvey's medicine and disease imagery is based on
the healing power of Christ.

He is the "physicke" of the
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sin-sick soul- (Ode 47•43-44), his blood the "sov'raign
salve" (Ode 46.30), the healing "plaister" (Ode 13-3)•
Contrasted with and often accompanied by the power of
Christ to heal is perhaps one of the most striking groups
of images in Scliola, that dealing with disease and corrup
tion.

Most of these allusions come before Christ renews

the heart and are descriptive of its fallen state.

The

odes allude to pollution (Ode 41.26-30), corruption (Ode
38.ll), excremental uncleanness (Ode 6.49-50), and sick

ness, sores, and festering rot; but perhaps no image
portrays so vividly the affliction of the unregenerate soul
as one reference in "The oppression":
See how the poyson'd body's puft, and swell'd,
The face enflamed glowes with heat,
The limbs unable are themselves to welld [i.e., wield],
The pulses deaths alarme doe beat (ll. 13-16*5"^
One of the most pervasive images is the light-dark
contrast.

Light expresses dominance, knowledge, life,

goodness; darkness expresses evil, ignorance, death, sub
servience.

A few instances will indicate the range of

Harvey's usage.

Sometimes light occurs by itself as in

Ode 23*8, "to partake of mine eternall light," where it
seems to represent only everlasting goodness.

Elsewhere

the opposites occur together as when the "Bright beanies
of understanding" are juxtaposed with "Black ignorance"
(Ode 33.16-18).

At times two or more connotations of light

and dark may be operative at once, as in Ode 2.14-15:

When thou shalt descry
By the daylight the danger of the night. . . .
Here darkness, as both ignorance of evil and evil itself,
is in direct contrast to illumination.

In "The Introdvc-

tion" (ll. 53-55) three of the meanings which I have
suggested seem blended into one, for God "doth bring to'
light/ The hidden things of darknesse."

Here God, the

source of goodness, imparts knowledge and is dominant over
darkness.

Christ also, as the "Sun of righteousnesse"

imparts light and life to overcome darkness and death
(Ode 25.48-50).
Other images which deserve mention because they are
striking, but which do not occur frequently or which I have
discussed in other sections, include the scholar of God,
seamanship, weather and clouds, jewelry, and hospitality.
The number of images taken from the Bible is great and some
of these are recorded in my notes to the text, but they may
be classified according to subject matter and thus will not
be treated separately here.
I have reserved until the last a kind of image
which is bound up with Harvey's prosody and for which he
surely is indebted primarily to Herbert, the visual imagery
of figure verse.

Masterson noted some of the more obvious

occurrences in Schola, "The levelling," "The ladder," and
"The flying," labeling the first the least successful
(pp. li-lii).

"The flying" is perhaps the most interesting

of the group, because it is cast in the form of Herbert's
"Easter-wings."

Although Harvey overlooks Herbert's

subtlety of contrast between the upper wing and the lower,
he obtains a compensating effect by building gradually from
despair at man's fallen state, to aspiration for "a place
above."

In the concluding stanza he ties the form to the

matter when, in his burning desire for* wings, his heart
begins to fly "And ev'n my verses into wings doe grow."
"The ladder" is built in steps, the topmost line
having one syllable and each succeeding line adding another.
The poet desires to "scale heav'ns walls" but has not the
skill to frame the ladder in his heart without Christ's
help.

Christ tells him how to form each round: between the

sides of "faith" he must begin with "Humilitie" and end
with "perseverence."

The closing admonition, "when thou

hast done all beginne againe," is underscored by the
rhyming of the first and last lines; salvation is a neverending task.
In "The levelling" the shape of the verse is again
similar to that of "Easter-wings," but the rationale is
that the top halves of the stanzas are balanced at their
points on the bottom halves.

The balance is supported by

the content: most of the verses in the poem break at the
middle with a "But" beginning the second half stanza.
Masterson suggests that the form is unsuccessful because
the relevance between the level in the poetry and the

divine will as a level is "too tenuous" (pp. li-lii).
Since metaphysical poetry often thrives on just such
tenuousness, I would suggest that the problem lies else
where, in the failure of the poet to develop a tight rela
tion between form and matter.

Thus the form becomes little

more than a curious illustration.

What success there is,

however, is a result of the structural bond between this
poem and the one which follows it, "The renewing."

The

latter is an exact reversal in line length but with the
same rhyme scheme, and emphasizes the beginning of a new
section in the format of Schola, a reversal in the approach
to Salvation.
Other poems which attempt to fit the verse to the
theme without conspicuous success are "The enlarging" and
"The division."

Each line of "The enlarging" has the same

number of feet, but the last three are considerably
indented, indicating the expansion.
pauses or shifts at the break.
more intricate.

The thought generally

"The division" is a bit

The line lengths of

in each stanza,

the abccba rhyme, and the progressive indentation of the
progressively shorter lines all illustrate the division;
the thought, however, does not pause or otherwise reinforce
the effect.
The manner in which Harvey develops his structural
images is often typically metaphysical.

He twists and

treats the dominant image in as many ways as his purposes

will allow, employing different meanings and sometimes
creating ambiguities.

In "The wounding,11 Harvey begins

with the basic paradox that, since all hearts are corrupt,,
the arrows of the Lord can only heal instead of hurt: "it
cannot be/ They should be hurt, that wounded are by thee."
The first shaft discussed is Christ's light of knowledge
which dispels ignorance.

Next the arrow of Christ's power

subdues the will, and love's arrow conquers the affections.
With his reason, will, and affections pierced, the poet
requests that Christ empty his quivers into the heart lest
any sin escape.

In return, the poet will shoot each arrow

back again 1 . confirm the renewal of his heart.

At the end

of the poem, the subject of the imagery shifts so that
Christ and the heart are the arrows:
Shoot thou thy self, thou polisht shaft, to me,
And I will shoot my broken heart to thee.
"The trying," in which the refining of metal is
the structural image, binds image and matter even more
tightly.

As in "The wounding," Harvey establishes the

basic premise in the first stanza, that the heart must be
tested lest it turn out to be baser metal or mere plate.
First, the heart must be heated to determine that it is
pure gold, not just glittering on the surface.

Next its

steely wilfulness must be tempered and bent and the tinsel
trimming of hypocrisy removed.

With greater heat, the'

heart must melt in repentance.

Harvey then treats

successively the several possible reactions of the heart in
the furnace.

It may remain hard as stone, may sputter and

sparkle from impurities, may burst from the heat as if it
had "no metall in't/ Fit to be stamp'd, and coyned in my
mint" (11. 4l-42).

In other instances the heart is of such

light metal that it may pass off as a vapor.

In the end,

the heart of pure gold not only will endure the fire, but
will be drawn out more pure from the trial.
Harvey lacks both the richness of texture of a
Spenser and the classical polish of a Jonson.

He is, as

might be expected from his imitation of Herbert, somewhere
in the Donne traditiolx.

In Schola Cordis he is moving

slightly away from a figurative, metaphysical style in
imitation of Herbert toward a plainer style.

Culotta

points out in his analysis of The Synagogue how two groups
of poems added in the second edition (published in 16^7,
the same year as the first edition of Schola) have diver
gent tendencies.

The "Church Festivals" group, though

sometimes approaching the plain style, is as a whole highly
metaphorical; but the "Church Utensils" is plain.

A group

first appearing in the third edition of The.Synagogue
(1657), "Church-Officers," is also in the plainer style
(pp. 143-1'±5).

Harvey's model, Herbert, had himself begun

to. move away from the complexities of Donne toward the
simpler writing of Sidney, perhaps because he realized that
the manner of Donne did not accord so well with what he was

trying to accomplish (Martz, p. 272).

Francis Bacon and

scientists of the day called for a clear and simple prose
style devoid of metaphor;5 and, in spite of Hobbes"s
recognition of differences in the requirements of prose and
poetry,^ there was some influence of prose style on poetry.
The introductory essays and poems of Hobbes, Waller, and
Cowley prefixed to Gondibert speak of plainness, as do
Denham and Dryden.

In fact, Mark Van Doren remarks of

Dryden that he "was most at home when he was making state
ments.

His poetry was the poetry of statement.

At his

best he wrote without figures, without transforming
passion. . . . When Dryden became fired he only wrote more
plainly."7

Still, Schola Cordis, written before Hobbes,

Thomas Spratt, and the Royal Society greatly popularized
the standard of plainness, shows clearly the metaphysical
influence.
Harvey seems to have thought of his style as
plain.

8

In "The Retliorick" he tells of the ways that he

5. Richard Foster Jones, "Science and English
Prose Style in the Third Quarter of the Seventeenth
Century," The Seventeenth Century: Studies in the History
of English Thought and Literature from Bacon to Pope
(Stanford, 1951) » PP• 76-77.
6. Leviathan, or. The Matter, Forme, & Power of a
Common-wealth Ecclesiasticall and Civlll (London, 1651),
p. 337•

John Dryden (New York, 19'l6), pp. 23-255 67-68.

8. See the related discussion above (Section 3)
concerning the types of English emblems.

and Christ speak to each other- and ends by admitting that
to others his music will seein but "plain Song" (l. 50).

lie

rejects smooth speech for its insincerity ("The Grammar,"
1. 3)»

Thus the highest eloquence to Harvey, as to

Augustine (White et al., I, 26) comes not from the art of
writing, but from within, from "an infused habit in mine
Heart" ("The Rethorick," 1. 2).

His words grow "to the

height of eloquence . . .,/ Ev'n in their native plainness"
(ll. 8-9)«

He does not object to "Tropes and Figures"

(l. k) and even affirms that "Epiphoneinaes and Apostrophes,/
Love likes of well" (ll. '±3-^i)•
(l.

llk),

But he rejects Prosopopes

possibly because of the element of pretense and

insincerity involved (see note on this passage).

Nonethe

less, Harvey does not rely entirely upon inner response for
his effectiveness: he seems well aware of the value of the
first person, dramatic effect (as Howell notes, p. 2.kk)
which his art puts to good use.
T. S. Eliot speaks of Herbert as the supreme
example of simplicity in language, though his syntax is not
always so plain.9

Both the language and the syntax of

Harvey are simple; his occasionally conversational tone is
the result of both vocabulary and word order.

Though his

sentences are often long,' the major elements are most
frequently in normal order.

When inversions come, these

9. "The Metaphysical Poets," Selected Essays,
1917-1932 (New York, 1932), p. 2k5.

elements are usually in such close proximity that confusion
does not result.

We find, moreover, little use of the

concise suspension, the balance and antithesis so obvious
in Donne before Harvey and in Pope afterward.

Parallelism

is a device to which he frequently resorts, but the halves
are often longer sentence elements rather than short
phrases.

There are of course exceptions.

For example, in

Ode 3*51-52 he writes, "Then would'st thou labour for, and
I would lend,/ My light to guide thee" (to make the
parallelism clearer, I have supplied the comma after
"lend").
Perhaps Harvey's calm simplicity is a direct result
of his close relationship with his God, or perhaps it comes
from his study of Herbert.

At any rate, he is not, like

Donne, "an angry young man bedevilled by an inconvenient
infatuation";"^ he exhibits none of the deep personal
turmoil and anguish found in Donne's "Batter my heart."
Harvey fits much more perfectly than Donne Gardner's out
line of the pious seventeenth-century Anglican: "The
resolute rejection of other-worldliness, the anti-ascetic
and anti-mystical bias of the poem, the concentration on a
'daily beauty' and the sanetification of ordinary life,
with the consequent ignoring of any conception of sanctity
10. Wedgewood, p. 66. Miss Wedgewood is speaking
here of Donne's love poetry, but the comment seems to apply
as well to his reaction to God.

as something extraordinary and heroic, the exaltation of
the undramatic virtues of patience, discretion, and a sober
cheerfulness" (p. xxvii).

Surely Harvey's down-to-earth

images do not show asceticism, nor does he expect to be
congratulated for heroic piety.

He seeks Christ's help in

overcoming his excessive love of the world, recognizing
that he will never succeed completely.

But he never- thinks

to demand that God batter his heart into submission.
Instead we find him quietly requesting in The Synagogue;
Oh dispossesse him [sinne], Lord.
Doe thou but say, this heart is mine,
He's gone at the first word.
("Invitation," 11. l4-l6)
And his God heeds and helps; after reading Donne, one may
be left with the uneasy impression that Donne's God may
not.
The sudden or surprise beginnings found in Donne
and Herbert are pervasive in Schola, where they are neither
so sudden nor so surprising.

Harvey seems to be striving

consciously for the effect of abruptness (yet only occa
sionally actually achieving it), so that opening exclama
tions and exclamatory rhetorical questions are the rule
rather than the exception.

Perhaps his opening phrase of

"The levelling," "Nay, yet I have not done," is a conscious
borrowing from Donne's "A Hymne to God the Father."

Harvey

seems to have taken Donne's line "When thou hast done, thou
hast not done," and altered the point of view from the poet

to Christ.

The sudden opening is probably most successful

not in Schola, but in a number of the argumentative poems
of The Synagogue, where, after an opening phrase he abruptly
confronts the reader with "Why not?"
Harvey's variety of stanzaic pattex~ns is directly
comparable to the practice of Herbert."'""*'

The introductory

and concluding poems of Schola and "The Learning" are in
iambic pentameter couplets, tending in "The Learning" to be
more frequently end-stopped.

All odes of Schola are

divided into stanzas, the form of which does not vary
within an ode.

Often Harvey appears to be merely experi

menting, for no correspondence appears between the form and
the matter.

But his penchant for variety is most forcibly

attested to by the fact that 110 two odes have both the same
line length and rhyme scheme; when he repeats his rhyme
scheme, he does so with different line lengths, perhaps
with exactly reversed lengths as in Odes 23 and 24, 21 and
29» 32 and 33--only the first with any apparent reason.
The stanzas range in length from four to twelve lines (none
of five), six and eight being the most common, thirteen
examples each; ten have ten lines each.
The rhymes in Schola are not so rough generally as
Masterson found in The Synagogue (p. liii), though they are
often inexact and there is identical rhyme (for example,
11. George Herbert Palmer, ed. The English Works
of George Herbert (Boston, 1905)*
136-138.

faith and faith, him and him, thee and thee).
some s3.ant or eye rhyme in most of the odes.

There is
Sometimes

Harvey appears to have fitted his spelling to his rhyme.
He chooses "welld" (wield) and "tast" (taste) to rhyme with
"swell'd" (Ode 6.13? 15) and "fast" (Ode 32.19-20) respec
tively (though this usage may be compositorial rather than
authorial).

Harvey apparently liked the closing couplet,

for it is found in twenty of the forty-seven odes, mostly
in the first half of Schola and mostly with six-line
stanzas.

Stanzas composed entirely in couplets appear in

another dozen odes, mostly among the later poems.

Thus, in

spite of his variety (nineteen of his twenty-seven rhyme
schemes occur only once), a certain sameness creeps in.
Harvey uses a refrain only once, in the closing triplets of
Ode 2.
Metrical patterns are even more varied, the only
repetition being the 5556 of Odes 1 and 11 (the first poems
of the first two sections of the format).

The regularity

of the numbers is such that, even in the roughest passages,
the feet can almost invariably be counted easily.

Three

exceptions interrupt the otherwise unbroken flow of iambs
in Schola, Odes 35~37»
use trochaic meter.

The first two of these exceptions

In the third, "The ladder," the addi

tion of a foot in each successive line, as discussed above,
makes the meter irregular.

Table k in Appendix C lists the

rhyme scheme and line length of each ode.
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Harvey occasionally displays a tendency to heap up
parallel words and phrases, especially in the earlier poems
though the practice is found even in the late parts of
Schola.

Thus Ode 5 begins with a stream of epithets

describing ambition:
The bane of lcingdomes, worlds disquieter,
Hells heire apparent, Satans eldest sonne,
Abstract of ills, refined Elixir,
And quintessence of sinne, Ambition.
Ode k is largely built of multiple parallels.

The first

line displays a flow of adjectives, "Brave, dainty, curious,
rare, rich, precious things!" and the sixth stanza is formed
of parallel clauses:
Thy tyrant passions captivate thy reason:
Thy lusts usurpe the guidance of the mind:
Thy sense-led fancy barters good for geason.
Thy seed is vanity, thine harvest wind:
Thy rules are crooked, and thou writ'st awry:
Thy wayes are wand'ringj and thine end to die.
A similar practice is his reduplication of words in exclama
tions, such as "Then, then" (Ode 2.16).
Paradox is an important poetic device in Schola,
especially in the later poems.

"The wounding" is built

around the seeming contradiction of shafts that "heale the
hearts they hit" (Ode 33*3)5 and "The Rethorick" uses
paradox to emphasize submission of the heart to the will
of God: "He teacheth me to say, Thy will be done,/ But'
meaneth he would have me do mine own" (ll. 23-24).
An element which perhaps holds over into Harvey's
emblems from Jesuit didacticism is the aphorism.

Though

some of the more striking aphorisms appear in the earlier
poems (for example, "The sound of strings is vari'd by the
frets," Ode ^1.28), the occurrence is pervasive ("Love is
the loadstone of the heart," Ode 39 •'*1 ; "The Hound-pursued
Hare/ Makes not so many doubles," Ode 43.30-31)•

At times

Harvey obviously paraphrases aphorisms from the Bible or
other sources (see notes to Odes 4.19 and 10.4-5).
A few of the words in Schola are the first instances
recorded in the OED (see Notes).

One somewhat unusual

tendency in Harvey is the elision of a medial rather than a
final syllable in past participles, when elision is
metrically desirable.

Thus he writes "fast'ned" instead

of the more usual "fasten'd," "Hard"ned" instead of
"Harden'd."

5.

AN APPRAISAL OF SCIIOLA CORDIS

There remains the task of arriving at some estimate
of Harvey's poetic worth as revealed in Schola Cordis.
Such an estimate may be partially unfavorable, but there
are a number of redeeming features which reward the reader
Schola.

Joseph Holmes Summers notes that "occasionally

imitation of Herbert made for good verse.If Percy H.
Osmond found The Synagogue too servile as an imitation, he
2
admitted its felicities also, and Schola is far more than
an imitation—of Herbert or of Ilaeften.
Before I consider the favorable qualities of Schola,
it will be helpful first to consider certain of the un
favorable.

One of the more obvious defects in Harvey is

his failure to master dramatic intensity as Herbert did
(Howell, p. 2ltk).

Perhaps his realization of this fact,

and the example of Quarles's Emblemes, led Harvey to
utilize speech headings and write some odes in dramatic
form.

In "The returning" the subtlety and succinctness of

Herbert elude Harvey.

Herbert treats a similar dramatic

situation in "The Collar" and in "Love (III)" but knows
1. George Herbert, His Religion and Art (London,
195'i), p. 200, n. 152. The Mystical Poets of the English Church (New
York, 1919)^ pp• 9^-95, cited by Culotta, p. l85j n. 1.
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when to end, with the soul's acceptance of Christ's call.
Harvey draws Soul effectively to the same realization but
continues for some lines as she complains of her unworthiness.

Moreover, he occasionally begins with an intensity

which he cannot maintain.

Witness Ode 31.25-32:

The world's a A\rildernesse,. wherein I find
Wild beasts of ev'ry kind,
Foxes, and Wolves, and Dogs, and Boares, and Bears;
And which augments my feares,
Eagles and Vultures, and such birds of prey,
Will not be kept away:
Besides the light-abhorring Owles, and Bats,
And secret corner-creeping Mice and Rats.
Though he begins by naming more fearsome beasts, he descends
to mere rodents, which need qualifying adjectives to main
tain intensity.
Harvey's expression is also poor at times, as when
he fails to maintain the distinction between homeyness and
poetically inappropriate language.

A case in point is his

request for God to supply "manure" with the seeding of his
heart (Ode 28.3, 26).

Similarly inappropriate—however

because of the image it calls to mind—is his infelicitous
description of tears as the "Liquor which falls/ Fx~om mine
eye-balls" (Ode 14.21-22).

In the Harvey canon the

ineptitude of these lines surely is exceeded only by
certain lines from The Synagogue which employ both unpoetic
language and a ludicrous image: this image from "The read
ing Pue" likes the poet's reborn soul to a baby:

And at her inother-nurse the Churches duggs
With lab'ring lips and tongue she tuggs.
(11. 3-4)
Generally speaking, Harvey's craftsmanship is "of
a low poetic order" (Howell, p. 23^)•
times obvious and unimaginative.

His rhymes are some

In a number of instances

he repeats a pair within the same poem and even resorts to
identical rhyme upon occasion with poor results.

Instead

of almost always using the short line for effect as Herbert
does, he sometimes merely uses it for stanzaic variety,
with resultant choppiness as in Ode 28.

Moreover, Harvey

cannot sustain the "long melodious line"; he tries to
substitute alliteration, often overusing it and making it
more decorative than functional (Masterson, pp. liii-lvii).
The result is not always bad, as when, for example, he
speaks somewhat ononiatopoetically of the heart "that cast
into my fornace spits,/ And spark3.es in my face, falls into
fits" (Ode 21.22-23), with the jT's and s_'s reinforcing the
sizzling of the heart.

Poetically speaking, it is a long

way from the vicarage at Bemerton to that at Clifton.
The majority of those writers who have criticized
Harvey over the years have offered more praise than
reproach.

From his own day we have only the testimony of

commendatory verses for The Synagogue, one of which is by
an established literary figure, Walton, a man familiar with
Donne and Herbert, yet pleased by Harvey.

At the end of

the eighteenth century, emerging from a period when the

emblem was in such disrepute that Pope claimed Quarles was
saved only by his pictures (The Duneiad, B, 1.139-1^0), we
have the testimony of two more men of literary repute,
Coleridge and Lamb.

The former comments that, aside from

works of obviously outstanding merit, "I seldom look at
Hervey's [sic] Meditations or Quarles1 Emblems, without
feeling that I would rather be the author of those books—
of the innocent pleasure, the purifying emotions, and
genial awakenings of the humanity through the whol< man,
which those books have given to thousands and tens
thousands — than shine the brightest in the const el I .. i.ion of
fame among the heroes and Dii minores of literature."3

It

is clear that Coleridge is referring to the sentiment, not
to the craftsmanship, for elsewhere he says that "The
Nativitie" is "the only poem in The Synagogue which pos
sesses poetic merit," and that it is capable of being
developed with a few alterations into a "striking poem"
(p. 538).

His italicizing of poetic is significant for

what it excludes.

In spite of Coleridge's objections, his

friend Lamb insisted on preferring The Synagogue to The
Tempie; and, since he also preferred Quarles to Herbert, we
may assume he would have commended Harvey's emblems had he
commented on them.
3• Coleridge on the Seventeenth Century, ed.
Roberta F. Brinkley, intro. Louis I. Bredvold ^Durham,
N • C., 1955), pp. 531-532.

Grosart's opinion is perhaps suspect because, as I
have discovered, he tended generally in the prefaces to
works he edited to be more fulsome than judicious in his
praise, and secondly because the intimate acquaintance with
poetry acquired in the editing process may lead an editor
to think more highly of the work than he perhaps should.
Nonetheless, partially because of this very familiarity,
Grosart 1 s pronouncements must be accorded some weight.

His

metaphor comparing Harvey to Herbert is quite apt: he
likens Schola and The Synagogue to the simple beauty of a
frieze of swallows 1 nests upon the inai-ble work of The
Temple, "the glance of swift and burnished wing and breast,
and the tropic note, vindicating their intrusion--if
intrusion it be" (pp. xiii-xiv).
Modern critics have taken little notice of Harvey
thus far.

Though their judgments are sometimes mixed,

Osmond, Freeman, and Summers are not greatly impressed.
Bottrall, on the other hand, considers some of Harvey's
poems truly fine, particularly praising Epigram 10 (pp. 62,
l44).

Howell ranlcs Harvey high "among the minor religious

poets of the period," though below Vaughan and Crashaw, and
concludes that his self-effacement in not signing his works
was unnecessary (pp. 245-246).

Culotta thinks him worthy

of much more attention than he has yet received and suspects
"that the world could well do with a little more Harvey and

perhaps a little less Withers [sic] and Quarles" (pp. l835
vi).

For his expression of religious sentiment Harvey
deserves the highest praise, though this aspect of his
writing may repel the non-sympathetic reader.

It is

accurate to apply to Harvey what Coleridge says of Herbert,
that the merits of his
. . . poems will never be felt without a sympathy
with the mind and character of the man. To
appreciate this volume [The Temple], it is not
enough that the reader possesses ["sic] a culti
vated judgment, classical taste, or even, poetic
sensibility, unless he be likewise a Chris11an,
and both a zealous and orthodox, both a devout
and a devotional Christian. But even this will
not quite suffice. He must be an affectionate
and dutiful child of the [Anglican] Church, and
from habit, conviction, and a constitutional pi~edisposition to ceremoniousness, in piety as in
manners, find her forms and ordinances aids of
religion, not sources of formality; for religion
is the element in which he lives, and the region
in which he moves. (p. 23'±)
Thus it is understandable how Coleridge could appreciate
Harvey's works without admiring greatly their literary
merit.

Gardner feels that the weakness of religious poetry

derives from the fact that the poet never or seldom dis
engages his art from his piety, so that the one detracts
from the other (pp. xv-xvi).

This criticism might well

pinpoint Harvey's strength, for we normally commend a
writer for uniting form and matter.

Eliot points out that

ethics and theology provide a needed complement to literary
criticism, though insufficient alone.

"The 'greatness 1 of
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literature cannot be determined solely by literary
standards; though we must remember that whether it is
literature or not can be determined only by literary
standards."

It is true that, with exceptions (Dante,

Milton), religious poetry is usually minor, but such minor
poeti~y "is the product of a special religious awareness,
a

which may exist without the general awareness which we
expect of the major poet."

k

White detects a growing interest in the literature
of the first half of the seventeenth century, but adds
that, on the whole, religious books have been almost
entirely neglected in English criticism (not in French
criticism).

Religious books, though on the periphery of

the public interest now, were then at the center, as may
be assumed from the fact that, of some 130 books entered in
the Stationer's Register in 1620, over half were religious
in nature.*'

Seventeenth-century readers valued Harvey more

for his piety than for his strength as a versifier.

Howell

cites markings in. his old copy of The Synagogue, beside
such passages as would comfort the devout, as evidence for
k. "Religion and Literature," Essays Ancient and
Modern (New York, 1936), pp. 92, 96-97*
5. Pp. 9-10. White cites Paradise Lost as an
example of a religious book in the center of attention.
However, this is hardly a good illustration, since it comes
from after the period of which she is writing and since it
surely would be an exception in any period.

his belief that Harvey's orthodoxy struck a responsive
chord among a people hungry for a return to a more
formalized ritual.

Two of the commendatory verses to The

Synagogue strengthen this assumption (pp. 246-2'l7).
Freeman comes to a similar conclusion concerning Quarles,
*

that his content encouraged an. admiration "greatly in
excess" of his merit (English Emblem Books, p. 125)•
Yet the religious ideas themselves are only a por
tion of Harvey's appeal to the devout reader.

Doubtless

that appeal would have been considerably impaired had he
been less sincere in his expression of the ideas, had he
not been, to use Bottrall's phrase, "unaffectedly devout"
(p. 62).

The depth of sincerity which I touched on in

Section 1 is pervasive in Schola.

Harvey's care in develop

ing a single effect in each ode, and each ode as part of
his overall scheme, perhaps helped him to eliminate the
self-righteousness, "defensive" humility, phai-isaism, and
propaganda which Culotta found in portions of The Synagogue
(pp. 155-156); at any rate, these elements are absent from
Schola.

The longing for God in the earlier odes, the inner

peace of the later ones, the assured communion with Christ
in "The Learning" all bespeak a personal commitment to his
faith to which the sympathetic reader may respond even
today.
To attempt to establish his reputation on the basis
of poetic skill alone would be a risky enterprise with any

poet and an absolute hazard in Harvey's case.

Still, there

are in Harvey's poems fine literary qualities which Freeman
believes added to the ready appeal of his religious subject
(Eng1ish Emb1 em Books, p. 137)•

To praise his success with

the emblem form is not entirely complimentary; for, in
order to be successful at the emblem, one needs to be
t

obvious, to hide his thought where it can most easily be
found, so as to afford the reader the pleasant delusion of
intellectual achievement.

Freed by the engraving from

having to develop his own situation, the poet has merely to
elucidate the central theme in as many ways as possible in
order to make his meaning clear.

It might even be possible

to succeed as an embleniatist without succeeding as a poet
(Freeman, English Emblem Books, pp. 126-127).

Yet Harvey

treads the narrow way between subtlety and obviousness,
using more frequently the metaphor than the simile and
encouraging thereby the pleasant delusion.

So successful

is he that Schola can be rated second only to Quarles's
Emblemes within its genre (Freeman, English Emblem Books,
p. 137)*

Harvey's orderliness knits the work into a

unified whole, developing the specific images into the
controlling image of a school for the heart.
The figures Harvey uses, the effective phraseology,
lead Howell to term some of his poems "equally as good as
many of Herbert's" (p. 2'l6).

Harvey has the ability to

turn an interesting and apt expression, sometimes building
on paradox as in "The wounding":
Nay, spare me not dear Loi~d, it cannot be
They should be hurt, that wounded are by thee.
Thy shafts will'heale the hearts they hit,
And to each sore its salve will fit. (11. 1-4)
which emphasizes the^ paradoxical nature of Christianity;
sometimes with direct statement as in "The hardnesse":
'Tis I, not ai~t,
Can melt mans heart, (ll. '17-48)
effecting an almost epigrammatic summation.

Perhaps his

versatility is one of his greatest assets in expression.
He ranges from dramatic directness and even dialogue form
in a number of odes to nostalgic lyricism in "Returne 0
wanderer, returne, returne.or the softer beauty of:
So I may be
Laid with the gleanings gathered by thee,
When the full sheaves are spent,
I am content. (Ode 28.57-60)
Grosart finds "exquisite" "subtleties and daintiness" in
Odes 9, 16 , 17, 18, .1 9 •> 23, 25, 27, 28, and 30 (p. xxxvii),
to which I would add 7» 8) 11, and 42, to name only a few.
In general, speaking of the beauties of Schola,
Grosart finds that its tune "may be no more than that of a
'singing brook1 under the leaves, yet it is a God-given
•tune, • with melodies and harmonies and changes to the
listening and stopped ear."

Though, on the one hand, he

6. Ode 11.1, cited by Freeman, English Emblem
Books, p. 137•
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calls Harvey's note "as true as a singing-bird's," he
recognizes that some of the verse is rough, yet prefers
even the halting ruggedness to Coleridge's rewriting of
portions of "The Nativitie" (pp. xxxv-xxxvii).

There is no

necessary conflict between the rough and the melodious, for
the openness of Harvey's writing does not adapt well to
Coleridge's more polished style, just as Donne was not
improved by Pope.

It is easy to feel that more labor of

the file would have diluted the genuineness of his affec
tion.
Some of Harvey's best work is in Schola (Culotta,
p. 8), and the whole is more of one piece than The
Synagogue.

Though it has definite divisions, the quality

of Schola is more consistent than that of The Synagogue
(Culotta, p. 156), which was added to over a period of
years.

The "fi-equent effective use of metaphor, meter,

diction, tone, and theme" (Culotta, p. 160) marks Harvey as
a good minor religious poet.

Anyone who reads Schola

Cordis sympathetically will find a delicate beauty and
worth which justify the effort.

6.

TEXTUAL INTRODUCTION

In this section I give a full bibliographical
description of the first edition of Schola Cordis (l647),
the only edition to appear during Harvey's life, followed
by briefer descriptions of the subsequent editions, and a
statement'of the method by which I have arrived at the
present text.

The seventeenth-century editions are as

follows:
A"*".

[cherub]/ SCHOLA CORDIS / [between two cherubs] or /
The Heart of it Selfe, / gone away from God; /
brought back againe to him, / & instructed by him. /
in 47 / Emblems. / [banner on left] Audiam quid /
Loquatur in me / Dominus / Psalm 84 / [banner- on
right] Loquar ad / Cor. Osa. 2 / [heart between two
figures bearing banners] / London / Printed for H
Blunden at the / Castle in Corn-hi11 1647 / Michael
van lochem fecit
Collation; 12°: A3 B-I12 K1 + I12-K2; pp. [6] 1-192
193-194 + 191-195.
F4, G4, H3» H4, I4.

Unsigned: A1, A3, D2, D4, E4,
12 signed as 112; 15 signed as

13.
Contents: Al, title page; Alv, blank; A2, dedica
tion; A2v, blank; A3-3v, contents; Bl-Klv

pp. 1-194:, text; I12-K2 pp. 191-195 "The Learning
of the Heart"; K2v, blank.
[within ruled border] THE / SCHOOL / Of the /
HEART; / OR, / The Heart of it Self gone away from /
God, / Brought back again to him, and in- /
structed by him. / In XLVII. EMBLEMS. / [rule] /
t

LONDON: / Printed for Lodowick Lloyd at the Castle /
-*-11 Cornhill, 1664. / [rule]
Collation: 12°: A3 B-I12 K1 ; pp. [6] 1-192 193-194:.
Unsigned: Al, A2, D2, D4, E'l, F4, G4t, H3, H4r, 14.
15 signed as I3«
Contents: Al, blank; Alv, engraved title plate from
164.7 issue, all lettering removed except in banners,
large heart added in center with words "Schola
Cordis"; A2, title page; A2v, blank; A3, dedication;
A3v, blank; Bl-Kl pp. 191-193, text; Klv, blank,
[within double ruled border] THE / School / OF THE /
HEART: / OR, ./ The Heart of it self gone away from /
God / Brought back again to him, and Instructed /
by him. / In ky. EMBLEMS. / By the Author of the
Synagogue anex- / ed to HERBERTS POEMS. / Whereunto
is Added, / The Learning of the Heart, / By the
same Hand. / [rule] / The Third Edition. / [rule] /
London, Printed for Lodowick Lloyd. l675«

Collation: 12°: A

Ll

1P 2
B-Ix K ; pp. [8] 1-2 1-195-

Unsigned: A1, A2, A4, 1?2, K2.

F3 signed as G3«

Mispaginated: l68 as l66; 178 as 176.
Contents: Al, blank; Alv, plate with cherubs above
a large heart bearing the words "Schola Cordis";
A2, title page; A2v, blank; A3-A3V, contents; A4A4V pp. 1-2, beginning of introduction; B1-K2
pp. 1-195, p« 3 of introduction, text, "The Learn
ing of the Heart"; IC2v, blank.
1
2
Examination reveals that A and A , both preserved
in unique copies at the British Museum/ are actually two
issues of the same edition, seventeen years apart, only the
title page, dedication, and conclusion having been reset
2

and the table of contents omitted in A .
by Grosart as the second edition.

A

2

is referred to

Perhaps there are

instances of reissues being offered after greater lapses
of time, but the longest period to which I have found
1. A private communication from Mr. Donald Wing
(April 11, 1968) indicates that he has uncovered 110 copies
of either" of these other than those listed in the STC, nor
have I. Grosart comments that "'The Learning of the Heart'
was given in the 16^7, and I have seen it in copies of that
of 1664, though not named in either of their title-pages"
(p. xxxi). Since he (l) states that "The Learning" occurs
in more than one copy of A^ and (2) implies that it is not
in all copies, we may infer that at least three were known
to him.
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reference is fifteen years in the case of Tonson's edition
of Aphra Behn's The False Count, 1682 and l697*^
There is a single indubitable press-variant in the
A edition:
Sheet I (inner forme)
2

Corrected: A .
Uncorrected; A"'".
12] H2
Two other instances which appear to be press-variants are
probably mere failures to print: in the outer forme of
Sheet E, A

1

prints sacrice and A

forme of Sheet I, A

2

2

sacric; in the inner

omits the apostrophe in fast'ned.

Since both versions of the apparent variant in Sheet E are
misspellings, it is difficult to see, if a change had been
made, why the missiDelling would not have been corrected.

The reset dedication and conclusion differ primarily in orthography, A

2

modernizing the spelling of

fifteen words, and are identical in pointing.

By the

omission of an ornament at the top of the page, A

2'

is able

to set the entire conclusion on a single page.
That we have no substantive press-variants is
perhaps unfortunate, for evidence of authorial proofcorrection in the 1647 edition of The Synagogue (discovered
by Masterson, p. cxix) places Harvey in London in the year
'
2. Fredson Bowers, Principles of Bibliographical
Description (New York, 1962), p. 80.
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of tlie publication of Schola Cordis.

Because Ave know from

the "Preface to the Readers" and from "The Stationer to the
Reader11 in Faction Supplanted that Harvey regretted being
absent from the printing of that work in l66l; and because
Ronald "B. McKerrow notes, of a slightly earlier period,
that "it was usual, or at any rate not uncommon, for an
author to attend in person at the printing house in order
to revise proofs"3--had there been such variants, we might
have found definite touches of the poet's own hand.
There is no evidence to indicate the nature of the
copy, so it is reasonable to assume that the author's
manuscript was used.
In checking the compositorial evidence, I dis
covered that the pattern of the headlines indicates single
skeleton printing, thus a single press, so that one
compositor might have kept up with the press work.

Also,

an orthographical analysis shows that the spelling of a few
words changes decidedly in quires E and F, but not within a
forme.

Moreover, because most of the text appears in the

outer forme, the inner containing only the pictures and the
final half page of each ode, it would hardly have been
necessary to employ a separate compositor for the inner
forme.

Thus, if there were two compositors, they did not

3• An Introduction to Bibliography for Literary
Students (Oxford, 1927), p"I 205 •
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work by formes, but one set the first half and the other
the last half of the book.
However, there is no evidence, other than the
inconclusive orthographical shift, to indicate more than
one compositor working on the book.

A type analysis indi

cates that a single case was used throughout.

Moreover,

though the centering of the stanza numbers and the spacing
between the elements of the emblems show occasional
irregularity, no pattern is discernable to indicate a
change in compositors at any point.

There are two changes

in compositorial practice within the book, but neither
corresponds to the orthographical shift: a smaller font is
used for the scriptural passages after Emblem 8, and the
length of indentations increases after Emblem 4.
The primary difference between A

1

and A

2

is the

addition in A"1" of a section labeled "The Learning of the
Heart."

This group of four poems exhibits the orthography

of, and the proper pagination and signatures for, B, and
thus appears to have been bound into A"'" at a later date.
That "The Learning" is a legitimate addition to Schola is
likely for several reasons.

The title page of B states

that "The Learning" is "By the same Hand" as Schola•

Both

exhibit similar* stylistic propensities for alliteration and
paradox.

Both expound the same theology of grace—man

cannot come to Christ except Christ help him.

The image of

going to school with Christ as teacher is found both in the

introduction and conclusion of Schola and in "The Preface"
to "The Learning."

In the conclusion of Schola Harvey

comments that he may.find "cause to interline,/ To alter,
or to adde," and that, if others approve of Schola, he may
"Adde other lessons more of the like sort."
Preface," which begins "I am a Scholar.

In "The

The great Lord of

Love/ And life, my Tutor is," the poet says that he pub
lishes his lessons because "they should please others";
these must be the approved lessons "of the like sort."
The remaining three poems, after "The Preface," are on the
subjects of the trivium—grammar, rhetoric, and logic; in
"The Preface" Hai-vey. promised to trace the quadrivium also,
along with the "higher Faculties"--philosophy, law,
medicine, and theology.

Whether "The Learning" remained

incomplete or four poems were lost before coming to the
publisher of B ("FINIS" is printed after the fourth poem)
is likely to remain a mystery, for I can find no reference
elsewhere to this addition to Schola, except in the form as
found in B and later editions.
It is possible that a version of "The Learning"
appeared in the first edition also but was lost.

There is,

on the last page of the conclusion, a catch-word, "The" in
large type as for a title, indicating that something
originally followed the conclusion.
or pages contained "The Learning."

Perhaps the lost page
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The B edition is a page-for-page reprint of the
first.

Although it is labeled "The Third Edition" on its

title page, I find no evidence of a second and think it
likely that the reissue of 1664. was taken as second.

B

adds nothing to Schola and makes a number of errors in
£

transmission, the more notable being the omission of some
t

lines and substitutions for certain pictures, as recorded
in the historical collation.

As a rule the orthography of

B is moi-e modern, sometimes retaining an older spelling
from A, but seldom introducing one not in A (examples of
the latter are lye for lie and I'le for I 111).

B tends to

capitalize important words, especially nouns, sometimes
adjectives, and still less frequently verbs, but is incon
sistent and occasionally omits capitals that were in A.
The typography in "The Learning" is much more slovenly than
in the rest of the book.
Because of the lack of authority of B, I have not
collated the four copies in which it survives.

Besides the

British Museum copy of 1675 which I have described above,
Professor Richard Ilosley has called to iny attention one of
1676 at the Huntington Library, and Mr. Donald V7ing has
mentioned a copy of 1676 at Williams College and one of
, 4
177^5 now at: the Folger Library, of which I have examined
only sample pages.
k.

Wing, private communication.
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CDEFGHJ.

The edition of 1778 (C), as stated in

the discussion of authorship, is the first to bind
Quarles's emblems with Schola, yet without making the
attribution to Quarles and while retaining from B the words
on the title page, "by the author of The Synagogue, annexed
to Herbert's poems."

It appears to be a reprint of B,

retaining most of the substantive errors while adding some
of its own.

The edition of 1808 (D) drops the connection

between Schola and The Synagogue and directly attributes
the work to Quarles while reprinting C.

From D there are

two lines of descent, one represented by a single edition,
1823 (F), and the other represented by editions of 1812
(E), 18^5 (G), 1859 (H), and l866(J).

By the collation of

accidental variants, I have determined that each edition
used its immediate predecessor as copy-text.

There are two

nineteenth-century issues of Schola which apparently ai-e
reissues or reiinpressions from standing type.

A text dated

l8l6 appears to be identical to D, and one dated 1865

identical to H. 5
K.

The final and most recent edition is Alexander

B. Grosart's publication of The Complete Poems (187^) in
the Fuller V7orthies' Library.

Grosart returns to the first

edition as copy-text and thus corrects many of the errors
which had crept in over the years, yet he commits a number
5- I have not collated the issue of l8l6 but base
iny conclusion on sample pages.

I
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of his own errors, the more important of which are recorded
in the historical collation.

He is reasonably careful to

retain the original spellings but modernizes the punctua
tion at will, occasionally so as to alter- the sense.

The

pictures are not printed in this edition.
Since it is the aim of the present edition to
reconstruct, as nearly as possible, the intent of the
author, I have chosen as my copy text the first edition,
the only one which bears manuscript authority.

I have

retained from it the accidentals' of spelling and punctua
tion except, according to Fredson Bowers' practice, "when
a modern reader accustomed to seventeenth-century usage
might be more than momentarily misled, when the modifica
tion and syntax might be in legitimate doubt, or when the
pointing, by its own standards in the copy-text . . .,
seemed indubitably wrong."

In only one instance have I

tampered with defective meter (and that when the "correct"
form of a contraction occurred within the same stanza) on
the assumption that the author as well as the compositor
might have left the line rough and because, as McKerrow
points out, there is often more than one emendation which
might produce the desired regularity.7

X have, however, in

6. The Dramatic Works in the Beaumont and Fletcher
Canon (Cambridge, England, 1966), I, xii.
7. Ronald B. McKerrow, Prolegomena for* the Oxford
Shakespeare: A Study in Editorial Method (Oxford, 1939)?
p~! 68.
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the historical collation recorded those contracted forms
which appear to be attempts at smoother meter, while
generally omitting those which may be simple modernization.
Thus a word not contracted in the original will be collated
if it is later contracted, but not if it is later expanded;
exceptions to this rule include those words which Grosart
has not only expanded but provided with accent marks.
Also, I have not altered the form of most contractions;
for, although the text is quite consistent in using
apostrophes with contractions of is, it is by no means
consistent in the shortening of words.
Although the use of mine and thine, my and thy
before vowel and consonant sounds respectively is rela
tively consistent, I have refused to emend the exceptions,
since they may be authorial rather than compositorial.
I have made the following silent emendations.

I

have made no attempt to reproduce or note ornaments or
ornamental or display capitals, and have silently reduced
the smaller capital which follows.
are normalized.

Ligatures and long js

In the format I have removed the Bible

reference from its centered position above the verse cited
to a position at the end of the verse and have expanded
abbreviated names of books of the Bible.

I have silently

regularized the use of periods with ode numbers.
typesetting errors are corrected without comment.

Obvious

10k
In the notes and collation I have, in the main,
followed the practices of McKerrow and Bowers to the extent
that the reader should occasion no difficulty.

In all

instances the absence of a siglum, whether following a
lemma or a variant, indicates the copy text; "L" is taken
as the siglum of the present edition.

I have also moved

the siglum inside the bracket, thereby obviating the
necessity of the potentially confusing colon, and placed it
within parentheses to assure its separation from other
elements.

I assume that the initials KJV for the l6ll

version of the English Bible are sufficiently familiar that
they will not be mistaken for sigla when given in a note
concerning a verse of Scripture; in any event KJV will be
italicized and the sigla will not.

A word of caution may

be necessary regarding the plus sign: its presence after a
siglum indicates substantial agreement of all subsequent
editions in the same line of descent.

Thus "E+" should be

taken to mean "E-J" exclusive of "F, 11 which does not follow
the edition of l8l2; whereas "C+11 or

MD+"

would indicate

all subsequent collated editions through 1866, since all
until Grosart descend from C through D.

I have included in

the notes, though not in the collation, every alteration
which I have adopted, excluding correction of obvious type
setting errors, but have omitted mention of all but the most
important rejected variants.
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Although all editions after the first, except
Grosart's, are merely reprints, I have nonetheless included
them in my "Historical Collation of Substantive and Semisubstantive Variants," partially to. demonstrate their lack
of authority and partially because,, along with the errors
which invariably creep into a reprint, a good reading may

8

appear.

As may be seen from the collation, Grosart

occasionally followed these later editions, sometimes
unpropitiously.

I have recorded in the historical colla

tion substantive variation whatever its origin, but have
otherwise taken into account only those forms of words
which result in metrical change.

When there is any possi

bility that a reading may be semi-substantive, I have
thought it prudent to include it and let the interested
reader judge for himself.

I have, contrary to general

practice, keyed my historical collation to the first edi
tion rather than to the present edition.

Since there are

no misplaced lines, this departure should create no dif
ficulties in reference.

8. Fredson Bowers, On Editing Shakespeare
(Charlottesville, Va., 1966)" p~I 76.
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SCHOLA CORDIS

or
The Heart of it Selfe,
gone away from God;
brought back againe to him
& instructed by him.

Audiam quid
Loquatur in me

in kj

Loquar ad

Emblems.

Cor. Osa. 2

Dominus.
Psalm 84.

London
Printed for H Blunden at the
Castle in Coi~n-hill l6'l7*
Michael

van lochem fecit
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Title Page

p^J

To the Divine Majestie
of the onely begotten, eternall,
well-beloved Son of God and
Saviour of the world, Christ Jesus,
the King of Kings and Lord of Lords,
the Maker, the Mender, the Sear
cher, and the Teacher of
the HEART;

The meanest of his most unwor
thy Servants offers up this poore ac
count of his Thoughts, humbly beg
ging pardon for all that is amisse
in them, and a gracious acceptance
of these weak Endeavours for
the advancement of his
Honor in the good
of others.

The Contents.
The Introduction.
Embleme,
1.

The infection of the heart.

2.

The taking away of the heart.

3•

The darltnesse of the heart.

4.

The absence of the heart.

5•

The vanity of the heart.

6.

The oppression of the heart.

7•

The covetousnesse of the heart.

8.

The hardnesse of the heart.

9•

The division of the heart.

10.

The insatiablenesse of the heart.

11.

The returning of the heart.

12.

The powring out of the heart.

13•

The circumcision of the heart.

14.

The contrition of the heart.

15«

The humiliation of the heart.

l6.

The softening of the heart.

17•

The cleansing of the heart.

l8.

The giving of the heart.

19 •

The sacrifice of the heart.

20.

The weighing of the heart.

21.

The trying of the heart.

Ill

22.

The sounding of the heart.

23.

The levelling of the heart.

24.

The renewing of the heart.

25.

The enlightening of the heart.

26.

The table of the heart.

27.

The tilling of the heart.

28.

The seeding of the heart.

29.

The watering of the heart.

30.

The flowers of the heart.

31.

The keeping of the heart.

32.

The watching of the heart.

33.

The wounding of the heart.

34.

The inhabiting of the heart.

35.

The enlarging of the heart.

36.

The inflaming of the heart.

37.

The ladder- of the heart.

39-

The union of the heart.

4o.

The rest of the heart.

4i.

The bathing of the heart.

42.

The binding of the heart.

43.

The prop of the heart.

44.

The scourging of the heart.

45.

The hedging of the heart.

46.

The fastening of the heart.

•

OC
\R

The flying of the heart.
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47•

The new wine of the heart.

The Conclusion.
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The School of the Heart.
The Introdvction.
Turne in, my mind, wander no more abroad,
Her1s work enough at home, lay by that load
Of scatter'd thoughts that clogs and cumbers thee:
Resume thy long neglected liberty
Of selfe-examination: bend thine eye

5

Inward, consider where thine heart doth lie,
How 'tis affected, how 'tis busi'd: loolce
What thou hast writ thy selfe in thine own booke,
Thy conscience: here set thou thy selfe to schoole.
Selfe-knowledge 'twixt a wise man and a foole

10

Doth make the difference: he that neglects
This learning, sideth with his owne defects.
Dost thou draw backe?

Hath custome charm1d thee so,

That thou canst relish nothing but thy woe?
Find'st thou such sweetnesse in those sugar'd lyes?

15

Have forain objects so ingrost thine eyes?
Canst thou not hold them off?

Hast thou an eare

To listen but to what thou should'st not heare?
Art thou incapable of every thing,
But what thy senses to thy fancie bring?
Remember that thy birth and constitution
Both promise better then such base confusion.
Thy birth's divine, from heaven; thy composure
Is spirit, and immortall; thine inclosure

20

In walls of flesh not to make thee debtoi"
For house-roome to them, but to make them better.
Thy body's thy freehold, live then as the Lord,
No tenant to thine owne: some time afford
To view what state 'tis in: survey each part,
And above all take notice of thine heart.
Such as that is the rest is, or will be,
Better or worse, blame-worthy or fault-free.
What?

are the ruines such thou art affrai'd,

Or else asham'd, to see how 'tis decai'd?
Is't therefore thou art loth to see it such,
As now it is, because it is so much,
Degenerated now from what it was,
And should have been?

Thine ignorance, alas,

Will make it nothing better, and the longer
Evills are suffer'd grow, they grow the stronger.
Or hath thine understanding lost its light?
Hath the darke night of error dimm'd thy sight
So that thou canst not, though thou would'st, observe
All things amisse within thee, how they swerve
From the straight rules of righteousnesse and reason?
If so, omit not then this precious season.
Tis yet schoole time, as yet the doore's not shut.
Harke how the Master calls.

Come let us put

Up our requests to him, whose will alone
Limits his pow'r of teaching, from whom none
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Returnes unlearned, that hath once a will
To be his scholar, and implore his skill.
Great scearcher of the heart, whose boundlesse sight
Discovers secrets, and doth bring to light
The hidden things of darkenesse, who alone

55

Perfectly lcnow'st all things that can be knowne,
Thou know'st I doe not, cannot, have no mind
To know mine heart: I am not onely blind,
But lame, and listlesse: thou alone canst make
Mee able, willing: and the paints I take,

60

As well as the successe, must come from thee,
Who workest both to will and doe in mee:
Having now made mee willing to be taught,
Make mee as willing to learne what I ought.
Or, if thou wilt allow thy scholar leave

65

To choose his lesson, lest I should deceive
My selfe againe, as I have done too often,
Teach mee to know mine heart.

Thou, thou, canst soften,

Lighten, enliven, purifie, restore,
And make more fruitfull, then it was before,

70

Its hardnesse, darkenesse, death, uncleannesse, losse,
And barrennesses refine it from the drosse,.
And draw out all the dregs, heale ev'ry sore,
Teach it to know it selfe, and love thee more.
Lord, if thou wilt, thou canst impart this skill:
And for all other learning take't who will.
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Embleme i*

Embleme 2*

CONTAGIO CORDIS .
Cur iMplcvit StUitai Cor tuff, •f.-i.-r-3.

CorJc bibif. jtijium msrbi r.crtifp vtnenum,
Hit ttfiun blanJi'f
illcccbru.

Embleme 3.

ABLATIO CORDIS.

i

•ScorUtio v/mnng; ct maftuni intercipit -

mentem. H»/t •
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Embleme 4*

CORDIS FVGA
CORDIS TENEBR& •
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Embleme 1.
The Infection of the Heart.
Why hath Satan filled thine heart?

Acts 5:3»

Epigram 1.
Whilst thou enclin'st thy Voyce-enveigled eare.
The subti3.1 Serpents Syren-Songs to heare,
Thy heart drinks deadly poyson drawn from hell,
And with a Vip'rous brood of sinne doth swell.
Ode 1.
The Soule.

1.

Profit, and pleasure, comfort, and content,
Wisedome, and honour, and when these are spent
A fresh supply of more!

Oh heav'nly words I

Are these the dainty fruits, that this faire tree affords?
The Serpent.

2.

Yes these, and many more, if more may be,

5

All, that the world containes, in this one tree
Contracted is.

Take but a tast, and try,

Thou maist beleeve thy self, experience can not lye.
The Soule.

3•

But thou maist lye: and with a false pretence
Of friendship rob me of that excellence,
Which my Creators bounty hath bestow'd,
•And freely given me, to whom he nothing ow'd.
The Serpent.
Strange composition!

k.
So credulous,

10
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And at the same time so suspicious!
This is the tree of knowledge, and untill

15

Thou eat thereof, how canst thou know what's good or ill?
The Soule.

5•

God infinitly good my maker is,
Who neither will, nor can, doe ought amisse.
The being I receiv'd was that he sent,
And therefore I am sure must needs be excellent.
The Serpent.

20

6.

Suppose it be: yet doubtlesse he that gave
Thee such a being must hiniselfe needs have
A better farre, more excellent by much:
Or else be sure that he could not have made thee such.
The Soule.

. 7•

Such as he made me I am well content

25

Still to continue: for, if he had meant
I should enjoy a better state, he could
As easily as not have giv'n it, if he would.
The Serpent.

8.

And is it not all one, if he have given
Thee meanes to get it? must he still be driven
To new workes of creation for thy sake?
Wilt thou not what he sets before thee daine to take?
27 could (C)] would

30
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The Soule.

9•

Yes, of the fruits of all the other trees
1 freely take and eat: they are the fees
Allow'd me for the dressing by the Maker:

35

But of this fatal.l# fruit I must not be partaker.
The Serpent.

10.

And why? what dangei" can it be to eat
That which is good being ordain'd for meat?
What wilt thou say?

God made it not for food?

Or dur'st thou think that made by him it is not good?
The Soule.

40

11.

Yes, good it is^ no doubt, and good for meat:
But I am not allow'd thereof to eat.
My Makers prohibition under paine
Of death the day I eat thereof, makes me refraine.
The Serpent.

12.

Faint-hearted fondling, canst thou feare to dye,
Being a Spirit and immortall?

^5

Fie.

God knowes this fruit once eaten will refine
Thy gi"osser parts alone, and make thee all divine.
The Soule,.

13 •

There's something in it sure: were it not good,
It had not in the mid'st of th'garden stood:
And being good, I can no more refraine

50
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From wishing, then I can the fire to burne restraine.
14.
Why doe I trifle then? what I desire
Why doe I not? Nothing can quench the fire
Of longing but fruition.

Come what will,

55

Eat it I must, that I may know what's good and ill.
The Serpent.

15-

So, thou art taken now: that resolution
Gives an eternall date to thy confusion.
The knowledge thou hast got of good, and ill,
Is of good gone, and past, of evill present still.

Embleme 2.
The taking away of the Heart.
Whoredome'and wine, and new wine take away the Heart.
Hosea 4:11.
Epigram 2.
Base lust and luxury, the scunnne and drosse
Of hell-borne pleasures, please thee to the losse
Of thy souls precious eyesight, reason; so
Mindlesse thy mind, heartlesse thine heart doth grow.
Ode 2.
1.
Laid downe already? and so fast asleepe?
52 then (B)] then then

60

Thy precious heart left loosly on thine hand,
.Which with all diligence thou shouldest keep,
And guard against those enemies, that stand
Ready prepar'd to plunge it in the deep
Of all distresse?

Rouze thee, and understand

In time, what in the end thou must confesse,
That misery at last and wretchednesse
Is all the fruit that springs from slothfull idlenesse

2.
Whilst thou li'st soaking in security,
Thou drown'st thy selfe in sensuall delight,
And wallow1st in debauched luxurie,
Which when thou art awake and see'st, will fright
Thine heart with horror.

When thou shalt descry

By the daylight the danger of the night,
Then, then, if not too late, thou wilt confesse,
That endlesse misery and wretchednesse
Is all the fruit that springs from riotous excesse.

3Whilst thou dost pamper thy proud flesh, and thrust
Into thy panch the prime of all thy store,
Thou dost but gather fuell for that lust,
Which boyling in thy liver runneth o're,
And frieth in thy throbbing veines, which must
Needs vent, or burst, when they can hold no more.
But oh consider what thou shalt confesse
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At last, that misery and wretchednesse
Is all the fruit that springs from lustfull wantonnesse.
4.
Whilst thou dost feed effeminate desires
With spumy pleasures, whilst fruition
The coals of lust fannes into flaming fires,

30

And spurious delights thou doatest on,
Thy mind through cold remisnesse ev'n expires,
And all the active vigour of11 is gone.
Take heed in time, or else thou shalt confesse
At last that misery and wretchednesse

35

Is all the fruit that springs from carelesse-mindednesse.
5Whilst thy regardlesse sense-dissolved mind
Lies by unbent, that should have been thy spring
Of motion, all thy headstrong passions find
Themselves let loose, and follow their own swing,

kO

Forgetfull of the great account behind,
As though there never would be such a thing,
But, when it comes indeed, thou wilt confesse
That misery alone and wretchednesse
Is all the fruit that springs from soule-forgetfulnesse. 45

6.
Whilst thou remeinbrest not thy later end,
Nor what a reck'ning one day thou must make,
Putting no difference betwixt foe and friend,

123
Thou suffer'st hellish Fiends thine heart to take,
Who, all the while thou triflest, doe attend,

50

Ready to bring it to the burning lake
Of fire and brimstone: where thou shalt confesse
That endlesse misery and wretchednesse
*

Is all the fruit that springs from stupid heartlesnesse.
Embleme 3The darkenesse of the Heart.
Their foolish heart was darkened.

Romans 1:21.

Epigram 3«
Svch cloudy shadowes have eclips'd thine heart
As Nature cannot parallel nor Art:
Vnlesse thou take my light of truth to guide thee,
Blacknesse of darknesse will at last betide thee.
Ode 3»
1.
Tarry, 0 tarry, lest thine heedlesse hast
Hurry thee headlong unto hell at last:
See, see, thine heart's already half-way there,
Those gloomy shadowes, that encompasse it,
Are the vast confines of th'infernal1 pit.
0 stay, and if thou lov'st not light, yet feare
That fatall darknesse, where
Such danger doth appeare.

5
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2.
A night of ignorance hath overspread
Thy mind and understanding: thou art led

10

Blindfolded by unbridled passion:
Thou wand'rest in the crooked wayes of errour,
Leading directly to the King of terrour:
The course thou takest, if thou holdest on,
Will bury thee anon

15

In deep destruction.
3Whilst thou art thus deprived of thy sight,
Thou know'st no difference between noone and night,
Though the Sun shine, yet thou regard'st it not.
My love-alluring beauty cannot draw thee,

20

Nor doth my mind-amating terrour awe thee:
Like one that had both good and ill forgot,
Thou carest not a jot
What falleth to thy lot.
4.
Thou art become unto thy selfe a stranger,

25

Observest not thine own desert, or danger,
Thou know'st not what thou dost, nor canst thou tel
Whither thou goest: shooting in the darke
How canst thou ever hope to hit the inarke?
What expectation hast thou to doe well^
That art content to dwell

30

(
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Within the verge of hell?
5Alas, thou hast not so much knowledge left,
As to consider that thou art bereft
Of thine owne eye-sight.

But thou runn'st, as though

35

Thou sawest all before thee: Whilst thy ininde
To neerest necessary things is blind.
Thou knowest nothing as thou ought'st to know,
Whilst thou esteemest so
The things that are below.

40

6.
Would ever any, that had eyes, mistake
As thou art wont to doe: no difference make
Betwixt the way to heaven and to hell?
But, desperatly devoted to destruction,
Rebell against the light, abhorre instruction?

45

As though thou did'st desire with death to dwell,
Thou hatest to heare tell
How yet thou maist doe well.
7Oh that thou didst but see how blind thou art,
And feel the dismall darkenesse of thine heart:
Then would'st thou labour for, and X would lend,
My light to guide thee: that's not light alone,
But life, eyes, sight, grace, glory, all in one.
Then should'st thou know whither those by-wayes bend,

50

And that death in the end

*

.

55

On darlcenesse doth attend.
Embleine 4.
The absence of the Heart.
Wherefore is there a price in the hand of a foole to .get
wisdome, seeing he hath no heart to it?

Proverbs 17:16.

Epigram 4.
Had1st thou an heart, thou fickle Fugitive,
How would thine heart hate and disdaine to live
Mindfull of such vaine trifles,-as these be,
Resting forgetfull of it selfe and me?
Ode 4.
The Soule.

1.

Brave, dainty, curious, rare, rich, precious things!
Able to make fate-blasted mortals blest,
Peculiar treasures, and delights for Kings,
That having pow'r of all would choose the best.
How doe I hugge mine happinesse that have

5

Present possession of what others crave?
Christ.

2.

• Poore, silly, simple, sense-besotted soule,
Why dost thou hugge thy self-procured woes?
Release thy freeborne thoughts, at least controul
Those passions, that enslave thee to thy foes.
How would'st thou hate thy self, if thou did'st know

10
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i

The basenesse of those things thou prizest sol
The Soule.

3•

They talk of goodnesse, vertue, piety,
Religion, honesty, I know not what;
So let them talk for me: so long as I

15

Have goods and lands, and gold, and jewells, that
Both equall and excell all other treasure,
Why should I strive'to make their paine my pleasure?
Christ.

k.

So Swine neglect the pearles that lie before them,
Trample them under foote, and feed on draffe:

20

So fooles gild rotten Idols, and adore them,
Cast all the corne away, and keep the chaffe.
That ever reason should be blinded so,
To graspe the shadow, let the substance goel
The Soule.

5•

All's but opinion that the world accounts

25

Matter of worth: as this or that man sets
A value on it, so the pi-ice amounts:
The sound of strings is vari1d by the frets.
My mind's my kingdome: why should I withstand,
Or question that, which I my selfe command?
Christ.

6.

Thy tyrant passions captivate thy reason:
Thy lusts usurpe the guidance of the mind:
Thy sense-led fancy barters good for geason:

30
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Thy seed is vanity, thine harvest wind:
Thy rules are crooked, and thou writ'st awry:

35

Thy wayes are wand'ring, and thine end to die.
The Soule.

7»

.

This table sunimes me myriads of pleasure:
That booke enroules mine honours inventory:
These bags are stuft with millions of treasure:
Those writings evidence my state of glory:

kO

These bells ring heav'nly musicke in mine eares,
To drown the noise of cumbrous cares and feares.
Christ.

8.

Those pleasures one day will procure thy paine:
That which thou glori'st in will be thy shame:
Thou'It finde thy losse in what thou thought'st thy gaine:
Thine honour will put on another name.

46

That musicke in the close will ring thy knell,
In stead of heaven toll thee into hell.
9But why doe I thus wast my words in vaine
On one, that's wholly taken up with toyes,
That will not loose one dramme of earth to gaine
A full eternall weight of heav'nly joyes?
All's to no purpose,' 'tis as good forbeare,
As speak to one, that hath no heart to heare.

50
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Embleme 5.

Embleme 6,
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Embleine 5»
The vanity of the Heart.
Let not him that is deceived trust in vanity, for vanity
shall be his recompence.

lob 15:31*

Epigram 5•
Ambitions bellowes with the wind of honour
Puffe up the swelling heart, that dotes upon her;
Which fill'd with empty vanity breaths forth
Nothing, but such things as are nothing worth.
Ode 5.
1.
The bane of kingdomes, worlds disquieter,
Hells heire apparent, Satans eldest sonne,
Abstract of ills, refined Elixir,
And quintessence of sinne, Ambition,
Sprung from th'infernall shades, inhabits here,

5

Making mans heart its horrid mansion,
Which, though it were of vast content before,
Is now puft up, and swells still more and more.
2.
Whole armies of vaine thoughts it entertaines,
Is stuft with dreames of kingdomes and of Crownes,
Presumes of profit without care or paines,
Threatens to baffle all its foes with frownes,
Ep. 5*1 Ambitions (K)] Ambitious

10
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In ev'ry bargaine makes account of gaines,
Fancies such frolicke mirth, as choakes and drownes
The voyce of conscience, whose loud alarmes

15

Cannot be hard for pleasures countercharmes.
3Wer't not for anger and for pity, who
Could choose but smile to see vaineglorious men
Racking their wits, straining their sinewes so,
That thorow their transparent thinnesse, when
They mete with Wind and Sun, they quickly grow
Riv'led and di-y, shrinke till they crack againe,
And all but to seeme greater then they are?
Stretching their strength they lay their wealcnesse bare.
k.

See how hells Fueller his bellowes plies,

25

Blowing the fire, that burnt too fast before:
See how the furnace flames, the sparkles rise
And spread themselves abroad still more and more:
See how the doating soule hath fixt her eyes
On her deare fooleries, and doth adore

30

With hands and heart lift up those trifling toyes,
Wherewith the devill cheates her of her joyes.
' 5'
Alas, thou art deceiv'd, that glitt'ring crowne,
On which thou gazest, is not gold but grief,
That scepter sorrow: if thou take thein doime,

35
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And try them, thou shalt find what poore relief
They could afford thee, though they were thine owne;
Didst thou command ev1n all the world in chief,
Thy comforts would abate, thy cares encrease,
And thy perplexed thoughts disturbe thy peace.

kO

6.
Those pearles so thorow pierc'd, and strung together,
Though jewells in thine eyes they may appeare,
Will prove continu"d perills, when the weather
Is clouded once, which yet is faire and cleare.
What will that fanne, though of the finest feather,

45

Steed thee, the brurit of windes and stormes to beare?
Thy flagging colours hang their drooping head,
And the shrill trumpets sound shall strike thee dead.
7Were all those balls, which thou in sport dost tosse,
Whole worlds, and in thy power to command,

50

The gaine would never countervaile the losse,
Those slipp'ry globes will glide out of thine hand,
Thou canst have no fast hold but of the crosse,
And thou wilt fall, where thou dost thinke to stand.
Forsake these follies then, if thou wilt live:
Timely repentance may thy death reprive.

55

Embleme 6.
The oppression of the Heart.
Take heed lest at any time your hearts be overcharged with
surfeiting and drunkennesse.

Lvke 21:3^-

Epigram 6.
Two massy weights, Surfeiting, Drunkennesse,
Like mighty logs of lead, doe so oppresse
The heav'n-borne hearts of men, that to aspire
Vpwards they have nor power nor desire.
Ode 6.
1.
Monster- of sins]

See how th'inchanted soule

O'rcharg'd already calls for more.
See how the hellish skinker plies his bowle,
And 1s ready furnished with store,
Whilst cups on every side

5

Planted attend the tide.

2.
See how the piled dishes mounted stand,
Like hills advanced upon hills,
And the abundance both of sea and land
Doth not suffice, ev'n what it fills,
Mans dropsy appetite,
And Coi-morant delight.

3See how the poyson'd body's puft, and swell'd,

10
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The face enflamed glowes with heat,
The limbs unable are themselves to welld,

15

The pulses deaths alarme doe beat:
Yet man sits still, and laughs,
Whilst his owne bane he quaffes.
k.

But where's thine heart the while, thou senselesse sot?
Looke how it lieth crusht, and quell'd,

20

Flat beaten to the board, that it cannot
Move from the place, where it is held,
Nor upward once aspire
With heavenly desire.
5Thy belly is thy God, thy shame thy glory,

25

Thou mindest only earthly things;
And all thy pleasure is but transitory,
Which grief at last and sorrow brings:
The courses thou dost take
Will make thine heart to ake.

30

6.
. Is't not enough to spend thy precious time
In empty idle complement,
Unlesse thou straine (to aggravate thy crime)
Nature beyond its owne extent,
And force it to devoure
An age within an houre?

35
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7
That which thou swallow'st is not lost alone
But quickly will revenged be,
By seasing on thine heart, which like a stone
Lyes buri'd in the midd'st of thee,

4o

Both void of common sense
And reasons excellence.

8.
Thy body is diseases rendevouze,
Thy mind the market place of vice,
The devill in thy will keeps open house

45

Thou liv'st, as though thou would'st intice
Hell torments unto thee,
And thine owne devill be.
9Oh, what a dirty dunghill art thou growne,
A nasty stinking kennell fouleJ

50

When thou awak'st and seest what thou hast done,
Sorrow will swallow up thy soule,
To think how thou art foyl'd,
And all thy glory spoyl'd.

10.
Or if thou canst not be ashain'd, at least
Have some compassion on thy self:
Before thou art transformed all to beast,
At last strike saile, avoid the shelf,

55

Which in that gulfe doth lie,
Where all that enter die.
Embleme 7»

The covetousnesse of the Heart.
Where your treasure is, there will your heart be also.
Matthew 6:21.
Epigram 7 •

Dost thou enquire, thou heartlesse wanderer,
Where thine heart is?

Behold, thine heart is here.

Here thine heart is, where that is, which above
Thine own deare heart thou dost esteem, and love.
Ode 7*
1.
See the deceitfulnesse of sinne,
And how the devill cheateth worldly men:
They heap up riches to themselves, and then
They thiiik they cannot choose but winne,
Though for their parts
They stake their hearts.
2.
The Merchant sends his heart to sea
And there together with his ship 'tis tost:
If this by chance miscarry, that is lost,
His confidence is caist away:
*.

He hangs the head,
As he were dead.
3The Pedlar cryes, What doe you lack?
What will you buy? and boasts his wares the best
But offers you the refuse of the rest,
As though his heart lay in his pack,
Which greater gaine
Alone can draine•
k.

"

The Plowman furrowes up his land,
And sowes his heart together with his seed,
Which both alike earth-borne on earth doe feed,
And prosper or are at a stand:
He and his field
Like fruit doe yeeld.
5The Broker, and the Scriv'ner have
The Us'rers heart in keeping with his bands:
His souls deare sustenance lyes in their hands,
And if they break their shop's his grave
His int'rest is
His only blisse.

6.
The Money-horder in his bags
Binds up his heart, and locks it in his chest;

138
The same key serves to that, and to his brest,
Which of no other heaven brags:
Nor can conceit

35

A joy so great.
7So for the greedy Landmunger:
The Purchases he makes in ev'ry part
Take livery and seisin of his heart:
Yet his insatiate hunger,

40

For all his store,
Gapes after more.

8.
Poore wretched Muckworines, wipe your eyes,
Uncase those trifles that besot you so:
Your rich appearing wealth is reall woe,

45

Your death in your desires lyes.
Your hearts are where
You love, and feare.
9Oh, think not then the world deserves
Either to be belov'd, or fear'd by you:
Give heaven these affections as its due,
Which alwayes what it hath preserves
In perfect blisse
That endlesse is.

50
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Embleme 8.
The hardnesse of the Heart.
They made their hearts as an adamant stone, lest they should
heare the Law.

Zechariah 7:12
Epigram 8.

Words move thee not, nor works, nor gifts, nor strokes:
Thy sturdy adamantine heart provokes
My Justice, sleights my mercies: Anvile-like
Thou stand'st unmoved, though my hammer strike.
Ode 8.
1.
What have we here?

An heart?

It lookes like one,

The shape, and colour speake it such:
But having brought it to the touch
I find it is no better then a stone.

5

Adamants are
Softer by farre.

2.
Long hath it steeped been in Mercies milke,
And soaked in salvation,
Meet for the alteration
Of anvills to have made them soft as silke;
Yet it is still
Iiard'ned in ill.

3.
Oft have I rain1d my Word upon it, oft

10

l4o
The dew of heaven hath distill'd,
With promises of mercy fill'd,

15

Able to make mountaines of marble soft:
Yet it is not
Changed a jot.
k. . •

•

My beames of love shine on it every day,
Able to thaw the thickest ice,

20

And where they enter in a trice
To make congealed Crystall melt away:
Yet wanne they not
This frozen clot.
5Nay more, this hammer, that is wont to grind

25

Rocks unto dust, and powder small,
Makes no impression at all,
Nor dint, nor crack, nor flaw, that I can find:
But leaves it as
Before it was.

30

6.
Is mine Almighty arrae decai'd in strength?
Or hath mine hammer lost its weight?
That a poore lumpe of earth should sleight
My mercies, and not feele my wrath at length,
With which I make
Ev'n heaV'n to shake?

35

No, I am still the same, I alter not,
And, when X please, my workes of wonder
Shall bring the stoutest spirits under,
And make them to confesse it is their lot
To bow or break,
When I but speak.

8.
But X would have men know, • t is not my Word,
Or works alone can change their hearts:
These instruments performe their parts,
But 'tis my Spirit doth this fruit afford.
'Tis I, not art,
Can melt mans heart.
9Yet would they leave their customary sinning,
And so unclench the devills clawes,
That keepes them captive in his pawes,
My bounty soone should second that beginning:
Ev'n hearts of steel
My force should feel.
Embleme 9«
The division of the Heart.
Their heart is divided; now shall they be found faulty.
Hosea 10:2.
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Epigram 9Vaine trifling Virgin, X my selfe have Riven
Wholly to thee; and shall I now be driven
To rest contented with a petty part)
That have deserved more then a whole heart?
*

Ode 9.
1.
More mischiefe yet? was't not enough before
To robbe me wholly of thine heart,
Which I alone
Should call mine owne,
But thou must mock me with a part?

5

Crowne injury with scorne to make it more?

2.
What's a whole heart? scarce flesh enough to serve
A Kite one breakfast: how much lesse,
If it should be
Offer "d to me?

10

' Could it sufficiently expresse
What I for making it at first deserve?
3I gave 11 thee whole, and fully furnished
With all its faculties entire,
There wanted not
The smallest jot,
That strictest justice could require

15

To render it compleatly perfected.
k.

And is it reason what I gave in grosse
Should be return'd but by retaile?
To take so small
A part for all,
I reckon of no more availe,
Then where I scatter gold to gather drosse.
5•

Give me thine heart but as I gave it thee:
Or give it me at least as I
Have given mine
To purchase thine.
X halv'd it not when I did die:
But gave my self wholly to set thee free.

6.
The heart X gave thee was a living heart,
And when thine heart by sinne was slaine,
I laid dome mine
To ransome thine,
That thy dead heart might live againe,
And live entirely perfect, not in part.
7.

But whilst thine heart's divided it is dead,
Dead unto me, unlesse it live
To ine alone;

l4t5
It is all one

*40

To lceepe all, and a part to give:
For what's a body worth without an head?

8.
Yet this is worse, that what thou keep'st from me
Thou dost bestow upon my foes:
And those not mine

4.5

Alone, but thine,
The proper causes of thy woes,
For whom I gave my life to set thee free.
9Have I betroth'd thee to my selfe, and shall
The devill, and the world, intrude

50

Upon my right,
Ev'n in my sight?
Think not thou canst me so delude.
I will have none, unlesse I may have all.
10.

I made it all, I gave it all to thee,

55

X gave all that I had for it:
If I must loose,
I'll rather choose
Mine interest in all to quit:
Or keep it whole, or give it whole to me.

60

Embleme 10.
The insatiablenesse of the Heart.
Who inlargeth his desire as hell, and is as death, and
cannot be satisfied.

Habakkuk 2:5*.
Epigram 10.

The whole round world is not enough to fill
The Hearts three corners, but it craveth still.
Onely the Trinity, that made it, can
Suffice the vast ti-jangled heart of man.
Ode 10.
1.
The thirsty earth and barren wombe cry, Give:
The grave devoureth all that live:
The fire still burneth on, and never saith,
It is enough: The horseleech hath
Many more daughters: but the heart of man
i

Outgapes thein all as much as heav'n one span.
2.
Water hath drown'd the earth: the barren wombe
Hath teem'd sometimes, and been the tombe
To its owne swelling issue: and the grave
Shall one day a sicke surfeit have:
When all the fuell is corisum'd, the fire
Will quench it selfe, and of it selfe expire.
3.
But the vast heart of man's insatiate,

His boundlesse appetites dilate
Themselves beyond all limits, his desires
Are endlesse still: whilst he aspires
To happinesse, and faine would find that treasure
Where it is not, his wishes know no measure.
k.

His eye with seeing is not satisfi'd,
Nor's eare with hearing: he hath tri'd
At once to furnish ev'ry sev'rall sense
With choise of curious objects, whence
He might extract, and into one unite
A perfect quintessence of all delight.
5•
Yet, having all that he can fancy, still
There wanteth something more to fill
His empty appetite.

His mind is vext,

And he is inwardly perplext
He knowes not why: when as the truth is this,
He would find something there where nothing is.

6.
He rambles over all the faculties,
Ransacks the secret treasuries
Of Art and Nature, spel3.s the Universe
Letter by letter, can reherse
All the Records of time, pretends to know
Reasons of all things, why they must be so.

148

7.
Yet is not so contented, but would faine
Prie in Gods Cabinet, and gaine
Intelligence from heav'n of things to come,
Anticipate the day of Doome,

'

40

And read the issues of all actions so,
As if Gods secret counsells he did know.
8.
Let him have all the wealth, all the renorae,
And glory, that the world can crowne
Her dearest darlings with; yet his desire
Will not rest there, but still aspire.
Earth cannot hold him, nor the whole creation
Containe his wishes, or his expectation.
9*
The heart of man's but little, yet this All
Compared thereunto's but small,

50

Of such a large unparallel'd extense
Is the short-lin'd circumference
Of that three-corner'd figure, which to fill
With the round world is to leave empty still.
10.

Go greedy soule, addresse thy selfe to heav'n,
And leave the world, as 't is, bereav'n
Of all true happinesse, or any thing
That to thine heart content can bring,

55
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But there a trine-une God in glory sits,

Who all grace-thirsting hearts both fills and fits.

60

Embleme 11.
The returning of the Heart.
Remember this, and s^iew your selves men: bring it again
to heart, 0 ye transgressors.

Isaiah 46:8.

Epigram 11.
Oft have 1 call'd thee: 0 returne at last,
Returne unto thine heart: let the time past
Suffice thy wanderings: know that to cherish
Revolting still is a meer will to perish.
Ode 11.
Christ.

1.

Returne 0 wanderer, returne, returne.
Let me not alwayes wast my words in vaine
As I have done too long.

Why dost thou spurn

And kick the counsells that should bring thee back again?
The Soule.

2.

What's this that checks my course?

Me thinks I feel

5

A cold remisnesse seising on my mind:
My stagger'd resolutions seem to reel,
As though they had in hast forgot mine heart behind.
Christ.

3.

Returne, 0 wanderer, returne, returne.
Thou art already gone too farre away,

10
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-It is enough: unlesse thou meane to burne
In hell for ever, stop thy course at last and stay.
The Soule.

k.

There's something holds me back, I cannot move
Forward one foot: me thinks the more I strive
The lesse I stirre.

Is there a pow'r above

15

My will in me, that can my purposes reprive?
Christ.

5•

No power of thine own: 't is I, that lay
Mine hand upon thine haste: whose will can make
The restlesse motions of the heavens stay,
Stand still, turne back againe, or new found courses take.
The Soule.

6.

What? am I riveted, or rooted here?

21

That neither forward, nor on either side
I can get loose?

Then there's no hope I feare,

But I must back againe, what ever me betide.
Christ.

7•

And back again thou shalt.

I'll have it so.

25

Though thou hast hitherto my voyce neglected,
Now I have handed thee, I'll have thee know,
That what I will have done shall not be uneffected.
The Soule.

8.

Thou wilt prevaile then, and I must returne.
But how? or whither? when a world of shame,
And sorrow, lies before me, and I burne

30
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With horror in my self to think upon the same.
9•
Shall X returne to thee?

Alas, X have

No hope to be received: a runne-away,
A rebell to returne.' mad men may rave

35

Of mercy miracles, but what will Justice say?
10.

Shall I returne to mine owne heart?

Alas,

•Tis lost, and dead, and rotten long ago,
I cannot find it what at first it was,
And it hath been too long the cause of all my woe.

kO

11.
Shall I forsake my pleasures, and delights,
My profits, honours, comforts, and contents,
For that, the thought whereof my mind affrights,
Repentant sorrow, that the soule asunder rents?

12.
Shall I returne, that cannot though I would?

45

I, that had strength enough to go astray,
Find my self faint, and feeble, now I should
Returne.

I cannot ruiine, I cannot creep this way.
13-

What shall I doe? ' Forward I must not goe,
Backward I cannot: if I tarry here,
I shall be drowned in a world of woe,
And antidate mine own damnation by despaire.

50

14.
But is't not better hold that which I have,
Then unto future expectation trust?
Oh no: to reason thus is but to rave.
Therefore returne I will, because returne I must.
Christ.

15•

Returne, and welcome: if thou wilt thou shalt.
Although thou canst not of thy selfe, yet I,
That call, can make thee able.

Let the fault

Be mine, if when thou wilt returne I let thee lie.
Embleme 12.
The powring out of the Heart.
Powre out thine heart like water before the face of the
Lord.

Lamentations 2:19*
Epigram 12.

Why dost thou hide thy wounds? why dost thou hide
In thy close breast thy wishes, and so side
With thine owne spares and sorrowes?

Like a spout

Of water let thine heart to God break out.
Ode 12.
The Soule.

1.

Can death, or hell, be worse then this estate?
Anguish, amazement, horror, and confusion,
Drowne my distracted mind in deep distresse.
My grief's grown so transcendent, that I hate

153
To heare of comfort, as a false Conclusion

5

Vainly inferr'd from feigned Premises.
What shall I do? what strange course shall I try,
That, though I loath to live, yet dare not die?
Christ.
-

2.
•

Be rul1d by me, I'll teach thee such a way,
As that thou shalt not onely draine thy mind

10

From that destructive deluge of distresse,
That overwhelines thy thoughts, but clear the day,
And soone recover light, and strength to find,
And to regaine thy long lost happinesse.
Confesse, & pray.

Say what it is doth aile thee,

15

What thou wouldst have, and that shall soon availe thee.
The Soule.
Confesse and pray?

3•
If that be all, I will.

Lord, I am sick, and thou art health, restore me.
Lord, I am weake, and thou art strength, sustaine me.
Thou art all goodnesse, Lord, and I all ill.

20

Thou Lord, art holy, I uncleane before thee.
Lord, I am poor, and thou art rich, maintaine me.
Lord, I am dead, and thou art life, revive me.
Justice condeinnes, let mercy, Lord, reprieve me.
4.
A wretched miscreant I am, compos 'd
Of sinne, and misery; 't is hard to say,
Which of the two allyes me most to hell:

25

Native corruption makes me indispos'd
To all that's good, but apt to go astray,
Prone to doe ill, unable to doe well.
My light is darknesse, and my liberty
Bondage, my beauty foule deformity.
5.

A plague of leprosie o'rspreadeth . all
My pow'rs, and faculties: I am uncleane,
I am uncleane: my liver broyles with lust,
Rancor and malice overflow my gall,
Envy my bones doth rot, and keep me leane,
Revengefull wrath makes me forget what's just:
Mine eare's uncircumcis'd, mine eye is evill,
And hating goodnesse makes me parcell devill.
6.
My callous conscience is cauteriz'd;
My trembling heart shakes with continuall feare
My frantick passions fill my mind with madnesse
My windy thoughts with pride are tympaniz'd:
My poys'nous tounge spits venoine ev'ry where:
My wounded spirit's swallow'd up with sadnesse:
Impatient discontentment plagues me so,
I neither can stand still, nor forward goe.
7-

Lord, I am all diseases: hospitalls,
And bills of Mountebanks, have not so many,

Nor halfe so bad.

Lord, heare, and help, and heale me.

Although my guiltinesse for vengeance calls,
And colour of excuse I have not any,
Yet thou hast goodnesse, Lord, that may availe ine.
Lord, I have po^r'd out all my heart to thee:
Vouchsafe one drop of mercy unto me.
Embleme 13•
The circumcision of the Heart.
Circumcise the foreskin of your heart, and be no more
stiffnecked. Devteronomy

10:l6.

Epigram 13•
Here, take thy Saviours crosse, the nailes, and speare,
That for thy sake his holy flesh did teare:
Use them as knives thine heart to circumcise,
And dresse thy God a pleasing sacrifice.
Ode 13.
1.
Heale thee?

I will.

But first I'll let thee know
What it comes to.

The plaister was prepared long agoe:
But thou must doe
Something thy selfe, that it may bee
Effectually apply'd to thee.

2.
I, to that end,' that I might cure thy sores,
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Was slaine, and dy'd,
By mine ovme people was turn1d out of doores,
And crucify'd:

10

My side was pierced with a speare,
And nailes my hands and feet did teare.
3
Doe thou then to thy selfe, as they to mee:
Make haste, and try,
The old man, that is yet alive in thee

15

To crucifie.
Till he be dead in thee, my blood
Is like to doe thee little good:
k.

My course of physick is to cure the soule
By killing sinne.

20

So then, thine owne cox-ruptions to controule
Thou must beginne.
Untill thine heart be circumcis'd,
My death will not be duly priz'd.
5Consider then my crosse, my nailes, and speare,

25

And let that thought
Cut Rasor-like thine heart, when thou dost heare,
How deare I bought
Thy freedome from the pow'r of sinne,
And that distresse which thou wast in.

30

Cut out the iron sinew of thy neck,
That it may be
Supple, and pliant to obey my beck,'
•

And learne of me.

Meeknesse alone, and yeelding, hath
A power to appease my wrath.

7Shave off thine hairy scalpe, those curled locks
Powd'red with pride,
Wherewith thy scornfull heart my judgements mocks,
And thinks to hide
Its thunder-threatned head, which bared
Alone is likely to be spared.

8.
Rippe off those seeming robes, but reall rags,
Which earth admires
As honourable ornaments, and brags
That it attires,
Cumbers thee with indeed.

Thy sores

Fester with what the world adores.

9Clip thine Ambitions wings, let dome thy plumes,
And learne to stoope,
Whilst thou hast, time to stand.

Who still presumes

Of stx~ength will droop
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At last, and flagge, when he should flye.
Falls hurt them most that climbe most high.
10.

Scrape off that scaly scurffe of vanities,

55

That clogges thee so:
Profits and pleasures are those enemies,
That worke thy woe.
If thou wilt have me cure thy wounds,
First ridde each humor that abounds.
Embleme l4.
The contrition of the Heart.
A broken and a contrite heart, 0 God, thou wilt not despise.
Psalm 51:17.
Epigram 1*1.
How gladly would I bruise, and breake this heart
Into a thousand pieces, till the smart
Make it confesse, that, of its owne accord,
It wilfully rebel!'d against the Lord?
Ode 14.
1.
Lord, if I had an arme of pow'r like thine,
And could effect what I desire,
My love-drame heart, like smallest wyre,
Bended and writhen, should together twine,
And twisted stand
Scrip, a (KJV)] oin •

5

With thy command:
Thou should'st no sooner bid, but I would goe,
Thou should'st not will the thing I would not do

2.
But I am weake, Lord, and corruption strong:
When I would faine doe what I should,
Then I cannot doe what I would:
Mine action's short, when mine intention's long:
Though my desire
Be quick as fire,
Yet my performance is as dull as earth,
And stifles its own issue in the birth.

3But what I can doe, Lord, I will, since what
I would I cannot: I will try
Whether mine heart, that's hard and dry,
Being calm'd, and tempered with that
Liquor which falls
From mine eye-balls
Will worlce more pliantly, and yeeld to take
Such new impression as thy grace shall make.
k.

In mine owne conscience then, as in a mortar
I'le place mine heart, and bray it there
If griefe for what is past, and feare
Of what's to come be a sufficient torture,

l6l

I'le breake it all
In pieces small:

30

Sinne shall not finde a sheard without a flaw,
Wherein to lodge one lust against thy law.
5Remember then, mine heart, what thou hast done;
What thou hast left undone: the ill
Of all

my thoughts, words, deeds, is still

35

Thy cursed issue onely: thou art growne
To such a passe,
That never was,
Nor is, nor will there be, a sinne so bad,
But thou some way therein an hand hast had.

4.0

6.
<»

Thou hast not been content a]Mie to sinne,
But hast made others sinne with thee,
Yea made their sinnes thine owne to be,
By liking, and allowing them therein.
Who first beginnes,

4.5

Or followes, sinnes.
Not his owne sinnes alone, but sinneth o're
All the same sinnes, both after, and before.
7What boundlesse sorrow can suffice a guilt
Growne so transcendent?

Should thine eye

Weepe seas of blood, thy sighes outvie

50
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The winds when with the. waves they run at tilt,
Yet they could not
Cancell one blot.
The least of all thy sinnes against thy God

55

Deserves a thunderbolt should be thy rod.
8.
Break then, mine heart: and since thou cannot grieve
Enough at once, while thou art whole,
Shiver thy self to dust, and dole
Thy sorrow to the sev'rall atomes, give

60

All to each part,
And by that art
Strive thy dissever'd self to multiply,
And want of weight with number to supply.
Embleine 15 •
The humiliation of the Heart.
The patient in spirit is better then the proud in spirit.
Ecclesiastes 7:8*
Epigram 15•
Mine heart, alas, exalts it self too high,
And doth delight a loftier pitch to flye,
Then it is able to mainta.ine, unlesse
It feel the weight of thine imposed presse.

16 3

Ode 15.
1.
So let it be,
Lord, I am well content,
And thou shalt see
The time is not mis-spent,
Which thou dost then bestow, when thou dost quell

5

And crush the heart, that pride before did swell.
2.
Lord, I perceive
As soone as thou dost send,
And I receive
The blessings thou dost lend,

10

Mine heart begins to mount, and doth forget
The ground whereon it goes, where it is set.
3.
In health I grew
Wanton, began to kick,
As though I knew

15

I never should be sick.
Diseases take me downe, and make me know,
Bodies of brasse must pay the death they owe.
k.

If. I but dreame
Of wealth,, mine heart doth rise
With a full streame

20

164
Of pride, and I despise
All that is good, untill I wake, and spie
The swelling bubble prickt with poverty.
5A little wind

-

25

Of undeserved praise
Blowes up my mind,
And my swoll'n thoughts doth raise
Above themselves, untill the sense of shame
Makes me contemne my self-dishonour 1d name.

30

6.
One moments mirth
Would make me run starke mad,
And the whole earth,
Could it at once be had,
Would not suffice my greedy appetite,'

35

Did'st thou not paine in stead of pleasure write.
7.
Lord, it is well,
I was in time brought downe,
Else thou canst tell,
Mine heart would soone have flow'n
Full in thy face, and studi'd to requite
The riches of thy goodnesse with despight.
8.
Slack not thine hand,

40

165
Lord, turne thy Screw about:
If thy Presse stand,

45

Mine heax~t may chance slip out.
0 quest it unto nothing, rather then
It should forget it s^elfe, and swell again.
9Or if thou art
Dispos'd to let it goe,

50

Lord, teach mine heart
To lay it selfe as low,
As thou canst cast it: that prosperity
May still be temper*d with humility.
10.

s

Thy way to rise

55

Was to descend: let me
My selfe despise,
And so ascend with thee.
Thou throw'st them down, that lift themselves on high,
And raisest them, that on the ground doe lie.
Embleme 16.
The softening of the Heart.
God maketh my heart soft.

lob 23:16.

Epigram l6.
Mine heart is of it selfe a marble ice,
Both cold, and hard: but thou canst in a trice

60

166
Melt it like waxe, great God, if from above
Thou kindle in it once thy fire of love.
Ode 16.
1.
Nay, blessed Founder, leave me not:
If out of all this grot
There can but any gold be got,
The time thou dost bestow, the cost,
And paines will not be lost:

5

The bargaine is but hard at most.
And such are all those thou dost make with me:
Thou know1st thou canst not but a loser be.

2.
When the Sun shines with Glitt'ring beaines,
His cold dispelling gleames

10

Turne snow, and ice to wat'ry streames.
The waxe, as soone as it hath smelt
The warmth of fire, and felt
The glowing heat thereof, will melt.
Yea pearles with vinegar dissolve we may,

15

And adamants in bloud of goats, they say.
3If nature can doe this, much more,
Lord, may thy grace restore
Mine heart to what it was before.
There's the same matter in it still,

20

Though new inform'd with ill,
Yet can it not resist thy will.
Thy pow'r, that fram'd it at the first, as oft
As thou wilt have it, Lord, can make it soft.
k.
*

Thou art the Sun of righteousnesse:
And though I must confesse
Mine heart's growne hard in wickednesse,
Yet thy resplendent rayes of light,
When once they come in sight,
Will quickly thawe what froze by night.
Lord, in thine healing wings a pow'r doth dwell
Able to melt the hardest heart in hell.
5Although mine heart in hardnesse passe
Both iron, steel, and brasse,
Yea th'hardest thing that ever was,
Yet, if thy fire thy Spirit accord,
And working with thy word
A blessing unto it afford,
It will grow liquid, and not drop alone,
But melt it self away before thy throne.

6.
Yea, though my flinty heart be such,
That the Sun cannot touch,
Nor fire sometimes affect it much,

168
Yet thy warme reeking self-shed blood,
0 Lamb of God, 's so good

^5

It cannot alwayes be withstood.
That Aqua-regia of thy love prevailes,
Ev'n where thy powers Aqua-fortis failes.
7Then leave me not so soon, dear Lord,
Though I neglect thy Word,

50

And what thy power doth afford,
Yet try thy mercy, and thy love,
The force thereof may move,
When all things else succeslesse prove.
Soakt in thy bloud mine heart will soone surrender
Its native hardnesse, and grow soft, and tender.
Embleme 17•
The cleansing of the Heart.
0 Jerusalem wash thine heart from wickednesse, that thou
maist be saved.

Ieremiah 4:l4t.
Epigram 17•

Ovt of thy wounded husbands Saviours side,
Espoused soul, there flowes with a full tide
A fountaine for uncieannesse: wash thee there,
Wash there thine heart, and then thou need'st not feare.
Ode 17.

1.
0 endlesse misery!

55
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I labour still, but still in vaine.
The staines of sinne I see
Are oaded all, or di'd in graine.
There's not a blot

5

Will stirre a jot
For all that I can doe:
There is no hope
In Fullers sope,
Though I adde nitre too.

10

2.
I many wayes have tri'd
Have often soalct it in cold feares,
And, when a time X spi'd,
Powred upon it scalding teares,
Have rins'd, and rub'd,

15

And scrap't and scrub'd,
And turn'd it up, and downe:
Yet can I not
Wash out one spot,
It's rather fouler growe..

20

30 miserable state!
Who would be troubled with an heart,
As I have been of late,
Both to my sorrow, shame, and smart?
If it will not

25

Be cleaner got
'T -were better I had none.
Yet how should we
Divided be,
That are not two, but one?

But am I not starke wilde,
That go about to wash mine heart
With hands that are defil'd?
As much as any other part?
Whilst all thy teares,

I

Thine hopes, and feares,
Both ev'ry word, and deed,
And thought is foule,
Poore silly soule,
How canst thou looke to speed?
5•
Can there no helpe be had?
Lord, thou art holy, thou art pure:
Mine heart is not so bad,
So foule, but thou canst cleanse it sure.
Speak, blessed Lord,
Wilt thou afford
Me meanes to make it cleane?
I know thou wilt:
Thy bloud were spilt

Should it runne still in vaine.

6.
Then to that blessed spring,
Which from my Saviours sacred side
Doth flow, mine heart I'll bring,
And there it will be purifi'd.
Although the dye,
Wherein I lie,
Crimson, or scarlet were,
This bloud I know
Will make't, as snow,
Or wooll, both cleane, and cleere.
Embleme 18.
The giving of the Heart.
My sonne give me thine heart.

Proverbs 23:26.

Epigram 18.
The onely love, the onely feare, thou art,
Dear, and dread Saviour, of my sin-sick heart.
Thine heart thou gavest, that it might be mine;
Take thou mine heart then, that it may be thine.
Ode 18.
1.
Give thee mine heart?

Lord so I would,

And there's great reason that I should,
If it were worth the having:

Yet sure thou wilt esteem that good,
Which thou hast purchas1d with thy bloud
And thought it worth the craving

2.
Give thee mine heart?

Lord, so I will,

If thou wilt first impart the skill
Of bringing it to thee:
But should I trust my selfe to give
Mine heart, as sure as I doe live,
I should deceived be.
3.
As all the value of mine heart
Proceeds from favour, not desert,
Acceptance is its worth:
So neither know I how to bring
A present to my heav'nly King,
Unlesse he set it forth.
4.
Lord of my life, me thinkes I heare
Thee say, that thee alone to feare,
And thee alone to love,
Is to bestow mine heart on thee,
That other giving none can be,
Whereof thou wilt approve.
5. "
And well thou dost deserve to be

Both loved, Lord, and fear'd by me,
So good, so great, thou art:
Greatnesse so good, goodnesse so great,
As passeth all finite conceit,
And ravisheth mine heart.

6.
Should I not love thee, blessed Lord,
Who freely of thine owne accord
Laid'st downe thy life for me?
For me, that was not dead alone,
But desp'ratly transcendent grown
In enmitie to thee?
7.
Should I not feare before thee, Lord,
Whose hand spannes heaven, at whose word
Devills themselves doe quake?
Whose eyes out-shine the Sunne, whose beck
Can the whole course of Nature check,
And its foundations shake?
8Should I with-hold mine heart from thee ,
The fountaine of felicity,
Before whose presence is
Fulnesse of joy, at whose right hand
All pleasures in perfection stand,
And everlasting blisse?

175
9Lord, had I hearts a million,
And myriads in ev'ry one

50

Of choisest loves, and feares,
They were too little to bestow
On thee, to whom I.all things owe,
I should be in arreares.
10.

Yet, since mine heart's the most I have,

55

And that which thou dost chiefely crave,
Thou shalt not of it misse.
Although I cannot give it so,
As I should doe, I'll offer't though:
Lord take it, here it is.

60

Embleme 19•
The Sacrifice of the Heart.
The sacrifices of God are a broken heart.

Psalm 51:17*

Epigram 19•
Nor calves, nor bulls, are sacrifices good
Enough for thee, who gav'st for me thy bloud,
And more then that, thy life: Take thine own part,
Great God, that gavest all, here take mine heart.
Ode 19.
1.
Thy former covenant of old,
Thy Law of Ordinances, did require

176
Fat sacrifices from the fold,
And many other off'rings made by fire.
Whilst thy first Tabernacle stood,

5

All things were consecrate with bloud.

2.
And can thy better Covenant,
Thy law of grace, and truth by Jesus Christ,
Its proper sacrifices want
For such an Altar, and for such a Priest?

10

No, No, thy Gospell doth require
Choyse off'rings too, and made by fire.
3A sacrifice for sinne indeed,
Lord, thou didst make thy self, and once for all:
So that there never will be need

15

Of any more sin-off'rings, great, or small.
The life-bloud thou did'st shed for me,
Hath set my soule for ever free.
k.

Yea, the same sacrifice thou dost
Still offer in behalfe of thine elect:
And to improve it to the most
Thy Word, and Sacraments doe in effect
Offer thee oft, and sacrifice
Thee daily in our eares, and eyes

20

177
5.
Yea, each beleeving soule may take

25

Thy sacrificed flesh, and bloud by faith,
And therewith an atonement make
For all its trespasses, thy Gospell saith.
•

Such infinite transcendent price
Is there in thy sweet sacrifice.

30

6.
But is this all?

Must there not be

Peace-offerings, and sacrifices of
Thanksgiving tendered unto thee?
Yes, Lord, I know I should but mock, and scoffe
Thy sacrifice for sinne, should I

35

My sacrifice of praise deny.
7.
But I have nothing of mine owne
Worthy to be presented in thy sight,
Yea the whole world affords not one
Or Ramme, or Lambe, wherein thou canst delight.

kO

Lesse than my self it must not be:
For thou didst give thy self for me.

8.
My self then I must sacrifice:
And so I will, mine heart, the onely thing
Thou dost above all other prize
As thine owne part, the best I have to bring.

45

An humble heart's a sacrifice,
Which I know thou wilt not despise.
9Lord, be iny altar, sanctifie
Mine heart thy sacrifice, and let thy Spirit
Kindle thy fire of love, that I,
Burning with zeale to magnifie thy merit,
May both consume my sinnes, and raise
Eternall trophies to thy praise.
Embleme 20.
The weighing of the Heart.
The Lord pondereth the heart.

Proverbs 21:2.

Epigram 20.
The heart thou giv'st as a great gift, my love,
Brought to the triall nothing such will prove.
If Iustice equall ballance tell thy sight
That weighed with my Law it is too light.
Ode 20.
1.
'Tis true indeed, an heart
Such as it ought to be,
Entire, and sound in ev'ry part,
Is alwayes welcome unto me.
He that would please me with an offering
Cannot a better have, although he were a King.

179
2
And there is none so poore,
But if he will he may
Bring me an heart, although no more
And on mine altar may it lay.

10

The sacrifice which I like best, is such
As rich men cannot boast, and poore men need not grutch.
3Yet ev'ry heart is not
A gift sufficient,
It must be purg'd from ev'ry spot,

15

And all to pieces must be rent.
Though thou hast sought to circumcise, and bruise't,
It must be weighed too, or else I shall refuse't.

My ballances are just.,
My Law's an equall weight,

20

The beame is strong, and thou maist trust
My steady hand to hold it streight.
Were

thine heart equall to the world in sight,

Yet it were nothing worth, if it should prove too light.
5•
And so thou see'st it doth,
My pond'rous Law doth presse
This scale, but that, as fill'd with froth,
Tilts up, and makes no shew of stresse.

25

. l8o
Thine heart is empty sure, or else it would
In weight, as well as bullce, better proportion hold.

30

6.
Search it, and thou shalt find
It wants integrity,
And is not yet so thorow lin'd
With single ey'd sincerity,
As it should be: some more humility

35

There wants to make it weight, and some more constancy.
7Whilst windy vanity
Doth puffe it up with pride,
And double fac'd hypocrisie
Doth many empty hollowes hide,

kO

It is but good in part, and that but little,
Wav'ring unstaidnesse makes its resolutions brittle.

8.
The heart, that in my sight
As currant coyne would passe,
Must not be the least graine too light,

45

But as at first it stamped was.
Keep then thine heart till it be better growne,
And, when it is full weight, I'll take it for mine owne.
9But if thou art asham 'd
To find thine heart so light,

50

And art afraid thou shalt be blam'd.
I'll teach thee how to set it right.
Adde to my Law my Gospell, and there see
My merits thine, and then the scales will equall be.
Embleine 21.
The trying of the Heart.
The fining pot for silver, and the furnace for gold: but
the Lord trieth the hearts.

Proverbs 17:3*

Epigram 21.
Thine heart, my deer, more precious is then gold,
Or the most precious things that can be told:
Provided first that my pure fire have tri'd
Out all the drosse, and pass'd it purifi'd.
Ode 21.
1.
What? take it at adventure, and not try
What metall it is made of?

No, not I.

Should I now lightly let it passe,
Take sullen lead for silver, sounding brasse
In stead of solid gold, alas,
What would become of it?

In the great day

Of making jewells 't would be cast away.

2.
The heart thou giv'st me must be such a one,
Ep. 21. 4 pass'd (L)] passe

5
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Engravings 21-24

As is the same throughout.

I will have none

But that, which will abide the fire.
•Tis not a glitt'ring outside I desire,
Whose seeming shewes doe soone expire
But reall worth within, which neither drosse,
Nor base allayes, make subject unto losse.
3If in the composition of thine heart
A stubborne steely wilfulnesse have part,
That will not bow and bend to me,
Save onely in a meer formality
Of tinsell-trim*d hypocrisie,
I care not for it, though it shew as faire,
As the first blush of the Sun-gilded aire.
k.

The heart that in my furnace will not melt,
When it the glowing heat thereof hath felt,
Turne liquid, and dissolve in teares
Of true repentance for its faults, that heare
My threatning voyce, and never feares
Is not an heart worth having.

If it be

An heart of stone, 't is not an heart for me.
5The heart, that cast into my fornace spits,
And sparkles in my face, falls into fits
Of discontented grudging, whines

When it is broken of its will, repines
At the least suffering, declines
My fatherly correction, is an heart
On which I care not to bestow mine art.

6.
The heart that in my flames asunder flies,
Scatters it selfe at random, and so lies
In heapes of ashes here, and there,
Whose dry dispersed parts will not draw neer
To one another, and adhere
In a firme union, hath no metall in11
Fit to be stamp'd, and coyned in my mint.
7The heart, that vapours out it selfe in smoak,
And with those cloudy shadowes thinks to cloak
Its iempty nalcednesse, how much
So ever thou esteemest it, is such
As never will endure my touch.
Before I talc't for mine then I will trie
What kind of metall in thine heart doth lie.

8.
I'll bring it to my furnace, and there see
What it will prove, what it is like to be.
If it be gold, it will be sure
The hottest fire that can be to endure,
And I shall draw it out more pure.
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Affliction may refine, but cannot wast
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That heart wherein my love is fixed fast.
Embleine 22.
The sounding of the Heart.
The heart is deceitfull above all things, and desperatl'y
wicked.

Who can know it?

I the Lord.

Jeremiah 17s9-10.

Epigram 22.
I, that alone am infinite, can try
How deep within it self thine heart doth lie.
The Sea-mans plummet can but reach the ground;
I find that which thine heart it self ne'er found.
Ode 22.
1.
A goodly heart to see to, faire and fat!
It may be so: and what of that?
Is it not hollow?

Hath it not within

A bottomlesse whirlpoole of sinne?
Are there not secret creeks, and cranies there,

5

Turning, and winding corners, where
The heart it self ev'n from it self may hide,
And lurke in secret unespi'd?
I'll none of it, if such a one it prove:
Truth in the inward parts is that I love.

2.
But who can tell what is within thine heart?
'Tis not a worke of Nature, Art

10

Cannot performe that taske: 't is I alone,
Not man, to whom mans heart is knoime.
Sound it thou maist, and must: but then the line
And plummet must be mine, not thine,
And I must guide it too, thine hand, and eye
May quickly be deceiv'd: but I,
That made thine heart at first, am better skill'd
To know when it is empty, when 't is fill'd.
3Lest then thou should'st deceive thy self, for me
Thou canst not, I will let thee see
Some of those depths- of Satan, depths of hell,
Wherewith thine hollow heart doth swell.
Under pretence of knowledge in thy mind
Errour and ignorance I"find,
Quick-sands of rotten Superstition
Spred over with misprision.
Some things thou knowest not, misknowest others,
And oft thy conscience its owne knowledge smothers.
4.
Thy crooked will, that seemingly enclines
To follow reasons dictates, twines
Another way in secret, leaves its guide
And laggs behind, or swarves aside,
Crab-like creepes backward when it should have made
Progresse in good, is retrograde.

Whilst it pretends a priviledge above
Reasons prerogative, to move
As of it self unmov1d, rude passions learne
To leave the Oare, and take in hand the Sterne.
5The tides of thine affections ebbe, and flow,
Rise up aloft, fall downe below,
Like to the suddaine land-flouds, that advance
Their swelling waters but by chance.
Thy love, desire, thy hope, delight, and feare ,
Ramble they care not when, nor where',
Yet cunningly beare thee in hand they be
Only directed unto me,
Or most to me, and would no notice take
Of other things, but only for my sake.

6.
Such strange prodigious impostures lurke
In thy prestigious heart, 't is worke
Enough for thee all thy life time to learne
How thou may'st truly it discerne:
That, when upon mine altar thou dost lay
Thine off'ring, thou may'st safely say,
And sweare it is an heart: for, if it should
Prove only an heart-case, it would
Nor pleasing be to me, nor doe thee good.
An heart's no heart not rightly understood.
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Embleme 23•
The levelling of the Heart.
Gladnesse for the upright in heart.

Psalm 97sH»

Epigram 23 •
Set thine heart upright, if thou would'st reioyce,
And please thy self in thine hearts pleasing choise:
But then be sure thy plunime, and levell be
Rightly appli'd to that which pleaseth me.
Ode 23.
1.
Nay, yet I have not done: one triall more
Thine heart must undergo, before
I will accept of it:
Unlesse I see
It upright be,

5

I cannot think it fit
To be admitted in my sight,
And to partake of mine eternall light.

2.
My Will's the rule of righteousnesse, as free
From errour as uncertainty:

10

What I would have is just.
Thou must desire
What I require,
And take it upon trust:
If thou preferre thy will to mine,
Scrip, for (ICJV)] to

15

The levell's lost, and thou go'st out of line.
3.
Do'st thou not see how thine heart turnes aside
And leanes toward thy self?

How wide

A distance there is here?
Untill I see
Both sides agree
Alike with mine, 't is cleer
The middle is not where't should be,
Likes something better, though it looke at me.
k.

I, that know best how to dispose of thee,
Would have thy portion poverty,
Lest wealth should make thee proud,
And me forget:
But thou hast set
Thy voyce to cry aloud
For riches, and unlesse I grant
All that thou wishest, thou complain'st of want
5•
X, to preserve thine health, would have thee fa
From Natures dainties, lest at last
Thy senses sweet delight
Should end in smart:
But thy vaine heart
Will have its appetite

190
Pleased to day, though grief, and sorrow
Threaten to cancell all thy joyes to morrow.

kO

6.
I, to prevent thine hurt by climing high,
Would have thee be content to lie
Quiet and safe below,
Where peace doth dwell;
But thou dost swell
With vast desires, as though
A little blast of vulgar breath
Were better then deliverance from death.
7I, to procure thine happinesse, would have
Thee mercy at mine hands to crave:

50

But thou dost merit plead,
And wilt have none
But of thine owne,
Till Justice strike thee dead.
Thus still thy wand'ring wayes decline ,
And all thy crooked paths go crosse to mine.
Embleme 2'i.
The renewing of the Heart.
A new heart will I give you, and a new spirit will I put
within you. Ezekiel 36:26.

55
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Epigram 2 k .
Art thou delighted with strange novelties,
Which often prove but old fresh garnisht lies?
Leave then thine old, take the new heart I give thee;
Condemne thy self, that so I may reprieve thee.
Ode 2 k .
1.
No, no, I see
There is no remedy,
An heart, that wants both weight, and worth,
That's fill'd with naught but empty hollownesse,
And screw'd aside with stubborne wilfulnesse,

5

Is onely fit to be cast forth,
Nor to be given me
Nor kept by thee.

2.
Then let it goe,
And if thou wilt bestow

10

An acceptable heart on me,
I'll furnish thee with one shall serve the turne,
Both to be kept, and given: which will burne
With zeale, yet not consumed be:
Nor with a scornfull eye
Blast standers by.
3The heart, that I

15
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Will give thee, though it lie
Buri'd in seas of sorrowes, yet
Will not be drown1d with doubt, or discontent;

20

Though sad complaints sometimes may give a vent
To grief, *md teares the cheeks may wet,
Yet it exceeds their art
To hurt this heart.
k.

The heart I give,

25

Though it desire to live,
And bath it self in all content,
Yet will not toyle, or taint it self, with any;
Although it take a view, and tast of many,
It feeds on few, as though it meant

30

To break fast only here,
And dine elsewhere.
5This heart is fresh,
And new: an heart of flesh,
Not, as thine old one was, of stone.

35

A lively sp'ritly heax*t, and moving still,
Active to what is good, but slow to ill:
An heart, that with a sigh, and grone
Can blast all worldly joyes,
As trifling toyes.

40
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6.
This heart is sound,
And solid will be found;
•Tis not an empty ayrie flash,
That baites at Butterflies, and with full cry
Opens at ev'ry flirting vanity.

45

It sleights, and scornes such paltry trash:
But for eternity
Dares live, or die.
7I know thy mind:
Thou seek 'st content to find

50

In such things as are new, and strange.
Wander no further then: lay by thine old,
Take the new heart I give thee, and be bold
To boast thy self of the exchange,
'

And say, that a new heart
Exceeds all art.
Embleme 25The enlightening of the Heart.

They looked unto him, and were lightened.

Psalm 3^:5»

Epigram 25,.
Thou that art Light of lights, the onely sight
Of the blind world, lend me thy saving light:
Disperse those mists, which in my soule have made

55

Embleme 25.

Embleme 26.
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Darkenesse as deepe as hells eternall shade.
Ode 25.
1.
Alas, that I
Could not before espie
The soule-confounding misery
Of this, more then Egyptian, dreadfull night!
To be deprived of the light,

5

And to have eyes, but eyes devoid of sight,
As mine, have been, is such a woe,
As he alone can know,
That feels it so.
2.
Darknesse hath been

10

My God and me between
Like an opacous doubled skreen,
Through which nor light, nor heat could passage find.
Grosse ignorance hath made my mind,
And understanding not bleer-ey'd, but blind;

15

My will to all that's good is cold,
Nor can I, though I would,
Doe what I should.
3.
No, now I see
There is no remedy

20

196
Left in my self: it cannot be
That blind men in the darke should find the way
To blessednesse: although they may
Imagine that high midnight is noone-day,
As I have done till now, they'll know

25

At last unto their woe,
•Twas nothing so.
k.

Now X perceive
Presumption doth bereave
Men of all hope of helpe, and leave

30

Them, as it finds them, drown'd in misery:
Despairing of themselves, to cry
For mercy is the only remedy
That sinne-siclce soules can have: to pray
Against this darknesse may

35

Turne it to day.
5.
Then unto thee,
Great Lord of light, let me
Direct my prayer, that I may see.
Thou, that did'st make mine eyes, canst soone restore
That pow'r of sight they had before,
And, if thoii seest it good, canst give them more.
The night will quickly shine like day,
If thou doe but display

40

One glorious ray.

6.
I must confesse,
And I can doe no lesse,
Thou art the Sun of righteousnesse:
There's healing in thy wings: thy light is life;
My darkenesse death.

To end all strife,

Be thou mine husband, let me be thy wife.
Then both the light, and life that's thine,
Though light, and life divine,
Will all be mine.
Embleme 26.
The table of the Heart.
1 will put my Law in their inward parts, and write it in
their hearts.

Ieremiah 31S33*
Epigram 26.

In the soft table of thine heart I'll write
A new Law, which I newly will indite.
Hard stoney tables did containe the old:
But tender leaves of flesh shall this enfold.
Ode 26.
1.
What will thy sight
Availe thee, or my light,
Xf there be nothing in thine heart to see

Acceptable to me?
A self-writ heart will not
Please me, or doe thee any good, I wot,
The paper must be thine,
The writing mine.

2.
What I indite
•Tis I alone can write,
And write in bookes that I my self have made
•Tis not an easie trade
To read or write, in hearts:
They that are skilfull in all other arts,
When they take this in hand,
Are at a stand.
3•

-

My Law of old
Tables of stone did hold,
Wherein I writ what I before had spoken,
Yet were they quickly broken
A signe the Covenant
Contain'd in them would due observance want.
Nor did they long remaine
Coppy'd again.

But now I'll try
What force in flesh doth lie

Whether thine heart renew'd afford a place
Fit for my Law of grace.
This covenant is better
Then that, though glorious, of the killing letter.
This gives life, not by merit,
But by my Spirit.
5When in mens hearts,
And their most inward parts,
1 by my Spirit write my Law of love,
They then begin to move,
Not by themselves, but me,
And their obedience is their liberty.
"There are no slaves, but those
That serve their foes.

6.
When I have writ
My Covenant in it,
View thine heart by my light, and thou shalt see
A present fit for me.
The worth for which I look,
Lies in the lines, not in the leaves of th'book.
Course paper nlay be lin'd
With words refill'd.
7.
And such are mine.

200

No furnace can refine

50

The choisest silver so to make it pure,
As my Law put in ure
Purgeth the hearts of men:
Which being rul'd, and written with my Pen,
My Spirit, ev'ry letter
Will make them better.
Embleme 27•
The tilling of the Heart.
I will turne unto you, and yee shall be tilled, and sowne.
Ezekiel 36:9 •
Epigram 27 •
Mine heart's a field, thy crosse a plow: be pleas"d
Dear Spouse, to till it, till the mould be rais'd
Fit for the seeding of thy Word: then sow,
And if thou shine upon it, it will grow.
Ode 27.
1.
So, now me thinks I find
Some better vigour in my mind,
My will begins to move,
And mine affections stir.re towards things above:
Mine heart growes bigge with hope it is a field,
That some good fruit may yeeld,

5

201
If it were till'd, as it should be,
Not by my self, but thee.

2.
Great Husbandman, whose pow'r
All »difficulties can devour,
7

10

And doe what likes thee best,
Let not thy field, mine heart, lie lay, and rest,
Lest it be over-runne with noysome weeds,
That spring of their own seeds:
Unlesse thy grace the growth should stoppe,
Sinne would be all my croppe.

l6

3Break up my fallow ground,
That there may not a clod be found
To hide one root of sinne.
Apply thy plow betime: now, now beginne

20

To furrow up my stiffe, and starvy heart,
No matter for the smart}
Al though it roare, when it is rent,
Let not thine hand relent.
4. '
Corruption's rooted deep,
Showres of repentant teares must steep
The mould to make it soft:
It must be stirr'd, and turn'd, not once, but oft.
Let it have all its seasons.

0 impart

25

The best of all thine art.
For, of it self it is so tough,
All will be.but enough.
5.
Or, if it be thy will
To teach me, let me learne the skill
My self to plow mine heart:
The profit will be mine, and 't is my part
To take the paines, and labour, though th' encrease
Without thy blessing cease:
If fit for nothing else, yet thou
May'st make me draw thy Plow.

6.
Which of thy Plowes thou wilt,
For thou hast more then one.

My guilt,

Thy wrath, thy rods, are all
Plowes fit to teare mine heart to pieces small:
And, when in these it apprehends thee neer,
•Tis furrowed with fear:
Each weed turn'd under hides its head,
And shewes as it were dead.
7But,' Lord, thy blessed passion
Is a Plow of another fashion,
Better then all the rest.
Oh fasten me to that, and let the best

203
Of all iny powers strive to draw it in,
And leave no roome for sinne.
The vertue of thy death can make

55

Sinne its fast hold forsake.
Embleme 28.
The seeding of the Heart.
That on the good ground are they, which in an honest, and
good heart, having heard the Word, keep it, and bring forth
fruit with patience.

Lvke 8:15«
Epigram 28.

Lest the field of mine heart should unto thee,
Great Husbandman that mad'st it, barren be,
Manure the ground, then come thy self and seed it;
And let thy servants water it, and weed it.
Ode 28.
1.
Nay, blessed Lord,
Unlesse thou wilt afford
Manure, as well as tillage, to thy field,
It will not yeeld
That fruit which thou expectest it should beare:
The ground I feare
Will still remaine

Scrip, in (KJV)] with

5

Barren of what is good: and all the graine
It will bring forth,
As of its owne accord, will not be worth
The paines of gathering
So poore a thing.
2.
Some faint desire,
That quickly will expire,
Wither, and die, is all thou canst expect.
If thou neglect
To sow it now 't is ready, thou shalt find
• That it will blind,
And harder grow
Then at the first it was.

Thou must bestow

Some further cost,
Else all thy former labour will be lost.
—

Mine heart no corne will breed
Without thy seed.
3Thy Word is seed,
And manure too: will feed,

As well as fill mine heart.

If once it were

Well rooted there,
It would come on apace:

0 then neglect

No time: expect
• No better season.

Now, now thy field mine heart is ready: reason
Surrenders now,
Now my rebellious will begins to bow,
And mine affections.are
Tamer by farre.
k.

Lord, I have laine
Barren too long, and faine
I would redeem the time, that I may be
Fruitfull to thee,
Fruitfull in knowledge, faith, obedience,
Ere I goe hence:
That when I come
At harvest to be reaped, and brought home,
Thine Angels may
My soule in thy celestiall garner lay,
Where perfect joy, and blisse
Eternall is.
5If, to intreat
A crop of purest wheat,
A blessing too transcendent should appeare
For me to beare,
Lord, make me what thou wilt, so thou wilt take
What thou do'st make,
And not disdaine

To house me, though amongst thy coursest graine;
So I may be
Laid with the gleanings gathered by thee,
When the full sheaves are spent,
I am content.
Embleme 29 •
The watering of the Heart.
I the Lord doe keep it.

I will water it every moment.

Isaiah 27 '• 3 •
Epigram 29•
Close downwards tow'rds the earth, open above
Tow'rds heaven mine heart is.

0 let thy love

Distill in fructifying dewes of grace,
And then mine heart will be a pleasant place.
Ode 29.
1.
See how this dry, and thirsty land,
Mine heart, doth gaping gasping stand,
And close below opens towards heav'n, and thee.
Thou fountaine of felicity,
Great Lord of living waters, water me:
Let not my breath that pants with paine,
Waste, and consume it selfe in vaine.

2.
The mists, that from the earth doe rise,

Embleme 29.
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Engravings 29-32

An heav'n-borne heart will not suffice:
Coole it without they may, but cannot quench
The scalding heat within, nor drench
Its dusty dry desires, or fill one trench.
Nothing, but what comes from on high,
Can heav'n-bred longings satisfie.
3See how the seed, which thou did'st sow
Lies parch'd, and wither1d, will not grow
Without some moisture, and mine heart hath none,
That it can truly call its owne ,
By nature of it self, more then a stone:
Unlesse thou water't, it will lie
Drowned in dust, and still be dry.
4.
Thy tender plants can never thrive,
Whilst want of water doth deprive
Their roots of nourishment: which makes them call,
And cry to thee, great All in All,
That seasonable show'rs of grace may fall,
And water them: thy Word will do't,
If thou vouchsafe thy blessing to't.
50 then be pleased to unseal
Thy fountaine, blessed Saviour, deal
Some drops at least, wherewith my drooping spirits

May be revived.

Lord, thy merits

Yeeld more refreshing then the world inherits:
Rivers, yea seas, but ditches are,
If with thy springs we them compare.
6.
If not whole show'rs of raine, yet Lord,
A little pearly dew afford,
Begot by thy celestiall influence
On some chast vapour, raised hence
To be partaker of thine excellence:
A little, if it come from thee,
Will be of great availe to me.
7Thou boundlesse Ocean of grace,
Let thy free spirit have a place
Within mine heart: full rivers then I know
Of living waters forth will flow,
And all thy plants, thy fruits, and flow'rs will grow.
Whilst thy Springs their roots doe nourish.
They must needs be fat, and flourish.
Embleme 30.
The flowers of the Heart.
My beloved is gone downe into his garden, to the beds of
spices, to feed in the gardens, and to gather lillies.
Canticles 6:2.
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Epigram 30•
These lillies I doe consecrate to thee,
Beloved Spouse, which spring as thou mai'st see,
Out of the seed thou sowedst, and the ground
Is better'd by thy Flow'rs, when they abound.
Ode 30.
1.
Is there a joy like this?
What can augment my blisse?
If my beloved will accept
A posie of these flowers kept,
And consecrated unto his content,

5

I hope hereafter he will not repent
The cost, and paines he hath bestow'd
So freely upon me, that ow1d
Him all I had before,
And infinitely more.

10-

2.
Nay, try them, blessed Lord,
Take them not on my word,
But let the. colour, tast, and smell,
The truth of their perfections tell.
Thou that art infinite in wisdome see,
If they be not the same that came from thee.
If any difference be found,
It is occasion'd by the ground,

15
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Which yet I cannot see
So good as it should be.

20

3What say'st thou to that Rose,
That queen of flowers, whose
Maidenly blushes, fresh, and faire,
Out-brave the dainty morning aire?
Dost thou not in those lovely leaves espy

25

The perfect picture of that modesty,
That self-condemning shamefastnesse,
That is more ready to confesse
A fault, and to amend,
Then it is to offend?

30

4.
Is not this Lilly pure?
What Fuller can procure
A white so perfect, spotlesse, clear,
As in this flower doth appear?
Do'st thou not in this milky colour see

35

The lively lustre of sincerity,
Which no hypocrisie hath painted,
Nor self-respecting ends have tainted?
Can there be to thy sight
A more entire delight?
5•
Or wilt thou have beside

40
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Violets purple-di'd?
The Sun-observing Marigold,
Or Orpin never waxing old,
The Primrose, Cowslip, Gilliflow'r,.or Pinke,

45

Or any flow'r, or herbe, that I can think
Thou hast a mind unto?

I shall

Quickly be furnisht with them all,
If once I doe but know
That thou wilt have it so.

50

6.
Faith is a fruitfull grace,
Well planted stores the place,
Fills all the borders, beds, and bow'rs
With wholesome herbs, and pleasant flow'rs.
Great Gardiner, thou saist, and I beleeve,

55

What thou do'st meane to gather thou wilt, give.
Take then mine heart in hand to fill't,
And it shall yeeld thee what thou wilt.
Yea thou, by gath'ring more,
Shalt still increase my store.
Embleme 31•
The keeping of the Heart.
Keepe thy heart with all diligence.

Proverbs 4:23.

Epigram 31•
Like to a garden, that is closed round,

60
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That heart Is safely kept, which still is found
Cocipast with care, and guarded with the feare
Of God, as with a flaming sword, and speare.
Ode 31.
The Soule.

1.

Lord, wilt thou suffer this?

Shall vermine spoile

The fruit of all thy toyle,
Thy trees, thine herbs, thy plants, thy flow'rs thus:
And for an overplus
Of spite, and malice overthrow thy mounds,

5

Lay common all thy grounds?
Canst thou endure thy pleasant garden should
Be thus turn'd up as ordinary mould?
Christ.

2.

What is the matter? why do'st thou complaine?
Must I as well maintaine,

10

And keep, as make thy fences? wilt thou take
No paines for thine own sake?
Or doth thy self-confounding fancy feare thee,
When there's no danger neer thee?
Speak out thy doubts, and thy desires, and tell me,
What enemy or can, or dares to quell thee?
The Soule.

3.

Many, and mighty, and malicious, Lord,
That seek, with one accord,
To work my speedy ruine, and make haste

15

21 k
To lay thy garden waste.

20

The devill is a ramping roaring lion,
Hates at his heart thy Zion,
Ai\d never gives it respit day, nor houre,
But still goes seeking whom he may devoure.
4.
The world's a wildernesse, wherein I find

25

Wild beasts of ev'ry kind,
Foxes, and Wolves, and Dogs, and Boares, and Bears;
And which augments my feares,
Eagles and Vultures, and such birds of prey,
Will not be kept away:

30

Besides the light-abhorring Owles, and Bats,
And secret corner-creeping Mice and Rats.
5But these, and many more would not dismay
Me much, unlesse there lay
One worse then all within, my self I nieane,

35

My false, unjust, unclean,
Faithlesse, disloyall self, that both entice,
And entertaine each vice.
This homebred traiterous partaking's worse,
Then all the violence of forain force.

6.
Lord, thou maist see my feares are grounded, rise
Not from a bare surmise

ko

f
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Or* doubt of danger only, my desires
Are but what need requires,
Of thy divine protection, and defence

45

To keep these vermine.hence:
Which, if they should not be restrain'd by thee,
Would grow too strong to be kept out by me.
Christ.

7•

Thy feare is just, and I approve thy care.
But yet thy comforts are

50

Provided for, ev'n in that care, and feare:
Whereby it doth appeare
Thou hast what thou desirest, my protection
To keep thee from defection.
The heart that cares, and feares, is kept by me.
I watch thee, whilst thy foes are watch'd by thee.

Embleme 32.
The watching of the Heart.
I sleep, but my heart waketh.

Canticles 5^2.

Epigram 32.
Whilst the soft bands of sleep tie up my sences,
My watchfull heart, free from all such pretences,
Searches for thee, enquires of all about thee,
Nor day, nor night, able to be without thee.

55

Ode 32.
1 .

It must be so: that God that gave
Me senses, and a mind, would have
Me use them both, but in their severall kinds.
Sleep must refresh my senses, but my mind's
A sparke of heav'nly fire, that feeds
On action, and employment, needs
No time of rest: for, when it thinks to please
It self with idlenesse, 'tis least at ease.
Though quiet rest refresh the head,
The heart that stirres not sure is dead.

2.
Whilst then my body ease doth take,
My rest refusing heart shall wake:
And that mine heart the better watch may keep,
I'll lay my senses for a time to sleep.
Wanton desires shall not entice,
Nor lust enveigle them to vice:
No fading colours shall allure my sight,
Nor sounds enchant mine eares with their delight
I'll bind my smell, my touch, my tast,
To keep a strict religious fast.

3.
My worldly bus'nesse shall lie still,
That heav'nly thoughts my mind may fill:
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My Marthaes cumb 'ring cares shall cease their noise,
That Mary may attend her better choise.
That meditation may advance

25

Mine heart on-purpose, not by chance,
My body shall keep holy day, that so
My mind with better liberty may goe
About her bus'nesse, and ingrosse
That gaine, which worldly men count losse.

30

4.
And though my senses sleep the while,
My mind my senses shall beguile
With dreames of thee, dear Lord, whose rare perfections
Of excellence are such, that bare inspections
Cannot suffice my greedy soule,

35

Nor her fierce appetite controule,
But that the more she lookes the more she longs,
And strives to thrust into the thickest throngs
Of those divine discoveries,
Which dazell even Angels eyes.

40

5 .

Oh could I lay aside this flesh,
And follow after thee with fresh
And free desires, my disentangled soule,
Ravisht with admiration, should roule
It self, and all its thoughts on thee,
And by beleeving strive to see,

45
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What is invisible to flesh and blood,
And only by fruition understood,
The beauty of each sev'rall grace,
That shines in thy Sunne-sharaing face.

50

6.
But what I can doe that X will,
Waking and sleeping, seek thee still:
I'll leave no place unpri'd into behind me,
Where I can but imagine I may find thee:
I'll aske of all I meet, if they

55

Can tell me where thou art, which way
Thou go'st, that I may follow after thee,
Which way thou com'st, that thou mai'st meet with me.
If not thy face, Lord, let mine heart
Behold with Moses thy back pai-t.

Embleme 33*
The wounding of the Heart.
He hath bent his bow, and set me as a mark for the arrow.
Lamentations 3:12.
Epigram 33*
A thousand of thy strongest shafts, my light,
Draw up against this heart with all thy might,
And strike it through: They, that in need doe stand
Of cure, are healed by thy wounding hand.

56 me (C)3 thee
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Ode 33.
1 .

Nay, spare me not dear Lord, it cannot be
They should be hurt, that wounded are by thee.
Thy shafts will heale the hearts they hit,
And to each sore its salve will fit.
All hearts by Nature are both sick, and sore,

5

And mine as much as any else, or more:
There is no place that's free from sinne,
Neither without it, nor .within,
And universall maladies doe crave
Variety of medicines' to have.

10

2.
First, let the arrow of thy piercing eye,
Whose light outvieth the star-spangled skie,
Strike through the darknesse of my mind,
And leave no cloudy mist behind.
Let thy resplendent rayes of knowledge dart

15

Bright beames of understanding to mine heart,
To my sinne-shadow'd heart, wherein
Black ignorance did first begin
To blurre thy beauteous Image, and deface
The glory of thy self-sufficing grace.
3.
Next let the shaft of thy sharp-pointed pow'r
Discharged by that strength that can devour

20

All difficulties, and encline
Stout opposition to resigne
Its steely stubbornesse, subdue my will,
Make it hereafter ready to fulfill
Thy royall Law of righteousnesse,
As gladly, as I must confesse
It hath fulfilled heretofore th' unjust,
Prophane, and cruell lawes of its own lust.
k.

Then let that love of thine, which made thee leave
The bosome of thy Father, and bereave
Thy self of thy transcendent glory,
Matter for an eternall story,
Strike through mine affections all together,
And let that Sun-shine cleer the cloudy weather,
Wherein they wander without guide,
Or order, as the wind, and tide
Of floting vanities transport, and tosse them,
Till self-begotten troubles curbe and crosse them.

5Lord, empty all thy Quivers, let there be
No corner of my spacious heart left free,
Till all be but one wound, wherein
No subtill sight-abhorring sinne
May lurk in secret unespi'd by me,
Or reigne in power unsubdu'd by thee.

222
Perfect thy purchas 1 d victory,
That thou mai'st ride triumphantly,
And leading captive all captivity
Mai'st put an end to enmity in me.

50

6 .

Then, blessed Archer, in requitall X
To shoote thine arrowes back again will try.
By pray'rs, and praises, sighs, and sobs,
By vowes, and teares, by groans, and throbs,
I'll see if X can pierce, and wound thine heart,

55

And vanquish thee againe by thine own art.
Or, that we may at once provide
For all mishaps that may betide,
Shoot thou thy self, thou polisht shaft, to me,
And I will shoot my broken heart to thee.

60

Embleme 3'± •
The inhabiting of the Heart.
God hath sent forth the Spirit of his Son into your hearts.
Galatians k:6.
Epigram jk.
Mine heart's an house, my light, and thou canst tell
There's roome enough 0 let thy Spirit dwell
For ever there: that so thou mai'st love me,
And being lov'd I may againe love thee.
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Ode 34.
1 .

Welcome, great guest, this house, mine heart,
Shall all be thine:
I will resigne
Mine interest in ev'ry part:
Only be pleas'd to use it as thine own

5

For ever, and inhabite it alone:
There's roome enough, and if the furniture
Were answerably fitted, I am sure
Thou would'st be well content to stay,
And by thy light

10

Possesse my sight
With sense of an eternall day.

2.
It is thy building, Lord, 't was made
At thy command,
And still doth stand

15

Upheld, and shelter'd by the shade
Of thy protecting providence: though such
As is decaied, and impaired much,
Since the removall of thy residence,
When with thy grace glory departed hence,
It hath been all this while an Inne
To intertaine
The vile, and vaine,

20

And wicked companies of sinne.

3•
Although't be but an house of clay,
Fram'd out of dust,
And such as must
Dissolved be, yet it was gay,
And glorious indeed, when ev'ry place
Was furnished, and fitted with thy grace:
When in the Presence-chamber of my mind,
The bright Sun-beames of perfect knowledge shin'd
When my will was thy Bed-chamber,
And ev'ry pow'r
A stately Tow'r
Sweetned with thy Spirits amber.
k.

But whilst thou do'st thy self .absent,
It is not grown
Noysome alone,
But all to pieces torne, and rent.
The windowes all are stopt, or broken so,
That no light without wind can thorow goe.
The roofe's uncover'd, and the wall's decai'd,
The door's flung off the hooks, the floor's linlai
Yea, the foundation rotten is,
And every where
It doth appeare
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All that remaines is farre amisse.
5.
But if thou wilt returne againe,
i

And dwell in me,

50

Lord, thou shalt see
What care I'll take to intertaine
Thee, though not like thy self, yet in such sort,
As thou wilt like, and I shall thank thee for't.
Lord, let thy blessed Spirit keep possession,

55

And all things will be well; at .least confession
Shall tell thee what's amisse in me,
And then thou shalt
Or mend the fault,
Or take the blame of all on thee.

60

Embleme 35•
The enlarging of the Heart.
I will runne the way of thy Commandements, when thou shalt
enlarge my heart.

Psalm 119:32.
Epigram 35*

How pleasant is that now, which heretofore
Mine heart held bittejr, sacred learnings lore?
Enlarged hearts enter with greatest ease
The straitest paths, and runne the narrowest wayes.

Ode 35*
1.

What a blessed change I find,
Since I intertain'd this guest!
Now me thinks another mind
Moves and rules within my brest.
Surely X am not the same,
That I was before he came,
But I then was much too blame.

2.
i

When before my God commanded
Any thing he would have done,
I was close, and gripple'-handed,
Made an end ere X begunne.
If he thought it fit to lay
Judgements on me, I could say
They are good, but shrinke away.

3All the wayes of righteousnesse
I did think were full of trouble,
I complain'd of tediousnesse,
And each duty seemed double.
Whilst I serv'd him but of feare,
Ev'ry minute did appeare
Longer farre then a whole yeare.

Strictnesse in Religion seemed
Like a pined pinion'd thing:
Bolts, and fetters I esteemed
More beseeming for a King,
Then for me to bow my neck,
And be at anothers beck,
When I felt my conscience check.

5•
But the case is alter'd now:
He no sooner turnes his eye,
But I quickly bend, and bow,
Ready at his feet to lie:
Love hath taught me to obey
All his precepts, and to say,
Not to morrow, but to day.

6.
What he wills I say I must:
What X must I say I will:
He commanding, it is just
What he would I should fulfill.
Whilst he biddeth I beleeve
What he calls for he will give.
To obey him is to live.

7His Command'ments grievous are not
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Longer then men thinlc them so:
Though he send me forth I care not,

^5

Whilst he gives me strength to goe.
When, or whither, all is one,
On his bus'nesse, not mine owne,
I shall never goe alone.

8.
If I be compleat in him,

50

And in him all fulnesse dwelleth,
X am sure aloft to swim,
Whilst that Ocean overswelleth,
Having him that's All in All,
I am confident I shall
Nothing want, for which I call.

Embleme "}6.
The inflaming of the.Heart.
My heart was hot within me: while I was musing the fire
burned.

Psalm 39 J 3•
Epigram 36.

Spare not, my love, to kindle, and enflame
Mine heart within throughout, until! the same
Brealce forth, and burne: that so, thy Salamander,
Mine heart may never from thy furnace wander.

55

Ode 3 6 .
1.

Welcome, holy, heavenly fire,
Kindled by immortall love:
Which descending from above,
Makes all earthly thoughts retire,
And give place
To that grace,
Which with gentle violence
Conquers all corrupt affections,
Rebell Natures insurrections,
Bidding them be packing hence.

2.
Lord, thy fire doth heat within,
Warmeth not without alone $
Though it be. an heart of stone,
Of it self congeal'd in sinne,
Hard as steel,
If it feel
Thy dissolving pow'r, it groweth
Soft as waxe, and quickly takes
Any print thy Spirit makes,
Paying what thou sai'st i"t oweth.
3Of it self mine heart is dark,
But thy fire by shining bright,

Fills it full of saving light
Though't be but a little spark
Lent by thee,
X shall see
More by it, then all the light,
Which in fullest measures streames
From corrupted Natures beames,
Can discover to my sight.
k.

Though mine heart be ice, and snow,
To the things which thou hast chosen,
All benum'd with cold, and frozen,
Yet thy fire will make it glow.
Though it burnes,
When it turnes
Tow'rds the things which thou do'st hate
Yet thy blessed warmth, no doubt,
Will that wild-fire soone draw out,
And the heat thereof abate.

5Lord, thy fire is active, using
Alwayes either to ascend
To its native heav'n, or lend
Heat to others: and diffusing
Of its store
Gathers more,
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Never ceasing till it make
All things like it selfe, and longing
To see others come with thronging
Of thy goodnesse to partake.

50

6-

Lord, then let thy fire enflame
My cold heart so thoroughly,
That the heat may never die,
But continue still the same:
That I may

55

Ev 1 ry day
More, and more, consuming sinne,
Kindling others, and attending
All occasions of ascending,
Heaven upon earth begin.

. 60

Embleme 37*
The ladder of the Heart.
In whose heart are the wayes of them.

Psalm 84:5 •

Epigram 37•
Would'st thou, my love, a ladder have, whereby
Thou mai'st climbe heaven to sit downe on high?
In thine owne heart then frame thee steps, and bend
Thy mind to muse how thou mai'st there ascend.

Emblcmc 57.
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Ode 37.
The Soule.

1.
What?
Shall I
Alwayes lie
•>
Grov'ling on earth, .
Where there is no mirth?

Why should I not ascend,
And climbe up, where I may mend
My meane estate of misery?
Happinesse I know 1 s exceeding high:
Yet sure there is some remedy for that.
Christ.

2.
True,
There is.
Perfect blisse,
The fruit of love,
May be had above:
But he, that will obtaine
Such a gold-exceeding gaine,

Must never think to reach the same,
And scale heav'ns walls, untill he frame
A ladder in his heart as near as new.
The Soule.

3•
Lord,
I will:

23 k
But the skill
Is not mine owne:
Such an art 1 s not knowne,

25

Unlesse thou wilt it teach:
It is farre above the reach
Of mortall minds to understand.
But if thou wilt leaad thine helping hand,
I will endeavour to obey thy Word.
Christ.

30

k.
Well
Then, see
That thou be
As ready prest
To performe the rest,

-

35

As now to promise faire,
And I'll teach thee how to reare
A scaling-ladder in thine heart
To mount heaven with: no rules of art,
But I alone, can the composure tell.

kO

5F irst,
Thou must
Take on trust
All that I say,
Reason must not sway
Thy judgement crosse to mine,

45

235
But her Scepter quite resigne.
Faith must be both thy ladder sides,
Which will stay thy steps what e'er betides,
And satisfie thine hunger, and thy thirst.

50

6.
Then,
The round
Next the ground,
Which I must see;
Is Humilitie:

55

From which thou must ascend,
And with perseverance end.
Vertue to vertue, grace to grace,
Must each orderly succeed in'ts place.
And when thou hast done all beginne againe.

60

Embleme 38.
The flying of the Heart.
Who are these that fly as a cloud, and as the Doves to
their windowes?

Isaiah 60:8.
Epigram 38.

Oh that mine heart had wings like to a Dove,
0

That I might quickly hasten hence, and move
With speedy flight tow'rds the celestiall spheares,
As weary of this world, its faults, and feares!

236
Ode 3 8 .
1.

This way, though pleasant, yet me thinks is long:
Step after step makes little haste,
And I am not so strong
As still to last
Among

5

So great
So many lets:
Swelter'd and swill'd in sweat
My toyling soule both fumes and frets,
As though she were inclin'd to a retreat.

10

2.
Corruption clogs my feet like filthy clay,
And I am ready still to slip:
Which makes me often stay,
When I should trip
Away.

15

My feares
And faults, are such,
As challenge all my teares
So justly, that it were not much,
If I in weeping should spend all my yeares.

3This makes me weary of the world below,
And greedy of a place above,

20

237
On which I may bestow,
My choisest love,
And so

25

Obtaine
That favour, which
Excells all worldly gaine,
And maketh the possessour rich,
In happinesse of.a transcendent straine.

30

4.
What? must I still be rooted here below,
And riveted unto the ground,
Wherein mine haste to grow
Will be though sound,
But slow?

35

X know
The Sunne exhales
Grosse vapours from below,
Which, scorning as it were the Vales,
On mountaine-topping clouds themselves bestow.

40

5But my fault-frozen heart is slow to move,
Makes poore proceedings at the best,
As though it did not love,
Nor long for rest
Above.
Mine eyes

45

238
Can upward looke,
As though they did despise
All things on earth, and could not brooke
Their presence: but mine heart is slow to rise.

50

6.

«»

Oh that it were once winged like the Dove,
That in a moment mounts on high,
Then should it soone remove,
Where it may ly
In love.

55

And loe,
This one desire
Me thinks hath imp'd it so,
That it already flies like fire,
And ev'n my verses into wings doe grow.

Embleme 39*
The union of the Heart.
I will give them one heart.

Ezekiel 11:19-

Epigram 39Like minded minds, hearts alike heartily
Affected will together live, and die:
Many things meete, and part: 'but loves great gable
Tying two hearts makes them inseparable.

60

Ode 39The Soule.

1.

All this is not enough: me thinks I growMore greedy by fruition: what I get
Serves but to set
An edge upon mine appetite,
And all thy gifts doe but invite
My pray'rs for more.
Lord, if thou wilt not still encrease my store,
Why did'st thou any thing at all bestow?
Christ.

2.

And is 't the fruit of having still to crave?
Then let thine heart united be to mine,
And mine to thine
In a firme union, whereby
We may no more be thou, and I,
Or, I, and thou,
But both the same: and then I will avow,
Thou canst not want what thou do'st wish to have.
The Soule.

3•

True, Lord, for thou art All in All to me,
But how to get my stubborne heart to twine,
And close with thine,
I doe not know, nor can I guesse
How I should ever learne, unlesse
Thou wilt direct

2k0
The course that I must take to that effect.
'Tis thou, not I, must knit mine heart to thee.
Christ.

k.

•T is true, and so I will: but yet thou must

25

Doe something tow'rds it too: First, thou must lay
All sinne away,
And separate from that, which would
Our meeting intercept, and hold
Us distant still;

30

X am all goodnesse, and can close with ill
No more, then richest diamonds with dust.
5Then thou must not count any earthly thing,
How ever gay, and gloriously set forth,
Of any worth,

35

Compar'd with me, that am alone
Th • eternall, high, and holy One:
But place thy love
Onely on me, and on the things above:
Which true content, and endlesse comfort bring.

40

6.
Love is the loadstone of the heart, the glew,
The cement, and the sod'er, which alone
Unites in one
Things that before were not the same,
But only like, imparts the name,

^5

24l
And nature too
Of each to th' other: nothing can undoe
The knot that's knit by love, if it be true.
7•
But if in deed, and truth thou lovest me,
And not in word alone, then I shall find

50

That thou dost mind
The things I mind, and regulate
All thine affections, love, and hate,
Delight, desire,
Feare, and the rest, by what I doe require,
And I in thee my self shall alwayes see.

Embleme ^0.
The rest of the Heart.
Returne unto thy rest, 0 my soule.

Psalm 116:7*

Epigram kO.
My busie, stirring heart, that seekes the best,
Can find no place on earth wherein to rest;
For God alone, the author of its blisse,
Its only rest, its onely center is.
Ode k O .
1.
Move me no more, mad world, it is in vaine;
Experience tells me plaine
I should deceived be,

55

242
If ever I againe should trust in thee.
My weary heart hath ransakt all

5

Thy treasuries both great, and small,
And thy large inventories beares in minde:
Yet could it never finde
One place wherein to rest,
Though it hath often tried all the best.

10

2.
Thy profits brought me losse in stead of gaine,
And all thy pleasures paine:
Thine honours blurr'd my name
With the deep staines of self-confounding shame.
Thy wisdome made me turne starlce fool,

15

And all the learning, that thy school
Afforded me, was not enough to make
Me know my self, and take
Care of my better part,
ViThich should have perished for all mine heart.

20

3Not that there is not place of rest in thee
For others: but for me
There is, there can be, none:
That God, that made mine heart, is he alone,
That of himself both can, and will ,
Give rest unto my thoughts, and fill
Them full of all content, and quietnesse,
20 mine (K)] thine

25
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That so I may possesse
My soule in patience,
Untill he find it time to call me hence.

30

4.
On thee then, as a sure foundation,
A tried corner-stone,
Lord, I will strive to raise
The tow'r of my salvation, and thy praise.
In thee, as in my center, shall

35

The lines of all my longings fall.
To thee, as to mine anchor, surely ti'd
My ship shall safely ride.
On thee, as on my bed
Of soft repose, I'll rest my weary head.

40

5Thou, thou alone, shalt be my whole desire,
I'll nothing else require,
But thee, or for thy sake.
In thee I'll sleepe secure, and when I wake
Thy glorious face shall satisfie

45

The longing of my looking eye.
I'll roule my self on thee, as on my rock,
And threatning dangers mock.
Of thee, as of my treasure,
I'll boast, and bragge, my comforts know no measure.

50
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6.
Lord, thou shalt be mine All, I will not know
A profit here below,
But what reflects on thee:
Thou shalt be all the pleasure 1 will see
In any thing the earth affords.

55

Mine heart shall owne no words
Of honour, out of which I cannot raise
The matter of thy praise.
Nay, I will not .be mine,
Unlesse thou wilt vouchsafe to have me thine.

60

Embleme 4l.
The bathing of the Heart.
I will cleanse their bloud, that I have not cleansed.
Joel 3'21.
Epigram 4l.
This bath thy Saviour swet with drops of bloud,
Sick heart, of purpose for to doe thee good.
They that have tri'd it can the vertue tell,
Come then and use it, if thou wilt be well.
Ode 4l.
»

1.
All this thy God hath done for thee:
And now mine heart
It is high time that thou shou3.d'st be

Embleme 41.
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Engravings kl-kk

2k6
Acting thy part,

5

And meditating on his blessed Passion,
Till thou has made it thine by imitation.

2.
That exercise will be the best
And surest meanes,
To keep thee evermore at rest,
And free from paines.

10

To suffer with thy Saviour is the way
To make thy present comforts last for aye.
3Trace then the steps, wherein he trode,
And first begin
To sweat with him.

The heavy load,

15

Which for thy sinne
He underwent, squeez'd bloud out of his face,
Which in great drops came trickling downe apace.

4.
Oh let not then that precious bloud
Be spilt in vaine,
But gather ev'ry drop.

20

'Tis good

To purge the staine
#

Of guilt, that hath defil'd, and overspred
Thee from the sole of th'foot to th 1 crown of th'head.
5Poison possesseth every veine,

25
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The fountaine is
Corrupt, and all the streames uncleane:
All is amisse.
Thy bloud's impure, yea thou thy self, mine heart,
In all thine inward pow'rs polluted art.

30

6.
When thy first father first did ill,
Mans doome was read,
That in the sweat of 's face he still
Should eat his bread.
What the first Adam in the garden caught,

35

The second Adam in a garden taught.
7•
Taught by his owne example, how
To sweat for sinne,
Under that heavy weight to bow,
And never lirme

40

Begging release, till with strong cries, and teares
The soule be drain'd of all its faults, and feares.

8.
If sins imputed guilt opprest
Th'Almighty so,
That his sad soule could find no rest
Under that woe:
But that the bitter agony he felt
Made his pure bloud, if not to sweat, to inelt,

45
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9Then let that huge inherent masse
Of sinne, that lies

5.0

In heapes on thee, make thee surpasse
In teares, and cries,
Striving with all thy strength, untill thou sweat
Such drops as his, though not as good, as great.
10.

And if he thinke it fit to lay

55

Upon thy back
Or paines, or duties, as he may
Untill it crack,
Shrinke not away, but straine thine utmost force
To beare them cheerfully without remorse.

60

Embleme 42.
The binding of the Heart.
I drew them with cords of a man, with bands of love.
Hosea 11:4.
Epigram 42.
My sinnes, I doe confesse, a cord were found
Heavy, and hard by thee, when thou wast bound,
0

Great Lord of love, with them, but thou hast twin'd
Gentle love-cords my tender heart to bind.
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Ode k 2 .
1.
What? could those hands,
That made the world, be subject unto bands?
Could there a cord be found,
7

*

Wherewith omnipotence it self was bound?
Wonder mine heart, and stand amaz'd to see

5

The Lord of liberty
Led captive for thy sake, and in thy stead.
Although he did
Nothing deserving death, or bands, yet he
Was bound, and put to death, to set thee free.

10

2.
Thy sinnes had ti'd
Those bands for thee, wherein thou should'st have di'd:
And thou did'st daily knit
Knots upon knots, whereby thou mad'st them sit
Closer, and faster, to thy faulty self.

15

So like a cursed elfe,
Helplesse, and hopelesse, friendlesse, and forlorne,
The sinlce of scorne,
And lcennell of contempt, thou should'st have laine
Eternally enthrall'd to endlesse paine.

3Had not the Lord
Of love and life been pleased to afford

20

248
9Then let that huge inherent masse
Of sinne, that lies

5.0

In heapes on thee, make thee surpasse
In teares, and cries,
Striving with all thy strength, untill thou sweat
Such drops as his, though not as good, as great.
10.

And if he thinke it fit to lay

55

Upon thy back
Or paines, or duties, as he may
Untill it crack,
Shrinke not away, but straine thine utmost force
To beare them cheerfully without remorse.

60

Embleme 42.
The binding of the Heart.
I drew them with cords of a man, with bands of love.
Hosea 11:4.
Epigram 42.
My sinnes, I doe confesse, a cord were found
Heavy, and hard by thee, when thou wast bound,
0

Great Lord of love, with them, but thou hast twin'd
Gentle love-cords my tender heart to bind.
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Ode k 2 .
1.
What? could those hands,
That made the world, be subject unto bands?
Could there a cord be found,
Wherewith omnipotence it self was bound?
Wonder mine heart, and stand amaz'd to see

5

The Lord of liberty
Led captive for thy sake, and in thy stead.
Although he did
Nothing deserving death, or bands, yet he
Was bound, and put to death, to set thee free.

10

2.
Thy sinnes had ti'd
Those bands for thee, wherein thou should'st have di'd:
And thou did'st daily knit
Knots upon knots, whereby thou mad'st them sit
Closer, and faster, to thy faulty self.

15

So like a cursed elfe,
Helplesse, and hopelesse, friendlesse, and forlorne,
The sinlce of scorne,
And kennell of contempt, thou should'st have laine
Eternally enthrall'd to endlesse paine.
3Had not the Lord
Of love and life been pleased to afford

20

250

His helping hand of grace,
And freely put himself into thy place.
So were thy bands transferr'd, but not unti'd,

25

Untill the time he di'd,
And by his death vanquisht, and conqu'red all,
That Adams fall
Had made victorious.

Sinne, Death, and Hell,

Thy fatall foes, under his footstool fell.

30

k.

Yet he meant not
That thou should'st use the liberty he got
As it should like thee best,
To wander as tbou listest, or to rest
In soft repose carelesse of his commands:

35

He that hath loos'd those bands,
Whereby thou wast enslaved to the foes,
Binds thee with those,
Where with he bound himself to doe thee good,
The bands of love, love writ in lines of blood.

40

5.
His love to thee
Made him to lay aside his Majesty,
And cloathed in a vaile
Of. fraile, though faultlesse flesh, become thy baile.
But love requireth love: and since thou art
Loved by him, thy part

45
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It is to love him too: and love affords
The strongest cords
That can be: for it ties, not hands alone,
But heads, and hearts, and soules, and all in one.

50

6.

*

Come then, mine heart,
And freely follow the prevailing art
Of thy Redeemers love.
That strong magnetique tie hath pow'r to move
The steeli'st stubbornesse.

If thou but twine,

55

And twist his love with thine,
And by obedience labour to expresse
Thy thanlcfulnesse,
It will be hard to say on whether side
The bands are surest, which is fastest tide.

60

Embleme ^3•
The prop of the Heart.
His heart is fixed, trusting in the Lord.
established, he shall not be affraid.

His heart is

Psalm 112:7-8.

Epigram 4*3 •
My weak, and feeble heart, a prop must use,
0

But pleasant fruits, and flow'rs doth refuse:
My Christ my pillar is, on him rely,
Repose, and rest my self, alone will I.
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Ode 43.
1.
Suppose it true, that whilst thy Saviours side
Was furrowed with scourges he was ti'd
Unto some pillar fast,
Think not, mine heart, it was because he could
Not stand alone, or that left loose he would

5

Have shrunk away at last.
Such weaknesse suits not with Omnipotence,
Nor could mans malice match his patience.

2.
But, if so done, 't was done to tutor thee,
Whose frailty, and impatience he doth see

10

Such, that thou hast nor strength,
Nor will, as of thy self, to undergo
The least degree of duty, or of woe,
But would'st be sure at length
To flinch, or faint, or not to stand at all,

15

Or in the end more fearfully to fall.
3Thy very frame, and figure, broad above,
Narrow beneath, apparently doth prove
Thou canst not stand alone,
Without a prop to boulster, and to stay thee.
To trust to thine own strength would soone betray thee.
Alas, thou now art growne

20

So weak, and feeble, wav'ring, and unstaid,
Thou shrink'st at the least weight that's on thee laid
It.

The easiest command'ments thou declinest,
And at the lightest punishments thou whinest:
Thy restlesse motions are
Innumerable, like the troubled sea
Whose waves are toss 'd, and tumbled ev'ry way.
The Hound-pursued Hare
Makes not so many doubles, as thou, do 'st,
Till thy crosse courses in themselves are lost.

5•
Get thee some stay that may support thee then,
And stablish thee, lest thou should'st start againe.
But where may it be found?
Will pleasant fruites, or flowers serve the turne?
No, no, my tott'ring heart will overturne,
And lay them on the ground.
Dainties may serve to minister delight,
But strength is onely from the Lord of might.
e:
Betake thee to thy Christ then, and repose
Thy selfe in all extremities on those
His everlasting amies,
Wherewith he girds the heavens, and upholds
The pillars of the earth, and safely folds

25k
His faithfull flocke from harmes.
Cleave close to him by faith, and let the bands
Of love tie thee in thy Redeemers hands.
7Come life, come death, come devills, come what will,
Yet fast'ned so thou shalt stand stedfast still:

50

And all the pow'rs of hell
Shall not prevaile to shake thee with their shock,
So long as thou art founded on that rock:
No duty shall thee quell,
No danger shall disturbe thy quiet state,

55

Nor soule-perplexing feares thy mind amate.

Embleme kk.
The scourging of the Heart.
A rod is for the backe of him that is void of understanding.
Proverbs 10:13«
Epigram kk.
When thou withhold'st thy scourges, dearest love,
My sluggish heart is slack, and slow to move.
Oh let it not stand still, but lash it rather,
And drive it, though unwilling, to thy Father.
Ode kk.
1.
What doe those scourges on that sacred flesh,
Spotlesse and pure?

Must he, that doth sin-weari'd sou3.es refresh,
Himself endure
Such tearing tortures?

Must those sides be gash'd?

Those shoulders lash'd?
Is this the trimming that the world bestowes
Upon such robes of majestie as those?

2.
Is't not enough to die, unlesse by paine
Thou antidate
Thy death before hand, Lord:

What do'st thou meane

To aggravate
The guilt of sinne? or to enhance the price
Thy sacrifice
Amounts to?

Both are infinite I know,

And can by no additions greater grow.

3Yet dare I not imagine that in vaine
Thou did'st endure
One stripe: though not thine owne thereby, my gaine
Thou did'st procure,
That when X shall be scourged for thy sake,
Thy stripes may make
Mine acceptable, that I may not grutch,
When I remember thou hast borne as much.
k.

As much, and more, for me.

Come then mine heart,

256
And willingly
Submit thy selfe to suffer: smile at smart
And death defie.
Feare not to feel that hand correcting thee,
Which set thee free,

30

Stripes as the tokens of his love he leaves,
Who scunrgeth ev'ry sonne whom he receives.
5There's foolishnesse bound up within thee fast:
But yet the rod
Of fatherly correction at the last,

35

If blest by God,
Will drive it farre away, and wisdome give,
That thou maist live,
Not to thy self, but him, that first was slaine,
And died for. thee, and then rose againe.

kO

6.
Thou art not onely dull, and slow of pace
But stubborne too,
And refractory, ready to outface,
Rather then doe,
Thy duty: though thou know'st it must be so,
Thou wilt not go '
The way thou should'st, till some affliction
First set thee right, then prick, and spurre thee on.

0

45

Top-like thy figure, and condition is,
Neither to stand,
Nor stirre, thy self alone, whilst thou do'st inisse
An helping l\and
To set thee up, and store of stripes bestow
To make thee goe.
Begge then thy blessed Saviour to transferre
His scourges unto thee, to make thee stirre.

Embleme 45*
The hedging of the Heart.
I will hedge up thy way with thornes.

Hosea 2:6.

Epigram 45*
He, that of thornes would gather roses, may
In his own heart, if handled the right way.
Hearts hedged with Christs Crowne of thornes, in stead
Of thorny cares, will sweetest roses breed.
Ode 45.
1.
A crowne of thornes!

I thought so: ten to one,

A crowne without a thorne there's none:
There's none on earth I meane, what shall I then
Rejoyce to see him crown'd by men,
By whom Kings rule, and reigne?

Or shall I scorne,

And hate, to see earths curse, a thorne }

Embleme 45.

Embleme 46.
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Engravings 45-47
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Prepost'rously preferr'd to crowne those browes,
From whence all blisse, and glory flowes?
Or shall I both be glad,
And also sad,

10

To think it is a crowne, and yet so bad?

2.
There's cause enough of both, I must confesse:
Yet, what's that unto me, unlesse
I take a course his crowne of thornes may be
Made mine, transferr'd from him to me?

15

Crownes had they been of starres could adde no more
Glory, where there was all before,
And thornes might scratch him, could not make him worse,
Then he was made: sinne, and a curse.
Come then, mine heart, take downe

20

Thy Saviours Crowne
Of thornes, and see if thou canst make't thine orae.
3.
Remember first, thy Saviours head was crown'd
By the same hands that did him wound:
They meant it not to honour, but to scorne him,

25

When in such sort they did bethorne him.
Think earthly honours such, if they redound
Not to his glory, th' are not sound.
Never beleeve they minde to dignifie
Thee, that thy Christ would crucifie.

30
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Think ev'ry crowne a thorne,
Unlesse 't adorne
Thy Christ, as well as him, by whom 't is worne.
k.

Consider then that, as the thorny crowne
ft
Circled thy Saviours head, thine owne

35

Continuall care to please him, and provide
For the advantage of his side,
Must fence thine actions, and affections so,
That they shall neither dare to goe
Out of that compasse, nor vouchsafe accesse

40

To what might make that care goe lesse.
Let no such thing draw nigh,
Which shall not spie
Thornes ready plac'd to prick it till it die.

5Thus, compass'd with thy Saviours thorny Crowne,

^5

Thou mai'st securely sit thee downe,
And hope that he, who made of water wine,
Will turne each Thorne unto a Vine,
Where thou mai'st gather grape's, and to delight thee
Roses: noi- need the prickles fright thee.
Thy Saviours sacred temples tooke away
The curse, that in their sharpnesse lay.
So thou mai'st crowned be
As well as he,

50
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And at the last light in his light shalt see.

55

Embleme 46.
The fastening of the Heart.
I will put my feare in their hearts, that they shall not
depart from me.

Jeremiah 32:4.0.
Epigram k6.

Thou, that wast nailed to the Crosse for me,
Lest I should slip, and fall away from thee,
Drive home thine holy feare into mine heart,
And clench it so, that it may ne'er depart.
Ode 46.
1.
What? do'st thou struggle to get loose againe?
Hast thou so soone forgot-the former paine,
That thy licentious bondage unto sinne,
And lust enlarged thraldome, put thee in?
Hast thou a mind againe to rove, and ramble

5

Rogue-like a vagrant through the world, and scramble
For scraps, and crusts of earth-bred base delights,
And change thy dayes of joy for tedious nights
Of sad repentant sorrow?
What? wilt thou borrow
That griefe to day, which thou must pay to morrow?

2.
No, self-deceiving heart, lest thou should'st cast

10

Thy cords away, and burst the bands at last
Of thy Redeemers tender love, I'll try
What further fastnesse in his feare doth lie.
The cords of love soaked in lust may rot,
And bands of bounty are too oft forgot:
But holy filiall feare, like to a naile
Fast"ned in a sure place, will never faile.
This driven home will take
Fast hold, and make
Thee that thou darest not thy God forsake.

3Remember how, besides thy Saviours bands,
Wherewith they led him bound, his holy hands,
And feet, were pierced, how they nail'd him fast
Unto his bitter crosse, and how at last
His precious side was goared with a speare.
So hard sharp-pointed ir'n, and steel did teare
His tender flesh, that from those wounds might fl
The sov'raigne salve for sin-procured woe.
Then that thou mai'st not faile
Of that availe,
Refuse not to be fast'ned with his naile.
k.

Love in an heart of flesh is apt to taint,
Or by fly-blowne with folly: and its faint
And feeble spirits, when it shewes most faire,

263
Are often fed on by the empty aire
Of popular applause, unlesse the salt
Of holy feare in time prevent the fault:
But season f d so it will be kept for ever.

40

He, that doth feare because he loves, will never
Adventure to offend,
But alwayes bend
His best endeavours to content his friend.
5.
Though perfect love cast out all servile feare,

^5

Because such feare hath torment: yet thy dear
Redeemer meant not so to set thee free,
That filiall feare, and thou should strangers be.
Though, as a sonne, thou honour him thy father,
Yet, as a master, thou maist feare him rather.

50

Feare's the soules Centinell, and keepes the heart,
Wherein love lodges so, that all the art,
And industry, of those,
That are its foes,
Cannot betray it to its former woes.

55

Embleine ^7 •
The new wine of the Heart.
Wine that maketh glad the heart of man.

Psalm 104:15.

Epigram kj.
Christ the true Vine, grape, cluster, on the Crosse
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Trod the Winepresse alone, unto the losse
Of bloud, & life.

Draw, thankfull heart, and spare not:

Here's wine enough for all, save those that care not.
Ode 47.
1.
Leave not thy Saviour now, what ev'r thou do'st,
Doubtfull distrustfull heart,
Thy former paines, and labours, all are lost,
If now thou shalt depart,
And faithlesly fall off at last from him,

5

Who to redeeme thee spar'd nor life nor limme.

2.
Shall he, that is thy Cluster, and thy Vine,
Tread the winepresse alone,
Whilst thou stand'st looking on?

Shall both the wine,

And worke be all his owne?

10

See how he bends, crusht with the straitned Screw
Of that fierce wrath, that to thy sinnes was due.
3Although thou canst not helpe to beare it, yet
Thrust thy selfe under too,
That thou mai 'st feel some of the weight, and get
Although not strength to doe,
Yet will to suffer something as he doth,
That the same stresse at once may squeeze you both.

15

Thy Saviour being press'd to death, there ran
Out of his sacred wounds
That wine, that inaketh glad the heart of man,
And all his foes confounds.
Yea, the full-flowing fountain's open still
For all grace-thirsting hearts to drinke their fill.

5•
And not to drinke alone, to satiate
Their longing appetites,
Or drome those cumbrous cares, that would abate
The edge of their delights,
But, when they toyle, and foile themselves, with sinne,
Both to refresh, to purge, and cleanse them in.

6.
Thy Saviour hath begun this Cup to thee,
And thou must not refuse't.
Presse then thy sin-swoll'n sides, untill they be
Empty, and fit to use't.
Doe not delay to come, when he doth call,
Nor feare to want, where there's enough for all.

7.
Thy bounteous Redeemer in his bloud
Fills thee not wine alone,
But likewise gives his flesh to be thy food,
Which thou mai'st make thine owne,
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And feede on him, who hath himself revealed
The bread of Life by God the Father sealed.

8.
Nay, he's not food alone, but physicke too,
When ever thou art sick,
And in thy weaknesse strength, that thou mai'st doe

4.5

Thy duty, and not stick
At any thing, that he requires of thee,
How hard soever it may seeme to be.
9Make all the haste then that thou canst to come,
Before the day be past,

50

And think not of returning to thy home,
Whilst yet the light doth last.
The longer, and the more thou draw'st this wine,
Still thou shalt find it more, and more divine.
10.

Or if thy Saviour think it meet to throw

55

Thee in the Pres.se againe,.
To suffer as he did: yet doe not grow
Displeased at thy paine:
A Summer season followes Winter weather,
Suff'ring you shall be glorified together.

60
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The Spirit, and the Bride say, Come.
heareth say, Come.

And let him that

And let him that is a thirst, come.

And whosoever will, let him take the water of life freely.
Revelation 22:17.

•The Conclvsion.
Is this my period?
To doe hereafter?

Have I now no more
Shall my inind give o're

Its best employment thus, and idle be,
Or busi'd otherwise?

Should I not see

How to improve my thoughts more thriftily,

5

Before I lay these Heart-School Lectures by?
Self-lcnowledge is an everlasting taslce,
An endlesse worke, that doth not onely aske
A whole man for the time, but challengeth
To take up all his howers untill death.

10

Yet as in other Schooles they have a care
To call for repetitions, and are
Busi'd as well in seeking to retaine
What they have learn'd already, as to gaine
Further degrees of knowledge, and lay by

15

Invention, whilst they practice memory:
So must I likewise take some time to view
What I have done, ere I proceed anew.
Perhaps I may have cause to interline,
To alter, or to adde: the Worke is mine,

20

.
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And I may manage it, as I see best,
With my great Masters leave.

Then here I rest

From taking out new lessons, till I see
How I retaine the old in memory.
And if it be his pleasure, I shall say

25

These lessons before others, that they may,
Or learne them too, or only censure me;
I'll wait with patience the successe to see.
And though I loolce not to have leave to play,
For that this School allowes not, yet I may

30

Another time perhaps, if they approve
Of these, such as they are, and shew their love
To the School of the Heart, by calling for't,
Adde other lessons more of the like sort.

The Learning of the Heart.

The Preface.

I am a Scholar.

The great Lord of Love

And life, my Tutor is: Who from above
All that lack Learning, to his School invites,
My Hearts my Prayer-book, in which he writes,
Systemes of all the Arts and Faculties:
First reads to me, then makes me exercise,
But all in paradoxes, such high strains,

5
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As flow from none but love Inspired Brains:
Yet bids me publish them abroad and dare
T' extoll his Arts above all other Arts that are.

10

Why should I not? me thinks it cannot be,
But they should please others as well as me.
Come then joyn'd hands, and let our hearts embrace,
Whil'st thus loves Labyrinth of Arts we trace;
I mean the Sistemes call'd Liberal:

15

Both Trivium, and Quadrivium, sev'n in all.
With the higher Faculties, Phylosophy,
And Law, and Physick, and Theologie.

The Grammar of the Heart.
And spealceth the Truth in his Heart.

Psalm 15:2.

My Grammar, I define to be an Art,
Which teacheth me to write and speak mine heart,
By which I learn that smooth tongu'd flatt'ries are
False Language, and in love irregular.

Among*st my Letters, Vow-wells I admit,
Of none but Consonant to sacred Writ.
And therefore when my Soul in silence moans,
Half vowel'd sighs, and double deep thong'd groans,
Mute looks, and liquid tears in stead of words,

10 extol (C)3 excell
15 Sistemes (L)] Sidemes; Sciences (C)
Scrip. And (KJV)] That

5
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Are of the language that mine heart affords.

10

And since true love abhors all variations,
My Grammar hath no moads nor conjugations,
Tenses, nor Persons, nor Declensions,
Cases, nor genders, nor comparisons:
What ere my Letters are, my Words but one,

15

And on the meaning of it love alone.
Concord is all my Syntax and agreement
Is in my Grammar perfect regiment.
He wants no Language that hath learn'd to love,

19

When tongues are still, hearts will be heard above.

The Rethorick of the Heart.
My Heart is inditing a good matter.

Psalm 45 '• 1 •

My Rethorick is not so much an Art,
As an infused habit in mine Heart,
Which a sweet secret Elegance Instills,
And all my Speech with Tropes and Figures fills.
Love is the tongues Elixir, which doth change
The ordinary sense of words, and range
Them under other kinds, dispose them so
That to the height of eloquence they grow,
Ev'n in their native plainness, and must be

15 ere (C)3 are

5

So understood as liketh love and me.
When I say Christ, I mean my Saviour;
When his Command'ment my behaviour:
For to that end it was he hither came,
And to this purpose 'tis I bear his Name.
When I say Hallow'd be thy name, he knows
I would be holy: for his glory grows
Together with my good, and he hath not
Given more honour then himself hath got
So when I say, Lord let thy Kingdom come,
He understands it, I would be at home;
To raign with him in glory.

So grace brings

My love in me to be the King of Kings.
He teacheth me to to say, Thy will be done,
But meaneth he would have me do mine own;
By making me. to will the same he doth,
And so to rule my self and serve him both.
So when he saith, My Son give me thine heart
I know his meaning is, that I should part
With all I have for him, give him my self,
And to be rich in him from worldly pelf.
When he says come to me, I know that he
Means I should wait his coming unto me,
Since 'tis his coming unto me that makes
Me come to him, my part he undertakes.
And when he says, Behold I come, I know
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His purpose and intent is X should go
With all the speed I can, to meet him whence
His coming is attractive, draws me hence.
Thick-folded Repititions in Love,
Are no Tautologies, but strongly move
And bind unto Attention.

40

Exclamations,

Are the hearts heaven-piercing Exaltations.
Epiphonemaes and Apostrophes,
Love likes of well, but no Prosopopes.
Not doubtful but careful deliberations,

45

Love holds as grounds of strongest Resolutions.
Thus love and I a thousand ways can find,
To speak and understand each others mind,
And descant upon that which unto others,
Is but plain Song, and all their Musick smothers.

50

Nay that which worldly wit worms call nonsence,
Is many times loves purest Eloquence.

The Logick of the Heart.

Be ready always to give an Answer to every man that asketh
you a Reason of the Hope that is in you.

I Peter

My Logick is the faculty of Faith,
<

Where all things are resolv'd into he saith;

And Ergoes drawn from trust and confidence,
Twist and tie Truths with stronger consequence
Then either sense or reason: for the heart
And not the head is fountain of this Art.
And what the heart objects none can resolve,
But God himself, till death the frame dissolve.
Nay Faith can after death dispute with dust,
And argue ashes into stronger trust
And better hopes then Brass and Marble can
Be emblemes of unto the outward-man.
All my invention is to find what terms
My Lord and I stand in: how he confirms
His promises to me, how I inherit
What he hath purchased for me by his merit.
My judgment is submission to his will,
And when he once hath spoken to be still. .
My Method's to be ordered by him:
What he disposeth, that I think most trim.
Loves Arguments, are all I will, thou must;
What he says and commands are true and just.
When to dispute and argue's out of Season,
Then to believe and to obey is Reason.

F I N I S .

NOTES

Title Page
publication data] evidence of former publication data, no
longer legible.

Plates by Van Lochom, probably the ones

used in the Harvey edition, had been used for a Continental
edition of Haeften, appearing without text.

The Introdvction
2 at home = within the self.

See Syn., "Travels at home."

23 composure = "composition.

He means spirit added to

body " (Gros.).
56 knowne, (K)] ~.

Emb1em 1
Ep. 1,4 Vip 'rous brood] "The allusion is to the belief that
the birth of the viper's brood was the destruction of the
parent. . . . Milton works it into his conception of sin"
(Gros.).
Ode 1.13 composition = "mental constitution" (OED).
'20 excellent. (C)]
27 could (C)] would
52 then (B)] then then

27k

Emblem 2
Ode 2.22 liver] "supposed to be the seat of sensual or
fleshly love" (Gros.).

29 spumy = frothy (OED).
40 swing = "freedom of action" (OED).
Emblem 3
Ode 3.21 amating = dismaying, daunting, disheartening
(OED); see Ode 43.56.
51 lend, (L)]

Emblem 4
Ode 4 .19 See Matthew 7:6.
20 draffe = "wash or swill given to swine" (OED).

33 geason = "barren, unproductive" land (OED).
51 loose = lose.

Emblem 5
Ep. 5.1 Ambitions (K)] Ambitious
20 thorow = through.
23 are? (C)]
37 owe; (K)] ~,

Emblem 6
Ode 6 . 3 skinker = tapster (cited in OED).

15 welld, = wield (Gros. queries this).
53 foyl'd = fouled, defiled, polluted (OED).
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Emblem 7
Ode 7.26 bands = bonds (OBD).
37 Landmunger] Context indicates a buyer rather than a
seller; OED does not cite this compound.
39 livery and seisin = symbolic act of taking possession
(OED).
43 Muckwormes = miserly persons, "money-grubbers" (OED).

Emblem 8
Ep. 8.1 nor works] Not in the Latin motto and om. C+.
1 works, (K)]

Emblem 9
Ode 9.19 in gross] See Syn. "Trinitie Sunday."
39 alone; (K)]

Emblem 10
Ode 10.4-5 horseleech . . . daughters] "The Horse-leach
hath two daughters . . . that is, two forks in her tongue,
which he heer [Prov. 30:15] calleth her two daughters,
whereby she suclceth the bloud, and is neuer saciate"
(OED citing Marbeck, Bk. of Notes, 503)•
49 All = "universe, as in Donne, &c." (firos.).

Emblem 11
Scrip, heart] mind (KJV); Cor (Vulgate).
Ode 11.3-4 See Acts 9:5»
16 reprive] See note to Ode 12.24.
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Emblem 12
Ode 12.3 distresse] distresses (K) —Gros. added the -js
because he thought it necessary to rhyme with Premises,
1.6; if the ending of Premis es is unvoiced, the rhyme is
already present.
24 reprieve = "respite or rescue (a person) from impending
punishment" (cited in OED).
35 liver . . . lust] See note to Ode 2.22.
37 keep] not keeps;

doth is understood as an auxiliary.

kO parcell = partial (OED); see Herbert, "The Church
Porch," 1. 258.
k l k tympaniz'd = inflated, puffed up (with pride, etc.)
(OED).

Emblem 13
Ode 13-18 good. (C)]
^3 Cumbers . . . indeed] The sense seems to be that,
instead of attiring, the robes only encumber.
5^ high. (B)]
55 scurffe = a scaly skin condition (OED).

Emblem l4
Scrip, a (KJV)] om.
Ode 14.26 bray = "To beat small; to bruise, pound, crush
to powder; usually in a mortar" (OED).
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Emb1em 15
Scrip. 7:8 (KJV)] 7:9
47 quest = crush (earliest instance cited in OED).
Is

«

Emblem 16
Ode 16.5 "an old error that increased and grew from
Pliney 1 s time onwards 11 (Gros.).
44 reeking = emitting vapour or smoke (OED).
47 Aqua-regia = a combination of nitric and hydrochloric
acids; see Syn., "The Church," 1. 17*
48 Aqua-fortis = nitric acid.

Emblem 17
Scirip. 4:l4 (KJV)] 5:14
Ode 17•4 oaded = ingrained like a dye or stain (cited in
OED.

Gros. emends to vaded [= faded] for which OED also

cites this passage).
49 were [spilt]^] was ~. (C) --The sense seems to be, "Thy
blood were wasted (OED) if it is still running in vain."

Emblem 18
Scrip. 23:26 (KJV)] 23:21

Emblem 19
Ode 19.47-48

See Psalm 51:17*

Emblem 20
Ep. 20.3 Iustice = a possessive.
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Emblem 21
Ep. 21.4 pass'd (L)] passe
Ode 21.23 felt, (C)]

Emblem 22
Scrip. 17:9-10 (KJV)«] 17:9
Ode 22.28 misprision = "a misunderstanding; a mistake"
(OED).
39-40 The passions, which should merely provide motion,
undertake to guide.
47 b eare . . . in hand = "to profess, pretend; to assure,
to lead (one) to believe; to delude, abuse with false
pretences" (OED).
52 prestigious = "Practicing juggling or legerdemain; . . .
cheating, deluding, deceitful; deceptive, illusory" (OED).

Emblem 23
Scrip, for (KJV)] to
Ep. 23.1 heart (B)] heare
3 plunime (B)] plimme
Ode 23 .I See Donne, "A Hymne to God the Father."

Emblem 24
Ode 24.20 discontent; (E)] ~,

Emblem 25
Ode 25.4 Egyptian, dreadfull night] See Exod. 10:22.
48-49 See Malachi 4:2.
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Emblem 26
title] expanded, "Law-table . . ., 11 as on the plates,
"Tabvia Leges," (E).
Ode 26.52 ure = "use, practice" (OED).

Emblem 27
Ode 27.12 lay = lea, "fallow, unploughed" (OED).
21 starvy. = "Poor in quality, starved" (earliest instance
cited in OED).
22 smart; (L)] ~,

Emblem 28
Scrip, in (KJV)] with
Ode 28.44 home, (C)]
56 graine; (C)] ~,

Emblem 30
Ode 30.+1 30 (B)] 31

Emblem 31
Ode 31•5 mounds = "hedge or fence bounding a field or
garden" (OED).

Emblem 32
Ode 32.21 Bus'nesse (K)] businesse —Although I have
generally refrained from tampering with the meter, in
this instance we have Harvey's own example within the
stanza, 1. 29.
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2^-25 See Luke 10:38-^2.
56 me (C)] thee
59-60 See Exod. 33:20-23.

Emblem jk
Ode 3^-36 amber = ambergris (OED).
k2

thorow = through

48 amisse, (C)] ~,

Emblem 35
Ode 35*7 too] to (C) "The dative infinitive to blame is
much used as the predicate after be.

In the l6 -17tb c. the

to was misunderstood as too, and blame taken as adj. =
blameworthy, culpable" (OED).
10 gripple-handed = "Griping, niggardly, usui-ious 11 (cited
in OED).

51 dwelleth, (C)]
52 aloftJ Perhaps aflot would be a likely emendation.

53 overswelleth ; (K)]

Emblem 36
Ode 36.19 makes (B)] make
23 light: (K)]

Emblem 38
Scrip. 60 :8 (KJV)] 60:5
Ode 38.37 exhales = draws up "in the form of a vapour,"
evaporates (OED).
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Emblem 39
Ep. 39•3 gable = cable or rope (OED); all editions after
C read cable.

Emblem 40
Ode 40.1 vaine; (K)] ~,
20 mine (K)] thine

Emblem 4l
title] expanded, ". . . with the Bloody Sweat," as on the
plates, "ex Svdore Sangvineo," (E).

Ode 4l.7 exercise = the medition mentioned 1. 5»
13 trode (B)] trade
48 melt, (K)]
51 surpasse] OED does not list this intr. usage.

Emblem 42
title] expanded,

. . with the cords of Christ," as on

the plates, "ex Fvnibvs Christi," (E).
Ode 42.18 sinke = "A place in which vice or corruption is
rank or rampant" (OED).
20 paine, (K)]

Emblem 43
title] expanded, "Christ's Pillar . . .," as on the plates,
"Christi Colvmna," (E).
Scrip. 112:7-8 (KJV)] 102:7-8

' >\.
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Ode 43.51-53 See Matt. l6:l8.
56 amate] See Ode 3*21.

Emblem 44
Scrip, understanding = Corde (Vulgate).
Ode 44.43 outface = "to brazen out" (OED).
53-54 As boys whip a top to keep it spinning.

Emblem 45
title] expanded,

. . with a Crown of Thorns," as on the

plates, "Corona Spinea," (E).
Ode 45.6 See Gen. 3:17-18.
9 glad (K)] clad
19 made: (L)]
49 Where (B)] Were

Emblem 46
Ode 46.45 See I John 4:l8.

Emblem 47
title] expanded, ". . . out of the Press of the Cross,"
as on the plates, "e Torcvlari Crvcis," (E).
Scrip. 104:15 (KJV)] 104:115
Ode 47.8 See Isaiah 63:3*

29 foile] See Ode 6 .53*
31 begun] Idiomatic, "To begin to a person: to pledge,
toast that person" (OED); the idiom was still alive in
Scotland in the 19*!) c. (Gros.).

28 k
The Learning of the Heart.

The Preface.
10 extol (C)] excell
13 hearts (C)] heart's
15 Sistemes (L)] Sitfemes; Sciences (C)
17 Phylosophy, (K)]

The Grammar of the Heart.
Scrip. And (KJV)] That
12 conjugations, (C)]
15 ere (C)] are
15 Word's (C)] Words
17 agreement

(C)].

The Rethorick of the Heart.
9 Ev'n (C)] E'vn
Exaltations (C)] Exaltions
43 Epiphonemaes = "An exclamatory sentence or striking
reflection, which sums up or concludes a passage in the
discourse" (OED).
kk Prosopopes = "A rhetorical figure by which an imaginary
or absent person is represented as speaking or acting; the
introduction of a pretended speaker."

It may involve

personification of "fictitious, irrational, or even
inanimate objects" or a fictitious speech "assigned to a
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real character" (OED).

It may be the element of pretense

or fiction to which Harvey objects.

The Logick of the Heart
10 trusty (L)]
12 emblemes A (C)]
19 him: (L)]
21 must; (C)]

APPENDIX A

HISTORICAL COLLATION OF SUBSTANTIVE
AND SEMI-SUBSTANTIVE VARIANTS

The Introdvction
1 no more] not (B+)

40 [suffer'd]^] to (E+)

3 thoughts] thought (C+)

41 thine] thy (E+)

6 thine] thy (B+)

51 unlearned] unlearn'd
(D+)

15 those], these (C+)
23 heaven] heav'n (C+)

63 now made mee] made me

27 the] om. (C+)

now (C+)

28 No] Not (C+)

68 mine] my (B+)

28 thine] thy (B+)

76 for all] as for (C+)

Emblem 1
Ode 1.6 the] this (D+)

29 is it] it is (B)

27 would] could (C+)

30 Thee] The (C+)

28 as not] om. (C+)

40 dur'st] dare'st (C+)
52 then then] then (B-L)

Emblem 2
Ode 2.33 of't is] of it's

47 one day thou] thou on

(E+) oft is (K)

day (B+)

45 Is all] om. (B)

48 betwixt] 'twixt (C+)
51 burning] om. (B+)
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Emblem 3
Ep. 3.4 last] length (B+)

31 That] thou (E-K)

Ode 3«l8 difference] diff'rence

42 difference] diff'rence

(C-F)

. (C+)

21 amating] amazing (B+)

Emblem 4
Ep. 4.4 om. (B)

36 thine end] thy mind

(B+)

Emblem 5
Ep. 5»1 Ambitious] Ambition

7 content] extent (C+)

(B+); Ambitions (KL)

26 burnt] burns (J)

2 Puffe] Puft (B); Puffs

42 eyes] ears (B+)

(C+L)

52 [countervaile] ] all
(B)

Ode 5.3 refined] refill'd (D+)

Emblem 7
35 conceit] concert (K)

Emblem 8
picture different (B+)

Ode 8.14 hath] has (D+)

Scrip, [as]^J hard as (C+)

26 unto] into (E+)

Ep. 8.1 nor works] om. (C+)

52 that] their (K)
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Emblem 9
Scrip. Their] Thine (B+)

48 For] From (C+)

Ode 9.32 thine] thy (B+)

58 I'll] I'd (C+)

Emblem 10
title insatiablenesse],

29 when as] whereas (K)

insatiability (E+)

42 counsells] counsel (B+)

Ode 10.l4 apetites] apetite

50 thereunto's] thereunto,

(B)

is (E+)

26 wanteth something]

55 Go] So (B+)

wanteth A (B); wanted A

59 trine-une] tri-une (C+)

(C+)

60 -thirsting] -thrusting
(K)

Emblem 11
Scrip, [selves]^] like (B+)

47 now] how (B+)

37 mine] my (H+)

52 mine] my (B+)

Emblem 12
Ep. 12.3 soares] feares (C+)
Ode 12.3 distresse] distresses
(K)
20 jThou]] That (B)
25 compos'd] composed (K)

28 indispos'd] indisposed
(K)
37 keep] keeps (C+)
47 Impatient] Impatience
(B)
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Emblem 13

49 Ambitions] Ambitious

Ode 13.15 that is] that's
(D+)

(B+ )

47 Cumbers thee with indeed]
Which cumber thee (B+)-

Emblem 14
Scrip, [and]^] a (E+L)

57 om. (B); reconstructed,

Ode 14.1 of] or (B-DF)

"Then since (repenting

12 mine] my (H+)

heart) thou canst not

54 Cancell] Conceal (B+)

grieve" (C+)
60 the] thy (K)

Emblem 15
Ode 15.6 that] where (B+)

4l studi'd] study (D+)

18 death] debt (B+)

53 cast] om. (B+)

28 doth] do (E+)

60 raisest] raise (J)

Emblem 16
Ep. 16.1 of it selfe] like
(B+ )

46 alwayes] om. (C+)
52 Yet] 0 (C+)

Ode 16.12 as] so (B+)

53 move] prove (B+)

45 's] is (E+)

54 om . (B+)
Emblem 17

Scrip, thine] thy (D+)
Ode 17*4 oaded] vaded (K)

49 were [spilt]^] was
(C+)

•
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Emblem 18
picture different (B+)

55 mine] my (B+)

Ode 18.53 I all things] all
things I (K)

*

Emblem 19

Ode 19.8 Thy] The (C+)

40 Or a ] Ox, (K)

Emblem 20
Ode 20.22 My] Thy (B)

46 at first] om. (K)

33 is not yet] yet is not

48 weight] om. (B+)

(C+)

Emb1em 21
picture different (B+)

4 passe] pass'd (L)

Ep. 21.3 provided] provide

Ode 21.6 ? In]

(B+)

a

in (D+)

44 those] these (D+)

3 pure] poor (J)

Emblem 22
Ep. 22.3 Sea-mans] Sea-mens
"

Ode 22.32 reason] reasons

(D+)

(B)

Emblem 23
Scrip, to] for (C+L)

41 thine] thy (B+)

Ep. 23 .I heare] heart (B-L)

49 thine] thy (B+)

Ode 23.17 Do'st] Canst (C+)

55 om. (B+)
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Emblem 24
Ode 24.24 this] his (B+)

36 sp'ritly] spiritly (E+)

Emblem 25
Scrip, unto] on (C+)

24 that] the (B+)

Ep. 25.1 that] om. (D+)

31 misery:] ~, (K)

Ode 25*4 Egyptian, dreadful]

32 themselves,]

Egyptian-dreadful (K)

(K)

5.2 om. (B+)

10 hath] has (C+)

53 Though] So (C+)

17 [can]l] om. (D+)

54 mine] thine (C+)

Emblem 26
title expanded, "Law-table
. . .» (E+)

Ode 26.19 writ] wrote (C+)
38 [And] their] om. (J)

Ep. 26.2 newly will] will
newly (B+)

Emblem 27
Ode 27.12 mine] my (C+)

20 thy] the (G+)

12 lay] by (C+)

52 best] rest (C+)

Emb1em 28
Scrip, with] in (L)

18 blind] bind (C+)

Ode 28.5 expectest] expectedest

52 beare] heare (C+)

(DF); expectedst (E+)

56 amongst] among (C+)
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Emblem 29
Ode 29*19 then a] hard then
(K)

36 whole] full (B+)
k7 and] thy (C+)

35 we] one (K)

*

Emblem 30

Ep. 30.1 These] Those (K)

27 shamefastnesse]

Ode 30.23 Maidenly] Maiden
(B+)

shamefacedness (C+)
55 Gardiner] Gard'ner (K)

60 my] Thy (K)

Emblem 31
Ode 31*20 thy] thee (H+)

51 in] it (J)

Emblem 32
Ode 32.5 sparke] sparkle (B+)

21 lie] be (K)

21 businesse] bus'nesse (KL)

56 thee] me (C-L)

Emblem 33
Ode 33*59 thou [polisht]] thy (C+)

Emb 1 em
Ode jk.kG every] ev'ry (B)

Emblem 35
Ode 35.7 too] to (C-K)

Emblem 36
Ode 36.19 make] makes (B-L)

51 then let] let then (J)
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Emblem 37
Ode 37 • 9 know 1 s (_+_)3 know is
(C+ )

48 ladder] ladder's (E+)
59 'ts] its (G+)

•14. om. (B+)

•

Emblem 38

Scrip, these] those .(D-G)

Emblem 39
Ep. 39.3 gable] cable (C-K)

Ode 39*39 [and] on] om.
(B+)

Emb1em 40
Ode 40.6 treasuries] treasures
(D+)

20 thine] mine (KL)
21 [not]^] a (D+)

7 inventories] inventory (B+)

48 And] When (C+)

Emblem 41
title expanded, ". . . with
the Bloody Sweat" (E+)

31 [father] first] om.
(D+)

Ode 4l.ll thy] the (J)

33 of's] of his (E+)

13 trade] trode (BK.L); trod

35 the] a (C+)

24 th'. . . th'. . . th 1 ]

39 that] the (K)

the. . . the. . . the (BE+)
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Emblem 42
title expanded,

. . with

the Cords of Christ" (E+)

16 oin. (B+)
55 steeli'st] steel'st

Ode 42.5 mine] my (D+)

(CDF); steelyst (K)

l4 sit] fit (K)

Emblem 43
picture taken from Emblem 37

Ode 43.16 fearfully]

(B)

fearful (B)

title expanded, "Christ's
Pillar . . ." (E+)

17 Thy] The (G+)
32 crosse] crost (B+)

Ep. 43.2 flow'rs] flowers (C+)

36 flowers] flow'rs (B+)

Emblem 44
picture different (B+)

Ode 44.48 and] om. (B)

Emblem 45
title expanded,

. . with a

Crown of Thornes" (E+)

28 om. (B+)
32 «t] t« (CDF); to (E+)

Ode 45-9 clad] glad (KL)

48 unto] into (E-K)

49 Were] Where (B-L)

26 bethorne] betorn (B+)

Emblem 46
Scrip, in] into (H+)
Ep. 46.3 thine] thy (B)

Ode 46.34 an] a (B+)
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Emblem k7
title expanded,

. . out of

Ode 47.29 foile] soile

the Press of the Cross"
(E+)

(C-K)
30 and] to (B+)

*

Conclvsion

6 Heart-School Lectures] Heart School-Lectures (K)
The Learning of the Heart: The Preface
5 Arts] Hearts (J)

13 heart's] hearts (C-L)

10 excell] extoll (C+L)

lk Arts] Art (J)

13 joyn'd] joyn (C+)

15 Sidemes] Sciences (C-K);
Sistemes (L)

The Grammar of the Heart
Scrip. That] And (L)

15 are] ere (C-L)

The Rethorick of the Heart
31

A[When]]

So (D+)

k2 Exaltions] Exaltations
(C-L)

The Logick of the Heart
10 trust.]

(C-L+)
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INDEX OF \T0RDS GLOSSED
amate

43*56

amating
amber

lay

3•21

livery and seisin

34..36

Aqua-fortis

at home
bands

loose
l6.48

Aqua-regia

bray

misprision

22.28

Intro. 2

Muckwormes

7*43

oaded

14.26

composure

1.13

Intro. 23

4 .20

Epiphonemaes
exhales

foyl'd
gable
geason

outface

44.43

parcell

12.40

Prosopopes
quest

Rethor. 43

Rethor. 43

16.44

reprieve, reprive
12.24

47.29

scurffe

6.53

sinke

39*3
4.33

spumy
35*10

7*37

starvy
swing
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13*55

42.18

skinker

gripple-handed

22.52

15.47

reeking

38.37

Landmunger

17-4

prestigious

composition

foile

22.47

47.31

draffe

31.5

16.47

beare . . . in hand

7*39

4 .51

mounds

7*26

begun

27.12

6.3

2.29
27-21
2.40

11.16,
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thorovr

5-20, 34.42

too blame

35-7

tympaniz'd
ure

26.52

vaded

17*4

welld

6.15

12.44
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Table 1.

Translations of the Latin Mottoes

The following prose translations are taken from the
1778 edition (Sigs. P-P4v) with the exceptions of numbers
8, 18, 21, and 44. Because the edition of 1778 followed
the third edition in supplying the wrong prints and mottoes
for these four emblems, I have made my own translations for
them.

Emblem
1.

Translation
While Satan deceives thee with flattering baits, thy
heart drinks in the deadly poison of disease and
death.

2.

Lust pleases, and drunkenness pleases, and so the
foolish mind grows stupid and dead; thus the heart
is without heart.

3«

Oh the darkness of the heart! to which outer dark,

ness will succeed, unless my light be a light unto
you.

4.

How far, Oh fugitive! would thy heart flee? if thou
canst be said to have an heart, who are neither
mindful of me, nor of thyself.

5.

The bellows of ambition blow up the vain heart with
the wind of honors, whence it breathes nothing but a
great nothing.

6.

Gluttony and drunkenness, two weights of solid lead,
prevent our heaven-born hearts from mounting upwards.
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Emblem
7.

Translations of the Latin Mottoes

Translation
Dost thou inquire where thy heart is, heartless
wanderer?

It is here, truly; even where that is

which is dearer to thee.than thy heart itself.
8.

Words do not move thee, nor lashings, nor my gifts,
iron creature that thou art, having a heart of
adamant.

9.

When I have given thee my whole self, vain virgin,
why is so smdll a share of thy heart given to me?

10.

Thy heart, which is a triangle, is not to be filled
with the whole world: the Trinity, who made the
heart, alone can satisfy it.

11.

Since now you have so often been exhorted by me to
return to your own heart; consider, your unwilling
ness to return, is but a willingness to perish.

12.

Why dost thou conceal thy vows and thy wounds in thy
closed breast?

Let thy heart be spread out before

God, as waters which are poured forth.
13•

The cross supplies the handle; the spear, the edge;
and the nails, the iron; that compose this knife:
with it circumcise thy heart, and consecrate it to
God.

1^.

Into many thousand pieces would I break this heart,
which hath wilfully rebelled against its Creator.
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Emblem
15•

Translations of the Latin Mottoes

Translation
Alas! the heart, delighting itself in lofty things,
exalts itself too much, unless a weight be placed
upon it, to keep it down.

16.

My Heart, which is like icy marble, will melt like
wax, when the fire of thy love (0 God) begins to
burn.

17•

A fountain flows from the wound in thy Husband's
pierced side: in this, 0 spouse, wash away the
defilements of thy heart.

18.

The only love of my heart, the only fear of my
heart, is you, Jesus; I give thee mine heart;
return thine heart to me.

19«

The sacrifice of a slain calf or bullock does not
please God; that love, which gave me a heart,
requires this heart for himself.

20.

What thou gavest me as a great gift, is not so,
unless an equal balance proves it to be of a proper
weight.

21.

Thine heart, beloved, is more precious than burnished
gold, if fire first consumes the impure dross.

22.

I alone can search the immense abyss of the heart,
which the mariner's plumb-line is unable to fathom.
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Emblem
23.

Translations of the Latin Mottoes

Translation
If you would have your heart upright, my daughter,
bring it frequently for trial to the true level of
mine.

24.

Since all new things please, lay down thy old heart,
0 spouse, and take the new one which I place in its
stead.

25•

0 God, thou light of light, thou only light of a
blind world, dispel, by thy light, the thick dark
ness that obscures my heart.

26.

I now write a new law on the smooth, soft table of
thy heart; whereas the old one, which was wrote on
hard tables of stone, is for me (i.e., to fulfill).

27.

Come then, 0 spouse, Let the plough of thy cross
break up the field of my heart, that into it thou
mayest scatter the seeds of thy word.

28.

0 divine Husbandman, commit thou the seed to the
earth, lest the field of our hearts prove unfruitful
to thee.

29.

Closed towards the earth; open towards heaven; let
thy dew descend; that so the soil of my heart may
flourish, and produce a variety of flowers.
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Translations of the Latin Mottoes

Emblem
30.

Translation
These lilies, 0 Spouse, which sprang from the seed
thou sowedst,, I consecrate to thee; to which also I
add the soil in which they grew.

31.

How well does that watchman keep the inclosed garden
of his heart, whom the fear of God arms with a
glittering sword!

32.

Whilst sleep possesses my limbs, my watchful heart
searches after thee; nor can I bear to be without
thee, by night or by day.

33.

0 my Light, pierce thro' this heart with a thousand
of thy most potent shafts; for the wounds given by
thy right hand are medicines.

3^.

0 my Light! may thy Spirit dwell in the temple of
mine heart, that, loving thee with thine own love,
0 Spouse, thou may'st return it again to me.

35•

How pleasant a thing it is to love that which hereto
fore the heart accounted bitter; even to run in a
narrow way with an enlarged heart!

36.

Proceed, my Love, and inflame the inmost recesses
of my heart, that, like a salamander, it may dwell
in its native burning pile!
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Emblem
37*

Translations of the Latin Mottoes

Translation
Would you, my beloved, ascend by a ladder to the
heavenly seats? here first construct the steps in
%
your own heart.

38.

Who will give me the two wings of a dove, by which
my heart, which is tired of the earth, may fly to
heaven?

39*

Live, ye united minds and agreeing hearts, to whom
one love gives but one will.

40.

My restless heart cannot dwell at ease in any
(earthly) situation; for God alone is its centre,
and only resting-place.

41.

The bath, which was filled with the bloody sweat of
thy bleeding Spouse: come hither, sick heart, here
is for you, what was Appointed in Paradise. [This
is very obscure; but the meaning seems to be that,
as it was apparently appointed in Paradise for man
to live by the sweat of his brow, so by this bloody
sweat the soul shall live.]

42.

My crimes, I confess, have bound thee with a cruel
cord: may that sweeter cord of love bind my heart to
thee.
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Emblem
43.

Translations of the Latin Mottoes

Translation
My weak heart requires nor flowers nor apples to
support it: this pillar of thine, 0 my Christ, is
support enough.

44.

When thy whippings cease to watch over one, the lazy
person stops: drive, my love, my reluctant heart to
follow better things.

45.

That your thorns may not want roses, let your Heart
furnish itself with that colour: this thorny diadem
will keep all infernal wild beasts out of the garden.

46.

Pierce through this heart of mine, with the nail of
holy fear, 0 thou who wast nailed to the Cross for
me.

47•

Behold the Cyprian cluster of grapes is prest;
accept, 0 heart, the rich-flavoured wine which flows
from the wine-press of the cross.
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The Formats of Haeften and Harvey

The following table has been adapted from
Masterson's table (p. xxxiv), the primary difference being
that Masterson did not take into account the facts that
Emblems 1-3 in Harvey do not occur in Haeften and that
Harvey does not follow Haeften's order exactly after
Emblem 31.

Schola Cordis (1629)
Liber Primvs
Praeuia ad Doctrinam

Schola Cordis (16^7)
The School of the Heart
The Introdvction

Cordis introductio
Emblems 1-3
Liber Secvndvs
Auersi Cordis ad Deum
Conuersio & Directio
Prima Classis

Emblems 4-10

Cordis Auersio
(Emblems 1-7)
Secvnda Classis

Emblems 11-17

Cordis Reuersio, &
Expurgatio (8-l4)
Tertia Classis
Cordis Oblatio &
Examen (15-20)
Liber Tertivs
Dei erga Cor humanum
beneficia

Emblems 18-23
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Qvarta Classis

Emblems 24-31» 35> 37

Cordis illuminatio, &
Spiritualis profectus
(21-31)
Qvinta Classis

Emblems 32-3^j 36, 3&-40

Cordis Perfectio, & cum
Christo Vnio (32-39)
Liber Qvartvs
Exercitatio Cordis in
Christi Passione. Praefatio.
De vtilitate meditandi
Passionem
Domini nostri Iesu Christi
Sexta Classis

Emblems 4l-46

Peregrinatio Cordis cum
Christo patiente (40-4.7)
Septima Classis

Emblem 4.7

Cordis cum Cruce &
Crucifixo conforinatio
(48-55)
The Conclvsion
The Learning of the Heart
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Scriptures Cited in the Plates and in the Text

Because the plates (after the first three) for
Harvey's Schola Cordis were copied from Haeften's and
because Harvey occasionally uses a different text from
Haeften's, Harvey's engravings and the texts do not always
agree. Furthermore, because the Vulgate and the King James
Version number some chapters and verses differently, even
the same passages may not be designated identically. To
signify that the disparity is only apparent, I have written
the word same and then have placed the chapter and verse
of the Vulgate in parentheses.

Emblem

In Text

In Engraving

1

Acts 5:3

same

2

Hosea 4:11

same

3

Romans 1:21

same

4

Proverbs 17:16

Hosea 7:11

5

Job 15:31

Ecclesiasticus l6:23

6

Luke 21:34

Psalms 4:3

7

Matthew 6:21

Psalms 6l:ll

8

Zechariah 7:12

same

9

Hosea 10:2

same

10

Habakkuk 2:5

Ecclesiasticus 14:9

11

Isaiah 46:8

same

12

Lamentations 2:19

same

13

Deuteronomy 10:l6

same

Psalms 51:17

same (50:19)

15

Ecclesiastes 7:8

Ecclesiasticus 2:2

16

Job 23:16

same

17

Jeremiah 4:l4

same
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Plates and in the Text

Emblem

In Text

In Engraving

18

Proverbs 23:26

same

19

Psalms 51:17

same (50:19)

20

Proverbs 21:2

same

21

Proverbs 17:3

same

22

Jeremiah 17:9-10

same (17:9)

23

Psalms 97:11

same (96:11)

24

Ezelciel 36:26

same

25

Psalms 34:5

Ecclesiasticus 2:10

26

Jeremiah 31:33

same

27

Ezekiel 36:9

same

28

Luke 8:15

Matthew 13:19 (taken from
a different version of
the saine parable)

29

Isaiah 27:3

Ecclesiasticus 24:42

30

Canticles 6:2

same (6:1)

31

Proverbs 4:23

same

32

Canticles 5:2

same

33

Lamentations 3:12

same

34

Galatians 4:6

same

35

Psalms 119:32

same (118:32)

36

Psalms 39:3

same (38:4)

37

Psalms 84:5

same (83:6)
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Plates and in the Text

Emblem

38

In Text
Isaiah 60: 8

In Engraving
Colossians 3:1

*

39

Ezekiel 11:9

same

4o

Psalms ll6:7

same (ll4:7)

4i

Joel 3:21

Ezekiel 24:12

42

Hosea 11:4

same (verse not given on
plate, either in Harvey
or Haeften, but both
include it in the text)

43

Psalms 102:7-8

James 5:8

44

Proverbs 10:13

same

45

Hosea 2:6

same

46

Jeremiah 32:40

Isaiah 4l:7

47

Psalms 104:15

same (103:15)
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Rhyme Scheme and Line Length of the Odes

All odes are iambic except for 35-37•
36 are trochaic and 37 is irregular.

Ode

Rhyme
Line Length

Ode

Odes 35 and

Rhyme
Line Length

aabb
5555

14

abbaccdd
54452255

abababccc
555555556

15

ab abc c
232355

3

aabccbbb
55555533

16

aaabbbcc
43443455

4

ababcc
555555

17

ababccdeed
4343223223

5

ab ab abcc
55555555

18

aabccb
443443

6

ababcc
545433

19

ab abcc
454544

7

abbacc
455422

20

ababcc
334456

8

abbacc
544522

21

aabbbcc
5545455

9

abccba
542245

22

aabbccddee
5454545455

10

aabbcc
545455

23

aabccbdd
54322345

11

abab
5556

24

aabccbdd
23455432

12

abcabcdd
55555555

25

aaabbbccc
234545432

13

ababcc
525244

26

aabbccdd
23533532
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Continued

27

aabbccdd
343553^3

38

ababacdcdc
5432112345

28

aabbccddeeff
235252252532»

39

abbccdda
55244255

29

aabbbcc
4454544

40

aabbccddee
5335445335

30

aabbccddee
3344554433

41

ababcc
424255

31

aabbccdd
53535355

42

aabbccddee
2535535255

32

aabbccddee
4455445544

43

aabccbdd
55355355

33

aabbccddee
5544554455

44

ababccdd
52525255

34

abbaccddeffe
422455554224

45

35

ababccc
4444444

46

aabbccddeee
55555555325

36

abbaccdeed
4444224444

47

ababcc
535355

37

abbccddeea
irregular

aabbccddeee
5454.5454325
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